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                E-RSC MEETING

            Meeting held at the Grand Hotel

  Marriott, One Grand Boulevard, Point

  Clear, Alabama, commencing at 1:02 p.m.,

  on Tuesday, the 15th of June, 2010, and

  continuing on Wednesday, the 16th of June,

  2010.
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1             P R O C E E D I N G S

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             We'll start with some

4   administrative matters.  A couple of

5   different things.  As you can tell from

6   the attire of the commissioners on the

7   E-RSC, we invoke the tie-optional rule

8   today, thanks to the heat outside, so feel

9   free to remove your ties if you so choose

10   to do so.  A couple of other matters:  The

11   microphones, for those using the

12   microphones, it's just simply touch the

13   button one time to turn it on and touch it

14   a second time to turn it off.  With that,

15   Leslie Doyle is here, our court reporter,

16   who has joined us at previous E-RSC

17   meetings.  Also, on the back row, is a

18   table for members of the media that have

19   come to join us today.  And, also, we do

20   have the phone lines open for individuals

21   to be able to call in.

22             So I'd like to begin by

23   welcoming each and every one of you here

24   today for today's E-RSC stakeholder

25   meeting.  The purpose of today's meeting
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1   is to give stakeholders two opportunities:

2   First, today's meeting provides

3   stakeholders the opportunity to provide

4   their perspectives on the status of

5   Entergy's Independent Coordinator and

6   Transmission Agreement, or the ICT, with

7   an emphasis on the activity within the

8   region of the past 12 months since the

9   historic joint meeting of state and

10   federal regulators last June in

11   Charleston, South Carolina.  Second,

12   today's meeting also provides stakeholders

13   with the opportunity to offer their

14   thoughts on what should happen within the

15   Entergy transmission system footprint when

16   the ICT agreement expires this coming

17   November 17th, just five months and two

18   days from today.

19             Before we begin any further, I

20   would like to recognize some very special

21   guests that we are honored to have here.

22   Today we are privileged to have three

23   members of the Federal Energy Regulatory

24   Commission here today.  They are

25   Commissioner Phil Moeller, who was first
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1   appointed to the FERC by President Bush

2   and recently reappointed by President

3   Obama.  We welcome you.  Commissioner Mark

4   Spitzer, who -- I always like to point out

5   when you have a former state regulator as

6   a federal regulator.  Before he was

7   appointed by President Bush, he was

8   Chairman of the Arizona Corporation

9   Commission.  And last, but certainly not

10   least, we're honored to have Commissioner

11   John Norris, the newest member of the

12   FERC, who was also a state utility

13   regulator, having served as chairman of

14   the Iowa Utilities Board, and he also has

15   extensive experience in regional

16   transmission issues from his state days,

17   having served as a board member, secretary

18   and president of the MISO's equivalent to

19   the E-RSC board known as the OMS.  We

20   appreciate your experience and insight, as

21   well.

22             To begin today's meeting, I'd

23   like to open with a PowerPoint

24   presentation to cover three areas.  First,

25   I'd like to give an overview of the
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1   progress Entergy state retail regulators

2   have made in the last 12 months with the

3   establishment of the E-RSC.  Second, I'll

4   present a time line of important dates

5   facing stakeholders within the Entergy

6   transmission footprint.  And, third, I'd

7   like to present a list of issues that need

8   to be considered by stakeholders in the

9   near future.

10             Next slide, please.

11             This is a slide that shows some

12   of the preliminary activities of

13   establishing the E-RSC.  Following the

14   meeting in Charleston, South Carolina, we

15   had a preliminary meeting in New Orleans

16   in August 2009, and I believe it was as

17   hot that day as it is today, as it was in

18   Charleston.  So we have a theme at our

19   state regulator meetings.

20             Important to note, it was at

21   that meeting that Entergy, for the first

22   time, explained to state regulators that

23   they had abandoned its use of Note B as a

24   means to justify avoiding building

25   construction projects.  I believe that
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1   there was also an announcement of a

2   $500 million plan for improvements.

3             Am I correct there?

4        MS. DESPEAUX:

5             I believe that's right.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             And, also, its -- following

8   that, adopts where they no longer used

9   Note B as a means to justify transmission

10   upgrades, that the ICT base plan, which is

11   independently developed by the ICT, and

12   Entergy's construction plan, which is what

13   is actually built, became in alignment.

14             Following that meeting, the

15   E-RSC was formed with approvals as listed

16   on the slide from Arkansas, Louisiana,

17   Mississippi, Public Utility Commission of

18   Texas, as well as the City of New Orleans.

19   After that, we had an organizational

20   meeting in October 2009 in New Orleans,

21   and we also incorporated officially on

22   December 10th, 2009.

23             Next slide, please.

24             On December 16th, we -- of 2009,

25   we held a conference call, where we
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1   approved policies, and we also held

2   elections.  In 2010, you can see we're not

3   even halfway through the year, and we've

4   had a very busy year.  January 6th, we

5   entered a Service Agreement with SPP.  It

6   was also following that Service Agreement

7   that Entergy tariff language was approved

8   by the FERC to incorporate the cost of the

9   E-RSC in their tariff.  On January 20th,

10   we had our first face-to-face meeting in

11   Little Rock, followed by one in New

12   Orleans.  We also selected consultants --

13   ESPY as our consultant with the Commission

14   that was approved in the March meeting and

15   signed on the 29th of March.  On

16   August 12th, we received our federal

17   recognition as a nonprofit.  On the 22nd,

18   we had our third face-to-face meeting, and

19   last month, we had our fourth one in Baton

20   Rouge.  So as you can see, it's been a

21   very busy time frame.

22             Also along this time, I think

23   possibly just as important, if not more

24   important, is we've had the opportunity to

25   have the staffs of the state commissions
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1   get together.  And over this period of

2   time since the March meeting, the

3   Entergy -- the E-RSC working group, which

4   composes of staff and consultants, have

5   met seven times since March, had 15

6   conference calls since January, and these

7   numbers don't even include the FERC CBA

8   calls.  It's during these meetings you had

9   57 people representing approximately 25

10   stakeholders that participated since

11   March, and I thank them for the

12   involvement.

13             So, at this time, I'd like to

14   personally recognize those state

15   consultants and staff members that have

16   helped us:  Keith Berry, Lori Burrows, Sam

17   Loudenslager, Noel Darce, Phil Hayet, Matt

18   Kahal, Emma Nicholson, Kirk Patterson,

19   Melissa Watson, Paul Zimmering, Bill

20   Booth, Phil Movish and Richard Greffe.  I

21   truly appreciate the hard work y'all have

22   put in in the months since last June.

23             Now I'd like to talk about the

24   time line of important dates that we face.

25   If you can take it -- I think the slide
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1   went the wrong way.  Here are some

2   important dates that are facing the

3   Entergy transmission system stakeholders.

4   The next meeting of the E-RSC, where it's

5   anticipated that we will make our

6   recommendations to Entergy what an

7   enhanced ICT should look like, will be on

8   August 10th -- will be our next meeting.

9   It will be in New Orleans, and I'm sure

10   we're going to have to invoke the

11   tie-optional rule, as well, then.  On

12   September 17th, that is the day Entergy

13   has indicated is their date that they need

14   to file with FERC to discuss what will

15   happen when the ICT expires in November.

16   On September 20th, the FERC-funded CBA

17   will be released by Charles River

18   Associates.  30 days later, the addendum

19   study requested by the Arkansas Commission

20   will have the results of the CBA for

21   Entergy Arkansas joining the SPP RTO or

22   MISO.  And then, on November 18th, 2010,

23   is when the four-year ICT agreement with

24   SPP ends.  So as you can see, very

25   important time frames and schedules that
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1   we have.

2             Now I'd like to go to the next

3   slide and talk about some of the important

4   issues that need to be considered.  As you

5   can see from the slide, the issues to be

6   considered by the E-RSC.  The first major

7   issue is what authority, if any, should

8   the E-RSC have, including the so-called

9   205 filing rights, whether or not that

10   authority should happen or whether it

11   should be limited to issues such as cost

12   allocation or ordering Entergy to perform

13   construction projects.  Also significant

14   issues that have to be decided by the

15   E-RSC is what should be included with an

16   MOU between the E-RSC and Entergy, if even

17   an MOU should exist, and, also, how to

18   proceed with the Bulk Power Cost Reduction

19   Study.  I used to refer to that as

20   Commissioner Field's RMR study, but our

21   staff has told us it needs a better

22   phrase, so it's now the Bulk Power Study.

23        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

24             It's all pride.

25        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:
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1             Staff pride.

2             And so next slide are some of

3   the issues the stakeholders have raised in

4   the past, issues that, some point, need to

5   be addressed and discussed:  Concerns

6   about the transparency in Entergy's

7   generation and dispatch decisions,

8   stakeholders' continuing concerns about

9   transparency and use of Entergy's

10   operating guidelines, AFC calculations,

11   base case overloads and so forth.  Other

12   questions become enhancements to the WPP,

13   what should happen long-term, RTO

14   membership or not, and will there be any

15   operating companies from states that

16   become stand alone.  So a lot of critical

17   decisions that need to be addressed in the

18   future, and, as a result, these are

19   important questions, and I would like to

20   start today by highlighting the important

21   decisions that we have with all the

22   stakeholders in the room in regards to

23   Entergy's transmission system.

24             So with that, I will turn to the

25   next commissioner, Commissioner Jimmy
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1   Field.

2        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

3             Thank you, Chairman Suskie.  And

4   let me say this:  He has done a great job.

5   My wife asked me today, why did you sign

6   up for this E-RSC; you meet more than you

7   do at the regular commission.  But, you

8   know, we're just trying to do the job

9   right.  We have proven it's not only a

10   nonprofit organization; it's nonprofit for

11   the members.  But that's why we're here,

12   to do the very best job we can, and it has

13   taken a lot of time, but a lot of people

14   have participated, and we really

15   appreciate that.  And Paul has done a very

16   good job of keeping us on course, and I

17   appreciate his staff, in particular.  All

18   staffs have worked hard, but Arkansas

19   staff has been overworked, and I really

20   want to thank them publicly.  Sam and Lori

21   and your staff has done a great job, Paul,

22   with you.  And I'll just say that, if this

23   wasn't critical to the four states, I

24   wouldn't be here.

25             As we speak, the Acadiana Load
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1   Pocket is under construction, but it's

2   very tenuous whether we will have to have

3   some curtailment of service.  We've had

4   some very hot days, as y'all know, and

5   everybody is cooperating.  I do want to

6   publicly thank Cleco and Entergy, LUS and

7   NRG.  I guess LEPA is on that system, too,

8   but -- and SLIMCO.  It's very important

9   that they cooperate, because different

10   units have to run when you're working on a

11   unit in construction.  So I do want to

12   thank the utilities involved, but this --

13   I will say that this was -- I had a lot of

14   help from Bruce Rew and staff at SPP to

15   get this project done.  The only problem

16   is, it probably should have been done five

17   years ago.  If we're fortunate enough to

18   get through this summer and next summer,

19   it will be completed in 2012.  But I think

20   an organization like this has brought

21   energy to the table, and we are, I think,

22   making some real progress, and we

23   appreciate the support FERC has given us

24   from day one on what we're doing -- trying

25   to do at the E-RSC.
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1             So those are my comments.  We

2   have a lot of work to do, but I think

3   we're off to a very good start.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             Thank you, Commissioner Field.

6             Commissioner Anderson?

7        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

8             Thank you, Mr. Chairman -- or

9   Mr. President, I guess.  Really, I want to

10   thank Richard Greffe on our staff at the

11   Commission in Texas.  He has been doing

12   the bulk of the work at the staff level on

13   behalf of Texas, and I really appreciate,

14   you know, all your hard work.  I just look

15   forward to continuing to make progress.

16   And with that, I'll reserve the balance of

17   my time in the interest of moving on.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             Chairman Presley?

20        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

21             Thank you, Paul.  I echo the

22   same comments that Jimmy had.  If this

23   wasn't important, we wouldn't be here

24   spending time on it.  But, at the same

25   time, if we didn't have a good quarterback
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1   in this group -- no offense to your

2   quarterback days, Jimmy -- we've got good

3   quarterbacks in the group and a

4   quarterback in the group.  Let me put it

5   that way.  But Paul's leadership has been

6   just -- been the centerpiece to getting

7   this done.  We all are faced with 100

8   different issues, and he's helped bring us

9   back.  The Southern Growth Policies Board

10   back 20 years ago had a little study out

11   entitled "Halfway Home and A Long Way To

12   Go."  That might be an appropriate thing

13   for this meeting, halfway home and a long

14   way to go.  I don't know that we're

15   halfway home.  I know we've got a long way

16   to go, and it seems that, at every meeting

17   we get in, we find out just how much

18   further we have to go to making this a

19   success because of all the intricacies

20   involving this issue, but you don't get

21   anywhere without getting started.  In the

22   old saying, the journey of 1,000 miles

23   begins with one step, and I think that's

24   what we've been able to do here.  I

25   know -- I feel like that all of us are
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1   much better informed today than where we

2   were a year ago in Charleston, almost to

3   the day.  A lot of things that had a lot

4   of gray areas, I think, are firming up

5   some now, and that's just the truth.

6   We're still working to try to understand

7   some of these policies that are not either

8   public or have been brought to the forth.

9   But I think we have made progress, and

10   that's a testament to all the work of the

11   Committee and their staff.  So I just look

12   forward to another successful time.  Thank

13   you.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Thank you.  And now we have time

16   on the agenda to hear from our FERC

17   commissioners.

18             Mr. Moeller?

19        COMMISSIONER MOELLER:

20             Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I do

21   want to commend the leadership of you as

22   individuals who have made this happen and

23   your staff.  It's been a great effort.

24   There's a long way to go, as you noted,

25   but it's been a good start over the last
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1   year.  I think it's obvious, but just to

2   make it absolutely clear, it's kind of

3   extraordinary that you get this kind of

4   involvement from FERC at a meeting like

5   this, coordinating schedules of

6   commissioners and staff, especially on an

7   open meeting week, where we're still

8   negotiating several of the items as we

9   speak, should send a signal of how

10   important this is to us to be here and to

11   support your efforts.  And we know that

12   the CBA is a couple of weeks behind, but

13   it's important that it's done right.

14   We'll be taking a good, close look at it

15   when it's done.  Obviously, we're going to

16   be spending a lot of time on this issue

17   over the next year with the expiration of

18   the ICT agreement.

19             And, again, thank you for last

20   week.  I was in Little Rock with you,

21   Mr. Chairman, and your colleagues.  I was

22   shown great hospitality, and we had a good

23   session on SPP, and, of course, this

24   subject matter was a big part of it.  So

25   we're happy to be involved.  It's a lot of
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1   effort, but it's worth it.  And I'm glad

2   -- speaking for myself, I'm glad I'm here.

3   Thank you.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             Well, thank you.

6             Mr. Spitzer?

7        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

8             Thank you very much,

9   Mr. President, and I'd also like to convey

10   my regards to y'all and appreciate the

11   hospitality you've extended to us and the

12   opportunity to participate in this

13   meeting.  Just a few introductory comments

14   on the folks on the panel.  Commissioner

15   Anderson took the time to return my calls,

16   and, in fact, once at the airport, I think

17   it was at VFW, to cooperate with FERC on

18   the pending financial reform legislation

19   and issues that were relevant to our

20   mutual constituents, and I appreciate

21   that.  Commissioner Presley, back in

22   Mississippi, when you took my call, we had

23   the opportunity to discuss at length

24   transmission issues.  I appreciate your

25   dedication.  For Commissioner Field, this
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1   is longstanding interest.  I think it was

2   back at the SEARUC in Arkansas that we got

3   together, and we had a lengthy discussion

4   on the historical issues on transmission

5   in Louisiana that you were interested in.

6   And then Paul Suskie, the effort that he

7   has put in, not only on this project, but

8   his public service to the State of

9   Arkansas and his public service as part of

10   the United States Armed Forces is such

11   that when you called and asked me to come

12   down here to Mobile Bay, not only to get

13   some Southern hospitality, to be blunt,

14   I'd walk through a brick wall if you asked

15   me to, Commissioner.  Your efforts on

16   behalf of our mutual ratepayers is that

17   consequential.

18             The question obviously --

19   there's some difficult issues involving

20   the work of the states and the work of

21   FERC, and not only is this conference, as

22   was Charleston, exemplary of things

23   working right when the federal government

24   and the state commissions work hand in

25   hand to ensure reliable, affordable energy
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1   to our mutual ratepayers, but the

2   bipartisan nature of this, the fact that

3   politics really plays no role; we're

4   interested in doing the right thing for

5   the ratepayers.  We are attentive, of

6   course, to the facts, and the facts will

7   govern how we dispose of the legal issues.

8   As Commissioner Moeller correctly pointed

9   out, the cost/benefit study will be

10   instrumental in determining which path we

11   proceed.  We're attentive to that issue.

12   Clearly, this matter has the full

13   attention of FERC, and we're just very

14   happy to support the five states and look

15   forward to proceeding today.  Thank you.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Thank you.

18             Commissioner Norris?

19        COMMISSIONER NORRIS:

20             Thanks, Paul, and thanks, y'all,

21   for giving me a chance to be here today.

22   I mean, I'm glad I could make it.  As you

23   mentioned earlier, I started off at the

24   Iowa board involved in the organization of

25   MISO states, a regional state committee.
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1   I'll never forget, I think the week I

2   started at the Commission, I signed up for

3   OMS before I knew what it was.  The mark

4   in my mind is two weeks later, MISO for

5   the first time.  And now I can reflect on

6   it, and, of course, it was frightening.

7   But I also recognize now how critical the

8   early leadership was at getting OMS set up

9   and being a factor in the MISO work.  So

10   it's obvious this has great leadership,

11   Paul, Jimmy, Brandon, and all of you in

12   getting this started, and recognize how

13   important it is to the long-term success

14   of the RSC here.

15             And another thing that was

16   mentioned, as well, I have notes to

17   comment on, critically important to the

18   success -- continued success of OMS is to

19   make sure you have staff who are dedicated

20   to this.  We, as commissioners, get a lot

21   of things to stay on top of, and it's

22   critical that we have some staff assigned

23   to this.  It sounds like that's happening

24   already, so I'm encouraged to hear that.

25             In fact, as long as I'm on that
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1   topic, I've got staff here with me today,

2   Shawn.  I only recognize him because it's

3   his birthday, so I want to embarrass him,

4   call him out.  I drug him all the way down

5   here for a one-day trip to be away from

6   his family on his birthday.  So buy him a

7   cup of coffee or something.

8             And this is going to be -- this

9   has got to be for the long haul with

10   long-term consumer interest is what you're

11   trying to achieve here, and I think you're

12   well on that path, and I'm glad to hear

13   what you've done so far.  And just finally

14   say that the fact that you've come

15   together and coordinate and get a joint

16   opinion or a joint agreement amongst you

17   means a lot when it comes to FERC.  I know

18   it means a lot moving forward.  So it

19   sounds to me like, with your leadership,

20   you'll be able to do that, and I look

21   forward to working with you on that.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             Well, thank you.  And we're

24   honored to have all three of you here with

25   us today.
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1        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

2             And, Paul, I'm sorry.  I

3   apologize.  Chairman Wellinghoff had a

4   high school graduation for his son and is

5   unable to be here, but wishes to convey

6   his regards, and his Chief of Staff, Jim

7   Peterson, is here representing the

8   Chairman.  He is here in spirit.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Thank you.  And the record will

11   be duly noted.

12             Now, the purpose of today's

13   meeting is the stakeholder meeting to

14   offer their insights as to what's taken

15   place within the ICT arrangement,

16   particularly the past 12 months, and,

17   likewise, offer their thoughts on where we

18   should go from here.  All the panelists

19   that we've put together was from a diverse

20   group to try to represent the various

21   sectors involved in -- stakeholders in the

22   Entergy transmission system, and they all

23   filed their -- were asked to file their

24   comments on Friday.

25             And, first, we have, from
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1   Entergy, Kim Despeaux.  We have allocated

2   8 to 10 minutes.

3             Please proceed.

4        MS. DESPEAUX:

5             Thank you, President Suskie, and

6   I very much appreciate the opportunity to

7   present today, and Entergy, like with the

8   other comments you've heard so far,

9   believes the E-RSC has been very

10   successful and has made a lot of progress,

11   and we echo the appreciation that the

12   E-RSC members indicated for the time and

13   effort that they, stair staffs and also

14   the market participants have committed to

15   this initiative to make it successful, and

16   we really do appreciate it.

17             On -- you have a copy of the

18   presentation.  I'm not going to go through

19   each page of it.  I'm really going to

20   focus on three primary areas.  First, is

21   on the various decisions and filings we

22   will be making over the next year or so.

23   The second is on how we evaluated the

24   modifications, the proposed modifications,

25   to the ICT.  And, third, is to discuss our
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1   analysis of the cost -- or our views on

2   the cost/benefit analysis.

3             So with that, on this first

4   slide -- and it's really just an overview

5   of the various decision points, and this

6   is a very -- I want to be clear.  This is

7   a very general timeline as to how we think

8   about it proceeding.  It's obviously a

9   dynamic timeline that's going to be

10   affected by a number of things, but this

11   is kind of -- this is just to provide the

12   general sense of when you think some of

13   the events might be occurring.

14             And, as we indicated last

15   November, in light of the schedule for the

16   cost/benefit analysis, including the

17   addendum studies, as well as the

18   recognition that, for the longer term

19   options, it was going to take time to

20   implement the longer term options, we

21   recognized that there was going to be a

22   need for an interim ICT, if you will, to

23   continue, at least for a period of time

24   beyond November 17th of this year.  And

25   I'm going to talk a little bit about those
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1   filings, but I want it to be clear that

2   there's really going to be two decision

3   points, if you will.  There will be the

4   proposed modifications to the ICT to

5   operate during this interim period of

6   time, and then there will be a decision

7   around what's the right longer term

8   alternative for the Entergy operating

9   companies, whether that is participation

10   in an RTO or continuing with some modified

11   version of the ICT arrangement.

12             And if you look down, really, to

13   almost the second line of this chart, the

14   green chart, we think the decision about

15   the longer term option will be very

16   dependent on the results of the

17   cost/benefit analysis, including the

18   addendum studies.  As you've heard, those

19   are in preliminary -- or the results of

20   the initial study are scheduled to be

21   available in September, and then we have

22   requested certain addendum studies.

23   Beyond just the two that Chairman Suskie

24   had mentioned, there's a couple more

25   addendum studies that are also in the
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1   works that we're not sure exactly when the

2   results of those studies will come out.

3   It's -- it will be sometime after the

4   initial results.

5             And then, for the initial

6   results, we also are working with CRA.

7   They will provide the results to us for

8   the Entergy system, and we're going to

9   have to take those results and allocate

10   those to the individual operating

11   companies pursuant to the applicable

12   agreements, the system agreement and that.

13   So we are working with CRA to ensure that

14   we both understand what data is going to

15   come out of the study and what we will

16   need to allocate it.

17             And then, obviously, the vote of

18   the E-RSC is critical in deciding what's

19   the right longer term option.  We

20   anticipated that would occur during the

21   first half of 2011, but that's something

22   the E-RSC may have a better assessment of.

23   But for purposes of our planning, that's

24   what we were thinking about.

25             Then following the decision on
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1   the longer term strategy, there will also

2   be a period of time to implement whatever

3   the proposed structure is for the longer

4   term.  SPP has indicated that, if we were

5   to join the SPP RTO, it would take between

6   12 to 18 months to integrate us into that

7   RTO, and so we're also looking at that and

8   including that in the overall time frame.

9             If you'd turn to the next page,

10   I just wanted to make one point on the

11   interim filing, the filing to take up --

12   or the ICT arrangements to take effect for

13   November 17th.  We are required, pursuant

14   to an LPSC order, to file with the LPSC by

15   July 17th our plans with respect to the

16   ICT, including any proposed modifications

17   to the ICT.  We will be doing that, and

18   we're going to have to -- we'll have to

19   talk with the E-RSC about how to -- what

20   all to reflect in that filing in terms of

21   the proposed modifications.  We then -- as

22   President Suskie indicated, we'll

23   anticipate filing with the FERC by

24   September 17th in order to make sure we

25   are at least 60 days ahead of the
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1   November 17th filing.

2             If you turn -- actually, just go

3   to page 5, which is the chart.  One of the

4   E-RSC's first initiatives once it was

5   formed was to go out to the stakeholders

6   and parties and ask them to identify

7   modifications that they thought would be

8   appropriate for the ICT.  And, initially,

9   there were about 24, I think, proposed

10   modifications, and when Entergy was

11   considering all the modifications and

12   trying to evaluate them, we found it was

13   helpful to break them down into four

14   primary categories.  And as you can see,

15   the four categories are -- the first one

16   is those proposed modifications that we

17   believe the ICT has the authority under

18   the current structure to implement that

19   would not require any tariff changes.  The

20   second category were tariff changes or

21   proposed modifications that we thought

22   would be appropriate and could be

23   implemented during this interim period

24   starting November 17th, and I'm going to

25   come back to a couple of those in a
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1   minute.  There were certain proposed

2   modifications that we felt like should

3   really be evaluated more in terms of the

4   longer term option once you -- you know,

5   if you had decided not to go to the RTO,

6   then you may want to modify the ICT

7   further to really make that -- the

8   transmission provider give the

9   responsibility for the tariff and 205

10   filings to the ICT, almost have them serve

11   as an independent system operator, if you

12   will.  And then, finally, there was one

13   proposed modification that Entergy did not

14   support at that time.

15             But if you go back to the blue

16   area, which are the proposed modifications

17   that we felt could be implemented during

18   this interim period, there were two key

19   modifications that we believe would be

20   appropriate and that we supported.  One

21   was, as Chairman Suskie alluded to

22   earlier, is to provide the E-RSC with

23   additional authority, and there were those

24   two elements.

25             One was, upon unanimous vote, to
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1   agree to have the E-RSC direct Entergy to

2   file, pursuant to Section 205 of the

3   Federal Power Act, changes to the cost

4   allocation.  And so if the E-RSC

5   unanimously agreed that there should be

6   changes proposed on the cost allocation,

7   we would agree to go ahead and file those

8   under Section 205, and that would include

9   changes, for instance, to participant

10   funding, which is currently part of our

11   transmission tariff.

12             The other proposed modification

13   would be to give the E-RSC, upon unanimous

14   vote, the authority to direct us to add

15   transmission projects to our construction

16   plan.  As we have proceeded through the

17   E-RSC process, we have come to believe

18   that there may be a gap, if you will, in

19   the operation of our current transmission

20   tariff.  The IC -- the ICT, through the

21   ISTEP process, identifies transmission

22   upgrades that it believes could provide

23   potential -- that would be -- potentially

24   provide benefits.  And we, then -- the

25   operating companies then take those
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1   projects that they've identified and do a

2   more rigorous, thorough screening, if you

3   will, to determine whether we think they

4   would provide benefits to our customers,

5   and if they do provide benefits, then we

6   commit to them and move forward with them.

7   We think -- or we believe the other market

8   participants are probably doing the same

9   once those potential transmission projects

10   have been identified, but there's probably

11   no single entity that is looking at

12   transmission projects that may not present

13   sufficient benefits for one entity to go

14   ahead and commit to fund, but that if you

15   look across the region, may provide

16   benefits to the region.  And so we think

17   giving the E-RSC this additional authority

18   to direct the addition of projects to the

19   construction plan will go a ways, a long

20   ways, towards filling that gap, if you

21   will, in the current structure.

22             Also, over to the side -- you'll

23   see over to the side, there's a box, and

24   there were several proposed modifications

25   that really dealt with cost allocation.  I
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1   think -- I know Jennifer will mention a

2   couple of them in her comments, for

3   instance, expanding the time horizon for

4   resource planning, which really is

5   expanding the term of the base plan, and

6   the base plan is used as a mechanism for

7   allocating the costs.  So we thought there

8   were -- if the E-RSC has the additional

9   authority, there were also a number of the

10   modifications they could address with that

11   additional authority.

12             If you move on to page --

13   yeah -- this is page 6.  On the

14   cost-to-benefit analysis, we appreciate

15   the schedule and the constraints

16   associated with doing that analysis.  We

17   think the FERC staff and CRA has put in

18   place a process that is -- has been

19   efficient and transparent.  And what we're

20   trying to do through the process is

21   identify the -- if you will, the key

22   drivers or the key assumptions that drive

23   the results of the cost/benefit analysis

24   and try and identify or segregate, if you

25   will, the effects of each of these key
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1   assumptions so that, as we go through, we

2   may have different views on what the right

3   assumption is on the cost/benefit

4   analysis, but if -- we think if you've

5   kind of bounded it, if you will, everybody

6   can reach conclusions based on the

7   analysis on what they believe the effects

8   will be on the cost/benefit analysis.  And

9   we've done that both through working with

10   CRA and FERC staff on understanding the

11   modeling behind the cost/benefit analysis

12   and also on identifying addendum studies

13   that we think will better identify, if you

14   will, the effects of some of these key

15   assumptions.  So we think, by doing this,

16   you're going to have a pretty robust

17   analysis upon which to make informed

18   decisions.

19             Going really to the final

20   page -- and I'll try and be quick -- as I

21   indicated at the beginning of this, we

22   think the E-RSC process has been

23   successful.  And what we've tried to do on

24   this page is articulate some of the key

25   areas that we are going to be focused on
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1   over the next few months or a year that we

2   will -- we think will be important to make

3   sure we continue to have progress.

4             Thank you.  And I'd be happy to

5   answer questions, I assume at the end,

6   after everybody has gone through.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Yes.  Unless there's any

9   questions that the Commissioners have,

10   we'll keep proceeding.

11             (No response.)

12             Okay.  Next, from the ICT, Carl

13   Monroe.

14        MR. MONROE:

15             Thank you, Chairman --

16   President, and thank you, Commissioners,

17   for giving us this time and opportunity to

18   give you kind of a recap of where we see

19   the ICT has been over this last year since

20   Charleston, and, also, to talk a little

21   bit about what we see in the future.

22             And on my -- on the third page

23   of the slide, we, as SPP, still continue

24   to believe that the ICT is a good and

25   first interim step for Entergy membership
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1   in SPP RTO.  We believe there's a lot of

2   benefits from Entergy being a member of

3   SPP and continue to encourage them to look

4   forward to that.  We see the value of the

5   ICT coming from several elements.  One is

6   transparent operations.  One is better

7   seams coordination between SPP and the

8   other seams within Entergy.  And we've had

9   some planning improvements, some

10   operational synergy within SPP, and then

11   also to provide a stakeholder forum.

12   Those were the values that we saw in the

13   ICT itself.  And then the additional valve

14   of having the E-RSC is a wider stakeholder

15   forum and also some -- having the ability

16   for policy-making decisions from the

17   E-RSC.  That's, at least, provided to us

18   some benefit of having people to bounce

19   things off of having to do with policy

20   from the ICT perspective.

21             So going through some of the

22   things that we've done over the past year

23   in the Entergy Seams Agreement.  I'm not

24   going to go through this.  We have a Seams

25   Agreement now.  Mostly, it deals with
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1   coordination of transmission expansion

2   planning and transmission service and

3   generation interconnection and then being

4   able to share data so we can calculate our

5   AFCs better.  But we look forward to

6   working with Entergy and the E-RSC to

7   extend that Seams Agreement -- SPP does,

8   with Entergy to include a lot of other

9   items that we have in other Seams

10   Agreement that we find benefit from and

11   having those, and we'll continue those --

12   that push and that negotiation with

13   Entergy to kind of extend the Seams

14   Agreement and give you more benefits out

15   of the seam that we have between SPP and

16   Entergy.

17             Going to the next slide, we do

18   reliability coordination for Entergy, and

19   there's two areas I'd like to cover here.

20   One is the Acadiana Load Pocket that's

21   already been mentioned by Commissioner

22   Field, and you can see the history of it

23   there.  I'd like to also thank the

24   Entergy, Cleco, the Lafayette utility

25   systems, LEPA and LaGen, NRG for their
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1   participation together, not just for

2   agreeing to the construction that's

3   necessary to kind of help that area out,

4   but, also, during the interim, when you're

5   doing construction, taking facilities out

6   of service, you have to put a lot of

7   effort into keeping the lights on during

8   that time, too.  And so during the time,

9   at least for the first 19 outages that we

10   had for this year, in order to put

11   construction into place, there were zero

12   TLRs, but that came at significant efforts

13   by these parties and significant expense

14   at these parties in order to operate in a

15   way that provided that reliability to that

16   area.  But as Commissioner Fields has

17   said, we are now seeing a lot of load in

18   that area, and as of June 10th, we're

19   issuing daily load shed notices in case

20   there is something that happens within

21   that area that we have to do that with.

22   It's really for protecting the

23   transmission system in those high load

24   times, and it will be done on a

25   load-proportional basis, but it is a
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1   critical time.  Those facilities that are

2   necessary still need to be constructed,

3   and as Commissioner Field said, it will be

4   2012 before they're in.  And so we're

5   still in a critical area that we have to

6   watch as reliability coordination to

7   protect the service into that area.  We're

8   relying a lot on the generation in that

9   area, and it sometimes works and sometimes

10   has issues with it.

11             The second area is Local Area

12   Procedures.  There's -- and we've been

13   fortunate for the E-RSC to ask for metrics

14   on this, and as -- tomorrow Bruce Rew will

15   be going through the metrics that we're

16   providing, and we're providing metrics for

17   both the TLRs and the Local Area

18   Procedures.  We have Local Area

19   Procedures, and based on the filing and

20   the order from FERC on Local Area

21   Procedures, we're still working on Entergy

22   to how best to enhance that capability and

23   that need to protect the transmission

24   system.  Even looking forward to some of

25   the things that we're doing on the seams
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1   with other parties using the congestion

2   management process, we've started internal

3   discussions in SPP about how to present

4   that to Entergy, to use that as a

5   possibility instead of Local Area

6   Procedures, so we're going to continue to

7   work on that.

8             I put two slides in there.  You

9   can see just the TLR totals.  There's

10   still a lot of TLR that goes on.  The ones

11   that are more critical are the TLR Level

12   5.  Of course, that's when you're

13   curtailing firm load.

14             Going on to planning, ICT is

15   responsible for the planning within the

16   Entergy area, and as Chairman Suskie

17   pointed out, that there is no differences

18   between 2010 final base plan and 2010

19   final construction plan.  And as we stand

20   today, Note B is only being used in the

21   development of those two plans when the

22   consequential load is less than

23   100 megawatts.  Now, some people's slides

24   may be different than what's on there,

25   because we did have to correct that slide.
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1   But it's only used in the development when

2   there's a consequential load loss of less

3   than 100 megawatts.  Also, there were two

4   supplemental projects, and you can see

5   them listed last year for Grand Gulf

6   upgrade.

7             Going on to tariff

8   administration, we perform tariff

9   administration service for Entergy, also.

10   There's a number of things that we've done

11   over the last year to improve that tariff

12   administration.  We've embarked on a new

13   effort, really encouraged by the E-RSC

14   working group and E-RSC, to look at the

15   AFC modeling and see if we can increase

16   the accuracy of the AFC modeling.  In

17   fact, the stakeholders had started this

18   AFC Modeling Improvement Task Force

19   through the SPC in order to look at those

20   issues, also.  And we want to coordinate

21   those two efforts between the E-RSC and

22   the stakeholders in order to find those

23   issues that we can do to improve the AFC

24   modeling.  And then, of course, we

25   implemented a suspension of nonfirm
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1   services during -- sales during the TLR

2   and to be able to curtail internal nonfirm

3   schedules during TLR activities.  That was

4   done over the last year, too.

5             Going on to the WPP, these are

6   the WPP results as of through June of 2009

7   through February of 2010.  We're just

8   about to issue the report for the May, and

9   you'll see some improvement even in the

10   results there.

11             Go on to the next slide, Ben.

12             The key to the WPP is having

13   more participation in the WPP, and there's

14   been a lot of discussion, and I know the

15   E-RSC has heard a lot of discussion from

16   the stakeholders and the other parties

17   that bid into the WPP about restrictions

18   in a way that they can participate in the

19   WPP.  So we're committed to continuing to

20   look at and explore ways to improve either

21   the software or the modeling assumptions

22   that we have or even our operations or

23   Entergy's operations of that -- WPP -- in

24   order to improve the results in that area,

25   too.
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1             And then the next is the Entergy

2   cost/benefit study.  Of course, we -- it's

3   a real complex study.  Charles Rivers &

4   Associates is contracted to do that.  But

5   we really appreciate the funding and

6   oversight provided by FERC.  Doug Roe and

7   Patrick Clarey have been doing just a

8   world of work on coordinating that

9   activity and meeting with the stakeholders

10   and providing an open and transparent

11   process for the stakeholders to provide

12   their inputs into the assumptions,

13   reviewing the results and trying to

14   improve the results of the base case, at

15   least to this part, and also provide an

16   appeals process for the decisions that are

17   made in the study itself.  So we really

18   appreciate the FERC staff, too, and the

19   participation that they've had in this

20   study.  It's just been -- it been a good

21   experience for SPP, and I think it's been

22   a good experience for the participants in

23   that area, too.  And, again, the SPP and

24   as the ICT, we're participating in a

25   stakeholder role in that process, too.
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1             For ongoing improvements, I

2   highlighted a few of them there.  Really,

3   if I want to say anything about SPP, we

4   stand ready to enhance the ICT to help the

5   customers and consumers of Entergy, to

6   help mitigate any issues that they have

7   and processes, and try to improve the

8   things that we're doing within the ICT,

9   still keeping in mind we believe the best

10   that we could get is to have Entergy as a

11   member and get all the benefits that you

12   get out of participating in SPP as an RTO.

13   So thanks for your time.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Thank you.

16             Ken has a question.

17        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

18             I do, Mr. President.  I guess,

19   Carl, I have two questions.  You mentioned

20   it, as well as Kim, that there is now no

21   difference between the base plan and

22   construction plan, but isn't there a

23   difference in the in-service dates?  There

24   continues to be differences there.

25        MR. MONROE:
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1             Yeah.  There's not a

2   difference -- you're right.  There's not a

3   different in the projects that are in

4   there, but there is a difference between

5   what the ICT says is a need-by date and

6   the in-service date of those facilities.

7   And as you'll see in the metrics tomorrow,

8   we're enhancing that in order to provide

9   two things:  One, try to enhance it to

10   provide the reasons why the in-service

11   date has to be later than the need-by

12   date.  Some of those, I'll tell you.  One

13   of them is just that the need-by date

14   comes earlier than they can actually even

15   construct it.  So that's one of them.  But

16   that's one thing that we're trying to

17   enhance the report so that you'll be able

18   to see why those two are different.  And

19   then the second is, we believe there needs

20   to be a mitigation plan in there, because

21   if the need-by date says, we need it by a

22   certain time, then from that time until

23   it's in-service, there needs to be some

24   way to mitigate an issue that would come

25   up that the need was identified for.
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1        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

2             And then, I guess, the other

3   question is, do you agree with Entergy

4   with respect to their assessment of some

5   of the proposed -- the proposed

6   modifications, that you could implement

7   them on your own or with direction -- with

8   direction from this Committee?

9        MR. MONROE:  Yeah.  With direction

10   from the Committee.  Yeah, yeah.

11        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

12             And is SPP prepared to do that?

13        MR. MONROE:

14             Generally, yes.  We'll have to

15   go through a timeline to make sure that we

16   can get the resources and the systems or

17   whatever else we need to get in place to

18   do them, but yes.

19        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

20             Thank you.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Brandon?

23        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

24             Carl, on the difference in the

25   need-by dates, is SPP's need-by date
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1   earlier than Entergy's proposed need-by

2   date?

3        MR. MONROE:

4             I believe that we -- and Bruce

5   may have to help me here, but I think we

6   provide the need-by date through the base

7   plan, and they provide the in-service date

8   through the construction.  So it's really

9   our need-by date that we look at now.

10   Now, I don't know if Entergy puts an

11   additional need-by date in there, but we

12   -- our need-by date is the one that we

13   identify it's needed by based on the

14   reliability need.

15        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

16             So there's not any space in

17   between those two?

18        MR. MONROE:

19             I don't think so.

20        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

21             Kim is shaking her head.  Okay.

22   Thank you.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             All right.  Next to Tom Allen.

25        MR. ALLEN:
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1             Thank you, Mr. President,

2   Commissioners.  Thanks to the FERC

3   Commissioners for spending time to come

4   down today.  I am Tom Allen.  I'm with GDF

5   SUEZ Energy North America, and today I'll

6   be speaking on behalf of Kelson, KGen,

7   Calpine and Entegra and the topics before

8   us.

9             The IPP group that I just

10   mentioned has 8,000 megawatts of efficient

11   natural gas-fired generation in the

12   region, and as we all know, natural gas is

13   the cleanest of fossil fuels and will play

14   a very significant role in our future

15   going forward.  We invested, collectively,

16   over $3 billion in the region to serve the

17   region, and all that capital risk invested

18   into the region is on us.  It's not on the

19   consumers of Entergy.  And let me repeat

20   that.  The capital investment we made in

21   the region is on us and not on the Entergy

22   consumers.  We invested in this region to

23   serve this region.  We have facilities, GF

24   SUEZ, across the United States located in

25   organized markets and unorganized markets,
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1   and we do that for a reason.  It doesn't

2   make sense to buy and produce power to one

3   place and try to sell it all the way

4   across the United States.  With no

5   guarantee with current return, wholesale

6   providers understand the value of

7   minimizing costs and offering

8   cost-effective products to the market.  We

9   can't compete in any other way.  But

10   transmission is critical to unlocking this

11   value for consumers in this wholesale

12   market, and we believe that the E-RSC is

13   the owner of the keys.

14             In the E-RSC's first year, there

15   have been successes.  You heard them

16   already out of Chairman Suskie and some of

17   the other players.  Entergy's extended use

18   of Note B has been remedied.  Major

19   differences between the ICT plan and

20   Entergy's construction plan have been

21   reduced.  And as you've heard already, the

22   FERC-funded cost/benefit analysis is under

23   way with results this fall that will point

24   us in the direction for the long-term,

25   direction of Entergy and the Entergy
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1   system.  However, in the first year of the

2   E-RSC, what's been most important is the

3   top-down leadership that the Regional

4   State Committee has provided.  A lot of

5   issues have been languishing in

6   stakeholder processes, and until the

7   E-RSC -- E-RSC, in a concerted leadership,

8   got together, nothing moved forward.

9   There has been a reenergized effort by all

10   the stakeholders to move these issues

11   forward as these regulators look at

12   serious transmission constraints, the

13   limited transmission access into load

14   pockets and over-reliance on inefficient

15   legacy generation and a continued lack of

16   transparency on the system.

17             The point here being, the E-RSC

18   is critical to this process, but much work

19   and the most important work remains.

20   Let's be clear.  This has gone on for a

21   long time.  All the stakeholders have been

22   in this process since 2002 GOL, 2004

23   AFC/ATC case, the inception of the ICT in

24   2006 to where we are today.  Participant

25   funding has not fostered transmission
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1   expansion.  As you've heard from other

2   players already, long-term transmission

3   models still carry base case overloads,

4   and no specific plan to improve

5   transmission access into specific load

6   pockets has been clearly articulated.

7             So where do we go from here, and

8   how do we get there?  It was one year ago

9   today that Nick Brown stated at the SEARUC

10   meeting in Charleston that 10 percent of

11   our asset base is controlling 90 -- is

12   controlled by -- is constraining

13   90 percent of our asset base.  And until

14   we start looking at transmission as an

15   enabler, we're not going to go anywhere.

16   If you apply Nick's ratio to the Entergy

17   system, we're basically saying 6 percent

18   is constraining 77 percent.

19             From our viewpoint, why not

20   invest in transmission in the smaller cost

21   bucket and get the benefits of that?  What

22   are those benefits?  One of the greatest

23   benefits that can be provided through

24   transmission expansion is a hedge against

25   fuel volatility and regulatory risk.
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1             Commissioners in this room today

2   are facing -- we're all facing uncertain

3   times, and you know this better than I do.

4   You're making decisions in times when we

5   don't know what the future holds.  We've

6   seen the Gulf oil spill.  We have no idea

7   what the ramifications are on that of

8   environmental legislation and cost of fuel

9   going forward.  We have no idea what Kerry

10   Lieberman means.  We have no idea where

11   cap and trade is going.  So you have to

12   make your decisions that affect consumers

13   based on this risk piece, and we're

14   suggesting that investment in transmission

15   and investment that has a 60-year life is

16   a very prudent investment at this point in

17   time to mitigate these risks.

18             How do we make this happen from

19   this point forward?  The E-RSC must

20   continue governance over any enhanced

21   entity after the 2010 sunset, after CBA

22   study completion and until implementation

23   of the next framework.  And the ICT should

24   be empowered with authority and

25   independence to provide functional
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1   oversight of Entergy's transmission system

2   operations, planning and construction of

3   the cost-effective -- cost-effective

4   transmission upgrades.  We're not sitting

5   here proposing that you build transmission

6   anywhere and everywhere.  We're proposing

7   targeted transmission that has benefits to

8   consumers.  And you have -- until you

9   build this transmission, status quo will

10   remain.

11             So regulators are at a tipping

12   point.  On the one side is the status quo,

13   and we know what that is.  That's where we

14   are today:  Ten years of studies, load

15   pockets remain, lack of adequate

16   transmission, reliance on old, inefficient

17   generation, more studies and more studies

18   and, most importantly, all future risk

19   squarely on consumers.

20             On the other side of this

21   tipping point is where we think the E-RSC

22   is headed based on their first year in the

23   process and their look at a robust

24   transmission system that unlocks the value

25   for consumers and acts as a cost-effective
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1   hedge for all future risk.

2             IPPs and stakeholders cannot

3   make these decisions.  These are policy

4   decisions, but which side that's the

5   tipping point and how future risk is

6   managed is in the hands of the regulators

7   in the room.  Thank you.

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             Thank you.

10             Any questions at this point?

11             (No response.)

12             We'll go to our next speaker,

13   Jennifer Vosburg.

14        MS. VOSBURG:

15             Thank you, Commissioner.

16             My name is Jennifer Vosburg.  I

17   am with NRG Energy and Louisiana

18   Generating.

19             Ben, if you'd go to the next

20   slide after that, please.  One more.

21             When I saw the agenda and I saw

22   that NRG was listed as the utility

23   speaker, I figured that required a slide

24   for a little bit of explanation of why we

25   were listed as utility and not joined in
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1   with Tom's presentation on the IPP.

2             Louisiana Generating is a

3   wholly-owned subsidiary of NRG Energy, and

4   LaGen serves 10 Louisiana cooperative

5   customers at wholesale under long-term

6   contracts.  Many of those go out to 2024.

7   We serve as their transmission agent for

8   our coop customers.  That means we spend a

9   lot of time talking about network

10   transmission and what it means and impacts

11   on network transmission customers.  We are

12   the largest users of the Entergy

13   transmission system after Entergy itself.

14   On an annual basis, network costs alone

15   for transmission, about $50 million.

16   That's what we pay for reliable

17   transmission service for our network

18   customers.  LaGen, with NRG Power

19   Marketing, we manage over 2,400 megawatts

20   of generation and over 2,500 megawatts of

21   peak -- and over 2,500 megawatts of peak

22   load in the Entergy region.  We operate

23   two certified balancing authorities within

24   Entergy, the LaGen and, most recently, the

25   North Little Rock balancing authority.
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             Make sure that works well since

3   that's my hometown.

4        MS. VOSBURG:

5             So far, so good.

6             And by the beginning of 2011,

7   we'll also be adding two additional

8   balancing authorities in Conway and West

9   Memphis, both in Arkansas.

10             Next slide?

11             Charleston, a year ago:  Besides

12   complaining that it was hot, what else did

13   we hear?  Differences between the ICT base

14   plan and Entergy construction plan were an

15   issue.  There was objections to Entergy's

16   use of Note B, failure of participant

17   funding, lack of transmission, high

18   numbers of TLRs.

19             What we have now:  You've heard

20   already discussed the alignment of the

21   base plan and construction plan based upon

22   a new interpretation in the use of Note B.

23   We still don't have a solution for the

24   failure of participant funding.

25   Transmission issues continue to be -- to
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1   plague the system, and we still have TLRs

2   as a problem.

3             But there has been progress.  I

4   want to concentrate at this point a little

5   bit on the positives.  We are looking at

6   enhancements to the ICT.  Those have been

7   identified and actively been discussed,

8   and, hopefully, we'll have a decision on

9   that in the near future.  The improved

10   metrics for tracking transmission-related

11   issues is a huge progress.  I know Carl

12   has spent a lot of time working on that to

13   be able to have an objective way to look

14   at what's going on in the transmission

15   system, have a baseline to compare it as

16   we make progress or lack of progress.

17   Very productive E-RSC working group

18   meetings, and I'll talk about that a

19   little bit more later.  Also, on the FERC

20   side, it would seem as progress -- it was

21   progress for us -- the recent FERC order

22   rejecting the LAP tariff filing that was

23   done by Entergy and also the

24   FERC-initiated TLR NOI.  Again, that's

25   something that goes beyond just the
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1   Entergy region, but we feel that will have

2   a major impact on Entergy since TLRs

3   continue to be a problem.

4             Ben?

5             Another major change that we've

6   had since Charleston is renewed interest

7   in the process.  You know, last June, I

8   think you could hear it in the tones in

9   the voice and the angst.  Stakeholders

10   were reaching an all-time low in

11   satisfaction, not only with Entergy but

12   also with the ICT.  Attendance at ICT

13   working group meetings was down.  We

14   didn't have any progress or successes

15   really to point to to encourage people to

16   participate in the process.

17             One year later, I think

18   Commissioner Suskie went through the

19   number of meetings that we have had, and

20   we've had a lot of meetings.  But

21   attendance at the E-RSC meetings is very

22   robust, and participation at the E-RSC

23   working group meetings is also very

24   strong.  That's encouraging that people

25   are back at the table, we're engaged, and
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1   we see the progress.  If we didn't see the

2   progress, we wouldn't be here.

3             One of the questions, though, is

4   whether there's been a further weakening

5   of the ICT working group meetings.  Based

6   on some of the meetings that we've

7   participated in, there's confusion over

8   responsibilities between the E-RSC working

9   group and the ICT working group, and,

10   also, there continues to be a problem of

11   turnover of the ICT staff and losing some

12   of the expertise that we have as we're

13   constantly having to re-train new people

14   or people moving in between the different

15   departments.

16             Ben?

17             The E-RSC working group:  We

18   have had a wonderful experience working

19   with the E-RSC working group and more

20   satisfaction actually than working with

21   the ICT working group.  One of the

22   differences is the transparency that you

23   have in working with the working group,

24   the E-RSC working group.  When there's

25   data requests and there's responses,
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1   either both to Entergy, the stakeholder,

2   NRG has received a data request from the

3   working group.  All that information is

4   made public.  Everybody has an equal

5   opportunity to see what's going on, to see

6   the responses.  There's a very active and

7   updated open items list that's transparent

8   to everyone.  It seems like a small issue,

9   but it's such a change for us to be able

10   to have a list that's posted that says,

11   this was the data requested; it was sent

12   to Entergy on this day; yes, the response

13   was good; or, no, the response was

14   insufficient.  Because then you've got Sam

15   or the other members of the working group

16   saying, okay, what's going on; we need

17   this information now.

18             And that kind of goes along

19   with -- we have a plan.  We don't just

20   raise issues, and we discuss it, and it

21   goes on and on and on.  Some of the ICT

22   working group meetings had gotten to be

23   like a soap opera; you can miss about six

24   months of them, you can come back, and

25   you're still at the same spot.  What we
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1   have at the E-RSC working groups is we've

2   got a plan, we're asking this question, we

3   have to act with this question.  Because

4   the E-RSC has told us they want to make a

5   decision on this by August, so what is

6   your deadline, get me the information.

7   You know, they're listening to the

8   stakeholders up front.

9             And what we're seeing as this

10   difference is the E-RSC working group is

11   not being driven by the need to build

12   consensus.  A lot of times, you know,

13   everything in the ICT working groups is

14   consensus, consensus, consensus between

15   the ICT and Entergy, and then the

16   stakeholders would be involved.  And

17   looking at the recent 205 filing, MOU and

18   tariff language that went out, our

19   understanding of it is that, you know,

20   those went out on equal footing.

21   Everybody had a chance to see that pretty

22   much at the same time between the

23   stakeholders and Entergy and the other

24   utilities, and that's something we

25   necessarily would not have seen through
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1   the ICT.  ICT, that would have been a done

2   deal, and then it would have been

3   presented to us for some comments, and

4   then it would have been filed.

5             So we really want to stress the

6   advantages we've had working with the

7   working group, recognizing the hard work,

8   and I think there's a good group of the

9   stakeholders here, want to continue, and

10   we'll be committed to working with the

11   working group.

12             Concerns:  I think these are

13   complex issues.  And I think as we start

14   to move into the second year of the E-RSC,

15   we're starting to slow down a little bit

16   on our progress because these are complex

17   issues.  There's still a lot of

18   uncertainty about the future of Entergy

19   Arkansas and how that's going to impact

20   the rest of the system.  And we sit here

21   and we look and we do studies.  This is

22   with Entergy Arkansas in or without.

23             The issue of the RTO has two

24   different sides to it.  Part of it is, as

25   (inaudible) stated, that maybe moving into
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1   the RTO is not the best alternative.  NRG

2   sometimes is right with that.  Maybe this

3   isn't the right thing to do.  But on the

4   other side, maybe you have this mentality

5   that, well, let's defer that because the

6   RTO will handle that at a later date.  And

7   the biggest risk that we have right now is

8   doing nothing for either way.  We've got

9   to make sure we don't just keep the status

10   quo and move forward.

11             Spending time studying and

12   reviewing issues is important, but, you

13   know, we have a saying in the Entergy

14   region, "death by study."  We don't want

15   to continue just to study issues just to

16   study issues.  We need to make sure, if

17   we're studying something, whether it's

18   the -- okay, I'm still going to call it

19   the RMR study -- but the bulk power

20   reduction.  How many of those have we

21   already had on the shelf?  Let's make

22   sure, if we're spending that much money on

23   a study, we have a plan to use it and to

24   do something with it, rather than just let

25   it collect dust.  Because this is an
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1   expensive undertaking.  Putting on my

2   network customer hat, these costs are

3   being passed down, so we need to be good

4   stewards about what we're doing and make

5   sure that the actions that we're taking

6   have a direct result.

7             So even though there's been

8   little progress made on four issues -- and

9   we'll talk about the four issues -- there

10   has been progress made.  We're encouraged

11   about the E-RSC.  We support the E-RSC,

12   and we support the E-RSC working group.

13             To talk a little bit about the

14   cost/benefit analysis -- Kim, you weren't

15   the only one talking about this.  Again,

16   kudos to Doug Roe and Patrick.  But Doug

17   was very instrumental in working with me

18   and some of the others on putting together

19   a stakeholder process for the cost/benefit

20   analysis.  When we started the CBA, there

21   was no formal stakeholder process, which

22   left a lot of concern.  He's also been

23   very responsive to any of our questions

24   and issues.  And, again, it's been a

25   pleasure to work with them.
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1             Well, we've got some concerns on

2   that cost/benefit analysis.  Because the

3   deadline that we have -- whether or not

4   it's a real deadline or artificial

5   deadline, it seems to be -- and, again,

6   this is NRG's perspective -- that there is

7   a focus on getting it completed versus

8   necessarily getting it right.  And what we

9   don't want to happen is there to be any

10   type of undermining of the confidence in

11   the outcome of this because we were so

12   concerned to get it done by the September

13   date that we decided to cut through some

14   of the issues, or the harder issues, just

15   so we could get a result.

16             On a recent CBA status call, we

17   had a discussion about -- you know, we'll

18   raise issues:  What about this?  What

19   about that?  And the response usually was,

20   if that's not a major material impact,

21   let's just put it to the side so we can

22   run our base case; let's put that to the

23   side.  And Brenda Harris from Oxy made the

24   point of saying, at what point do all

25   these nonmaterial items become material
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1   when you put them together?  And that's a

2   concern that we have.

3             Now, we do know that CRA is

4   logging all of those issues.  What we

5   don't know is what impact that would have

6   on the outcome.  It's good that we're

7   doing the cost/benefit analysis, but we're

8   also concerned that we're getting a tunnel

9   vision, that our only options are Entergy

10   classic or join in an RTO, maybe an

11   enhanced ICT.  We need to make sure that,

12   as a group, we're all looking at all the

13   alternatives.  You know, there is

14   discussions with Entergy Arkansas about

15   possibly joining MISO.  What are the other

16   opportunities that are out there?  So we

17   need to make sure we keep our mindset open

18   and not just A or B.

19             On behalf of NRG, we do have

20   some concerns about Entergy joining the

21   RTO at this point, mainly due to a lot of

22   uncertainty on the SPP side.  You know,

23   it's a little bit different from MISO,

24   where they have an established market; you

25   know what you're going to get.  You know,
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1   the RTO -- the SPP RTO is still in the

2   process of trying to formulate their

3   day-two market structure, and there's

4   issues all the way from what's going to

5   happen to grandfathered transmission to

6   how is it going to happen, and we're not

7   going to know that.  Based on the last

8   information that I have, some of those

9   final issues on the market might be not

10   known until, you know, well after the CBA.

11             What needs to be addressed now:

12   Base case overloads.  If Roberto Paliza

13   was here, we'd make sure to say it again:

14   Base case overload.  It continues to be a

15   problem on the system, and until those are

16   corrected, it's going to be an underlying

17   problem for many issues.  Cost allocation

18   needs to be addressed.  We recognize cost

19   allocation is not just an issue in the

20   Entergy region.  It is an issue that is

21   facing several different groups, including

22   the SPP RTO.  But we need to do something

23   other than just the status quo participant

24   funding.  It's going to be a tough

25   discussion tomorrow, but we need to talk
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1   about the 205 filing rights with the

2   E-RSC.  We need to stop overselling the

3   transmission system.  The results of that

4   has impacts on system congestion.

5   Extending the planning horizon, more than

6   3, less than 10, those are discussions

7   we'll need to continue to focus on and see

8   what is the best and rational and

9   reasonable length of time for the planning

10   horizon.  ICT authority enhancements,

11   clarifications.  Of course, the Entergy

12   Arkansas secession plan.  But kind of to

13   echo what Tom is saying, we need to focus

14   on the transmission expansion, ladders and

15   poles, and also improving the Entergy

16   OATT.

17             This time next year when we meet

18   again, we'll, again, be complaining that

19   it's too hot, but we're hoping that this

20   time next year we have an E-RSC that has

21   robust 205 filing rights.  We would like

22   to see an enhanced ICT with strong

23   leadership authority and willingness to

24   exercise its authority.  We'd like to see

25   an expanded planning horizon, again, more
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1   than 3, less than 10, an implemented plan

2   to address the base case overloads, a

3   robust Entergy construction plan that

4   builds capacity, a well-coordinated AFC

5   model and WPP that do not reduce system

6   reliability, and solutions to participant

7   funding.

8             A few little other items while I

9   have an audience.  And, again, one of

10   these is for Roberto, Roberto being our

11   expert consultant that is very active in

12   participating in the E-RSC, but could not

13   be here today.  Require negative AFC be

14   posted on system impact studies.

15   Currently, if there's no available AFC,

16   there's a zero.  But on many occasions,

17   it's actually negative.  I think that

18   would go a long way to help get a good

19   reading of the condition of the system if

20   that negative amount is actually posted.

21             Something that's kind of

22   recently kind of come to my attention is

23   this new "to be determined" that's showing

24   up on our system impact studies.

25             And, Ben, if you could go to the
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1   next slide.

2             Just kind of -- this is a page

3   from a system impact study from LaGen.

4   And if you kind of look down there, with

5   this one, 70 megawatts of transmission

6   partially available, you know, it came

7   back at approximately $50 million worth of

8   upgrades.  But the concern is that you've

9   got two other required upgrades to be

10   determined.  We don't even have a price.

11   And I think, you know, I'm somewhat

12   familiar with Willow Glen, Webre, 500 kV

13   lines (inaudible).  It would be

14   interesting to see what that actual cost

15   of that upgrade is so I know whether or

16   not -- what to do with the system impact

17   study and decide whether or not this is a

18   $50 million upgrade or a $350 million

19   upgrade.  Again, I think having that

20   information would be very useful, not only

21   to me as a customer, but also to the

22   E-RSC.

23             Just to kind of wrap up, again,

24   require Entergy to post the cost of the

25   proposed construction plan.  We hear
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1   roughly, you know, it was $500 million.

2   But recently, in some of the E-RSC

3   meetings -- in the working group meetings,

4   there's been -- Entergy has been hesitant

5   to actually say how much the -- each

6   individual project is worth.  Of course,

7   they show up on the system impact studies.

8   So just something to think about.

9             Just to kind of wrap up, you

10   know, we've laid a great foundation here

11   based on the leadership of the E-RSC,

12   Commissioner Suskie, working with the

13   working group.  We've got to build off of

14   it.  Now's the -- the hard work is going

15   to come this next year.  We've got a lot

16   of hard issues to talk about, but the hope

17   is there.  And I know on behalf of my

18   company, NRG and Louisiana Generating, we

19   plan to be there every step of the way.

20   Thank you.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Thank you.  Any follow-up

23   questions?

24             (No response.)

25             Next, Gary Newell.
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1        MR. NEWELL:

2             Thank you, Mr. President.  And,

3   Commissioners, thank you for being here

4   and for being engaged on these issues.

5   And FERC commissioners, thank you for

6   being here today.  I want to mention,

7   before I get started, with me today is

8   Terry Huval, who's the director of the

9   Lafayette Utilities System.  Terry was

10   very involved in the Charleston conference

11   and helped bring some drama and dramatic

12   impact to the conference.  And we don't

13   have anything quite as dramatic today, but

14   if you have any -- it's early.  The day is

15   early.  If you have any hard questions,

16   I'll probably give them to Terry.  I

17   wanted to mention that he was here.

18             Next slide.

19             The folks that I'm presenting on

20   behalf of today are listed here.  One

21   small correction is what that should say

22   with respect to the Louisiana Energy and

23   Power Authority is 18 members.  The

24   arrangements are a little bit different at

25   the moment, but they have 18 municipal
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1   electric systems as members.  So we've got

2   a pretty good cross section here of

3   wholesale transmission customers in

4   Louisiana and Mississippi.

5             Next slide.

6             So what I've attempted to focus

7   my comments on are some conclusions

8   regarding the ICT experiment.  And that,

9   of course, is not a term I invented.  That

10   was a term that was applied back when it

11   was initially approved, and it was

12   recognized that this was a new structure,

13   a new approach, and it was considered to

14   be somewhat experimental.  And we're in

15   the situation of trying to make some

16   conclusions about it before it's over and

17   done with, which is sort of like -- it may

18   seem a little bit premature, but just as a

19   matter of timing, we're in the situation

20   of having to make decisions about what the

21   succeeding arrangements will be before the

22   ICT itself has completed its tenure.

23             So with that caveat, what I want

24   to do is present some very high-level

25   conclusions that I think are reasonably
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1   representative of my clients' point of

2   view -- points of view with regard to how

3   that experiment has turned out and then

4   take a look at some factors that we've

5   attempted to isolate to explain why the

6   ICT may not have fulfilled the

7   expectations that many stakeholders had

8   for it.  And the purpose of doing that is

9   it not to denigrate the service of the ICT

10   or its personnel.  It's not intended as a

11   criticism.  It's really intended to start

12   the process of lessons learned and what

13   can we learn from the ICT experiment that

14   we can apply prospectively to whatever

15   success or arrangement we're going to be

16   talking about and that will eventually be

17   put in place.

18             So with that caveat, I think

19   some of the conclusions that my clients

20   have reached is that, relative to the

21   tangible benefits, the ICT experiment was

22   a fairly costly undertaking.  I went back

23   and looked through Entergy's annual rate

24   updates where they back out of the cost of

25   service the payments that were made to the
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1   ICT because that's recovered through a

2   separate schedule to the OATT.  And it

3   looked like it added up to about $64

4   million over four years.  That's quite a

5   bit of money, even by the standards of a

6   large system like Entergy.  And for

7   stakeholders, there are additional costs

8   of just being at the meetings, staying on

9   top of the issues.  There are in-house

10   personnel who dedicate efforts in that

11   direction.  There are people like me who

12   are brought in to assist and charge for

13   our services.  So all those things cost

14   money to stakeholders that comes on top of

15   whatever charges they pay through the

16   transmission rate.

17             On the other side of the ledger,

18   the benefits from our view were fairly

19   limited.  Not zero.  I think there have

20   been some accomplishments.  I think the

21   issue that was mentioned with respect to

22   sales of nonfirm service during TLRs was

23   an important achievement that I think I

24   can fairly say came about because of the

25   ICT.  I think that was an issue that they
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1   are elemental in really pushing hard on.

2             But when we go back and look at,

3   you know, the list of accomplishments, I

4   think it is important not to kid

5   ourselves, and it's fair to ask hard

6   questions about whether those

7   accomplishments either would have happened

8   anyhow -- and in some situations, I think

9   that can be -- that can be the conclusion

10   that is fair to reach -- or whether it was

11   really necessary to have an ICT structure

12   to achieve that accomplishment.  An

13   example in my mind is the WPP.  Even if

14   there are benefits being accrued, was it

15   really necessary to have a whole WPP

16   structure to get those, or could that have

17   been done more cheaply and efficiently

18   through some other...

19             Slide, please.

20             Another overriding issue, I

21   think, that explains why the ICT may not

22   have been as effective as it could have

23   been is stakeholders really did not gain

24   the high level of confidence in the ICT's

25   goals or independence that I think was
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1   important and necessary.  I think we're --

2   as Jennifer mentioned, there are still a

3   lot of the core transmission issues,

4   things like the planning horizon, TLRs,

5   load pockets, you know, use of operating

6   elements, that are relatively pretty much

7   unresolved after four years.

8             So the bottom line from our

9   perspective is that the ICT experiment --

10   it's an arrangement that we get a lot of

11   learning from, but that it doesn't

12   represent a viable long-term solution to

13   the problems on the Entergy transmission

14   system that link to its creation in the

15   first place.

16             Slide, please.

17             The question that we're here to

18   talk about is:  What next?  And I think

19   it's pretty much taken as a given that

20   some successor arrangement is necessary.

21   Going back to pre-ICT status quo is not

22   really something that anyone is pushing

23   for at this point.  I don't think Entergy

24   really believes that's on the table.  So

25   the question then is:  What successor
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1   arrangement might work and might overcome

2   some of the difficulties that we

3   encountered over the past four years and

4   that might, in the end, be more -- be more

5   effective?

6             Slide, please.

7             Now, I want to mention that I'm

8   focusing on the ICT and, you know, that

9   structure.  I have not attempted to figure

10   out how some of these lessons would apply

11   to a body like the E-RSC.  That's not to

12   say that I don't think the E-RSC has an

13   important role.  I think the E-RSC's role

14   has been extremely important over the past

15   year and has accomplished a great deal.

16   But I think if we are thinking in terms of

17   some kind of interim ICT or enhanced ICT,

18   it's important to look at some of these --

19   some of these lessons.  I'll quickly go

20   through them.  I came up with five.  All

21   right.  And these are our perceptions.  I

22   suspect people from the ICT will say, no,

23   that's not true or -- with respect to some

24   of them.  These are certainly our

25   perceptions of the situation.
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1             One was I think the ICT got some

2   mixed messages about what they were

3   supposed to be and what their role was.

4   FERC certainly wanted to see resolution of

5   the long-term transmission issues that

6   have been plaguing the system.

7   Stakeholders, frankly, were hoping for

8   sort of a cop on the beat, somebody who

9   would wield the stick and, you know, get

10   some results from Entergy when we were

11   having problems.

12             Within SPP, I think there was a

13   desire -- you've heard it today --

14   bringing Entergy into the RTO.  I think

15   these objectives don't all necessarily

16   pull in the same direction, and so it's

17   our perception that there was some

18   uncertainty at times among the SPP staff

19   who were working on the ICT as to what the

20   expectations really were for what their

21   job was as the ICT.  Was it a tough cop,

22   or was it to bring Entergy into the RTO?

23   Those can lead you to different

24   directions.

25             Slide, please.
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1             Another issue was, I think, just

2   the inability to duplicate Entergy's

3   capabilities within the ICT.  That's an

4   issue of staffing.  I think it largely

5   resulted, at least in a lot of the

6   technical areas on -- with a continued

7   reliance on Entergy's personnel, which

8   stakeholders would then witness, and it

9   caused some doubt among certain of us

10   about whether the ICT was or could be

11   truly independent of Entergy when they

12   were that dependent on Entergy's

13   expertise.  Now, that situation improved

14   for a time as the ICT staffed up.  But

15   then I'd say in the last year, 18 months,

16   all of a sudden, we saw a whole lot of

17   turnover, people going back to the RTO,

18   new people coming on board, and I think

19   some of that dependency on Entergy's

20   expertise came back into play.

21             Slide, please.

22             Lack of authority.  I think, you

23   know, we know what the tariff provides.

24   You know, ICT's authority was not a lot of

25   independent authority and that, I think,
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1   handicapped the ICT in those instances

2   where some assertive action was required

3   to resolve a problem.  And that may be

4   what led to what Jennifer mentioned, which

5   was the tendency to gravitate toward a

6   consensus-building approach to

7   problem-solving.  And that's all fine, but

8   the upside of that is that it puts Entergy

9   back in the driver's seat, because they're

10   part of that consensus.  And so if the

11   idea here was to provide kind of a

12   counterweight to that, it failed to the

13   extent everything came to depend on the

14   formulation of a consensus.

15             Organizational process became, I

16   think, the real focus, and there was an

17   awful lot of process in the ICT.  And,

18   frankly, stakeholders are to blame for

19   some of it.  We were there to, at the

20   beginning, help formulate some of the

21   documents -- the governing documents,

22   committees and so forth.  Had we realized

23   how much process that would all entail, I

24   think we might have been reluctant to

25   provide for some of it.  But in any event,
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1   the ICT staff sort of queued to the line

2   on that process and sort of felt that as

3   long as there was a working group or a

4   committee dealing with something, that

5   that was as good as progress.  Well, it's

6   not.  And what we found was a lot of

7   issues just got lost in the committees and

8   the working groups, and never really came

9   out.

10             Next slide.

11             And this is one that I think

12   will probably generate some disagreement.

13   In any event, going back a couple of

14   years, you know, if you read the reports

15   that the ICT filed, our annual summary

16   reports, they include a summary of the

17   stakeholders' satisfaction surveys that

18   they conducted each year, and usually had

19   an appendix with the full commentary that

20   was submitted by stakeholders.  And I'd

21   say, starting with year two forward, you

22   started to see a lot of problems raised

23   about communication, about issues, as they

24   say, getting lost in committees, and so

25   forth.  And the ICT was always quick to
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1   say, well, we're going to -- we're going

2   to work with stakeholders, and we're going

3   to deal with those problems, and we're

4   going to get things back on a better

5   track.  It never really happened.  It

6   never really materialized.  I don't think

7   because of a lack of good faith on

8   anyone's part.  I think it was probably

9   just there were so many issues happening

10   at once, that that one tended to slide

11   down the list -- down the priority list.

12   The consequence was stakeholder

13   dissatisfaction largely went unresolved

14   and continues to slide.

15             In terms of how to take all this

16   and put it to use for the future, I start

17   with two premises:  One is, anything other

18   than a real -- for lack of a better term,

19   paradigm shift, I think is just going to

20   be more nibbling around the edges, and

21   that's not what we need.  If we're going

22   to really get results in dealing with the

23   core problems of the transmission system,

24   we need to come at it from a very

25   different approach.  And the other thing
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1   is, you know, there's a limit to how much

2   stakeholders can devote in resources over

3   time to these processes.  We want to be

4   involved.  We want to be engaged.  It's --

5   you know, it affects our operations in a

6   big way, but there's a limit to how much

7   we can spend on these things.  I've been

8   involved in the Entergy system going back

9   to SETRANS, the RTO that never happened --

10   one of the RTOs that never happened.  So

11   that's, you know, what, six, eight years.

12   And, you know, we've been involved and

13   spending and spending over the whole time.

14   SETRANS died and something else came, and

15   the ICT and so forth.

16             So, at some point, stakeholders

17   need to feel like there's progress

18   happening and that something is getting

19   traction.  Otherwise, you get not only

20   meeting fatigue, you get spending fatigue.

21   And, at that point, stakeholders are going

22   to say, enough.  And when that happens, I

23   think everyone will suffer.  The results

24   will not be as robust or as long-lasting

25   as they should be.
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1             And the next several pages -- in

2   fact, I may just skip past these.  What I

3   did was I raised some questions about how

4   to take what we've sort of observed over

5   the last three-and-a-half years and how do

6   we translate that for the future.  What

7   kinds of issues are we going to need to

8   address?  I think there is some very basic

9   threshold questions that need to be

10   answered in addressing any of -- you know,

11   what I see being three options for further

12   consideration, whether it be a greatly

13   enhanced ICT or -- coupled with oversight

14   by the E-RSC or direct RTO participation.

15   I'll just jump past those questions.  You

16   can read them at your leisure, but I think

17   they're important questions that need to

18   be addressed early on so that we can

19   really focus our resources in the very

20   best way.

21             So we, like the other

22   stakeholders you've heard from, want to be

23   involved.  We want to help be part of the

24   solution and not be seen as just, you

25   know, sort of complainers.  But, again,
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1   that sort of involvement can only come if

2   progress is being made.  I think we've

3   started down on a good road with the

4   E-RSC, and we're excited about seeing that

5   continue.

6             Thank you.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Thank you.  Katherine King?

9        MS. KING:

10             Good afternoon.  I'm Katherine

11   King, representing the Louisiana Energy

12   Users Group.  Let me first also thank the

13   FERC commissioners and the E-RSC

14   commissioners in attendance today for your

15   time and participation in this effort, as

16   well as the other state commissioners that

17   are here.  And, also, let me also thank

18   you for having a place at this table as

19   you did at the last E-RSC meeting held in

20   conjunction with SEARUC for retail load to

21   be represented and -- as the Louisiana

22   Energy Users Group does represent a

23   segment of retail load.

24             Let me tell you a little bit

25   about Louisiana Energy Users Group for
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1   those who may not be as familiar.  We're

2   an association of Louisiana industrials

3   that purchase electricity from either

4   Entergy Gulf States or Entergy Louisiana,

5   or both, in Louisiana, and our members

6   include businesses that conduct refining,

7   chemical manufacturing, pulp and paper and

8   industrial gas production.  And the LEUG

9   has been around for over 20 years.  I

10   think we're actually getting closer to 30

11   years, but who's really counting?

12             Next slide, please.

13             Our membership -- our members

14   purchase on an average annual basis about

15   9.2 billion kilowatt hours of electricity

16   a year.  They provide more than 16,000

17   jobs in Louisiana.  Our annual payrolls

18   are in excess of $1.2 billion, and our

19   members pay over $1.1 billion in state and

20   local taxes annually.  We also purchase

21   more than 4 billion a year on electricity

22   and other goods and services.

23             Next slide.

24             LEUG's objective in

25   participating in the E-RSC is very basic,
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1   and, actually, I think it's pretty much

2   the same as most other retail ratepayers.

3   Our first priority is reliability, both at

4   the generation and transmission level.

5   And that's closely followed by our second

6   priority, which is lowest reasonable cost

7   service.  We believe that transmission can

8   provide cost-effective -- cost-effective

9   access to lower cost power.

10             If you'll recall, at the last

11   E-RSC meeting in Charleston, LEUG made a

12   presentation at that meeting, and our

13   focus was the opportunity for transmission

14   to allow access to lower-cost generation

15   and to reduce the amount of Entergy's use

16   of their legacy gas generation, their high

17   heat rate, inefficient gas.  We did

18   estimates to show that there were

19   potential savings that we thought would be

20   available that could offset the cost of

21   both transmission construction, as well as

22   capacity payments that may be needed to

23   firm up the replacement power.  We still

24   believe that today.

25             The transmission improvements
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1   can also do other things.  They provide an

2   optionality with respect to fuel supplies

3   and prices.  They can help you address

4   future CO2 regulations and costs, whatever

5   that may be.  They provide operating

6   flexibility, and they can also provide

7   improved reliability, particularly in the

8   hurricane-prone areas of our state that

9   many of you also have to deal with.

10             So at the end of the day, we're

11   looking for cost-effective transmission

12   upgrades.  We can believe -- we believe

13   that they can bring significant benefits

14   to Louisiana ratepayers.

15             Looking back pre- and post-ICT,

16   we have seen some improvements, and you've

17   heard a number of comments about that.

18   And I won't go into great detail, but I

19   think that everybody pretty much agrees

20   there have been some improvements with the

21   ICT.  There has been improvements with

22   coordination of information, transparency

23   and those sorts of things.  But there are

24   the continuing problems that you've heard

25   about.  Transmission investment both pre-
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1   and post-ICT have been inadequate.  The

2   whole progress is hampered by lengthy

3   studies.  There are transparency issues

4   that remain, although there have been

5   improvements.  Base case contingency

6   overloads have caused problems in

7   accomplishing transmission investment.

8   The cost allocation methodology from our

9   standpoint is not based on the full range

10   of benefits that are provided over time.

11   And at the end of the day, the utility

12   continues to control the key data.

13   Because of that, they're the ones that

14   have the ability to do the detailed

15   studies necessary to make decisions, and

16   they actually control the final results.

17             Next slide, please.

18             We understand that the system

19   that we have was put in place -- one of

20   the main reasons was to protect retail

21   ratepayers, to make sure that they weren't

22   paying more for transmission or for

23   upgrades than they should have.  So, you

24   know, safeguards can certainly help retail

25   ratepayers, but if they are too
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1   restrictive, sometimes they can harm

2   retail ratepayers.  And that's the

3   scenario that we believe that we are in

4   today.  We believe that there are better

5   ways to provide protections to retail

6   ratepayers.

7             The things that we've learned

8   from looking at what's happened over the

9   last few years is ratepayers can be

10   protected from unjustified economic

11   upgrades by an appropriate cost/benefit

12   test.  By "appropriate cost/benefit test,"

13   I mean one that's conducted by an

14   independent, but technically capable,

15   third party who has got access to all of

16   the data that they need to conduct those

17   studies.  As important is the need for an

18   independent entity with authority and that

19   has the willingness to engage in these

20   issues and to make determinations as

21   necessary on what are the appropriate

22   assumptions for those studies and to

23   require that those -- that transmission

24   upgrades that are cost-effective are

25   actually made and put into operation in a
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1   time-effective manner.

2             Next slide, please.

3             We agree that there's been much

4   progress through the E-RSC.  It's like the

5   old TV commercial, when you have five

6   retail regulators that agree on something,

7   people listen.  And I think that's part of

8   the reason that we've seen the successes

9   that we've had over the year.  People are

10   attending.  People are interested.  We're

11   listening to the -- to what the E-RSC has

12   to say, and we certainly appreciate your

13   initiative and your cooperation in

14   bringing us as far as you have.

15             A lot of these topics have

16   already been issued -- have been covered.

17   The cost/benefit analysis is underway.

18   That's just a first step.  As it's been

19   noted, there need to be some additional

20   studies that need to be done.  There's

21   going to be timing associated with those.

22   How do we get to a determination of what

23   is the actual ICT successor?  And so there

24   are some timing issues that need to be

25   considered and maybe a plan for how to
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1   accomplish those in a reasonable period of

2   time.

3             As mentioned earlier, we've

4   resolved differences between the base and

5   the construction plan projects on paper

6   and in the most recent planning period;

7   however, we think the three-year base plan

8   is an inadequate horizon for a number of

9   reasons.  We think it impacts load growth,

10   its impact in economics.  We think that

11   needs to be changed, and we recognize that

12   as a -- it's really a cost allocation

13   issue at the end of the day.  I mean,

14   we're talking about a planning horizon

15   from one -- from one viewpoint, but it

16   really deals with cost allocation.  And we

17   think, over time, it would be good to

18   integrate the base plan and the

19   construction plan into one so we truly do

20   have one plan.

21             We appreciate the significant

22   progress that's been made on the

23   development of metrics and the reporting

24   system for system operations.  We think

25   that this is going to really show the
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1   impact that the E-RSC has made and the

2   progress that's been accomplished.  Again,

3   transparency is the key.

4             And one final point that is not

5   on my slide, but the E-RSC will consider

6   later afternoon or tomorrow, this bulk

7   power study to look at are there

8   transmission solutions that can result in

9   the running of Entergy's legacy gas

10   generation, both their RMR generation, as

11   well as their generation that they use for

12   flexible capacity.  So we see progress on

13   the issue that we raised last year, and we

14   appreciate that.

15             While a lot has been done, as

16   others have said, there's still a lot to

17   do.  You can see from Entergy's timeline,

18   there's going to be some time before we

19   get to a final decision on the ICT

20   successor.  We think the time in between

21   should be wisely used.  We think that --

22   we agree that the ICT should be extended,

23   but with some of the modifications that

24   have been discussed through the E-RSC

25   process, modifications that will actually
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1   accomplish improvements in transmission

2   service, reliability and delivered cost,

3   and result in actual transmission being

4   built.

5             With respect to those

6   modifications, I mean, there are a number

7   of enhancements.  Some of those are

8   already underway.  Some of those may

9   require some tariff amendments.  But we

10   believe one of the modifications that

11   needs to be accomplished is that the E-RSC

12   does need authority beyond its current

13   authority associated with advisory input

14   in certain areas.

15             Next slide, please.

16             At a minimum, we think the E-RSC

17   needs the authority to direct Entergy to

18   make 205 filings with respect to cost

19   allocation to address the planning horizon

20   of the basic construction plan, which we

21   see -- and I think Entergy would agree --

22   is a cost allocation issue, and that they

23   should also have the authority to direct

24   Entergy to make upgrades.  Again, these

25   are upgrades that have gone through a
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1   cost/benefit analysis and there's a proven

2   benefit.

3             At this time, LEUG is not taking

4   a position on some of the other areas of

5   authority that were covered in the MOU,

6   and that's -- I know that's a discussion

7   for another day.  But as far as moving

8   forward as quickly as possible and in the

9   time that we have, we would urge the

10   E-RSC, on those areas where there are

11   agreement on this authority issue, because

12   there may be views -- different

13   stakeholders may have different views.  We

14   would urge that those areas where there

15   are agreement, to move forward as quickly

16   as possible and have that authority

17   implemented.

18             To the extent that there are

19   remaining issues in other areas, those

20   discussions can continue, but we would

21   like to see progress where there is

22   agreement as soon as possible.  We also

23   think it's important that the E-RSC

24   continue to be recognized as a

25   non-jurisdictional entity with the
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1   continuing ability to establish its own

2   rules of operation and including its

3   voting rights.

4             That's it.  Thank you.

5        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

6             All right.  Thank you.

7             Now, any questions from any of

8   the commissioners?  E-RSC members first.

9   Questions?

10             (No response.)

11             I'll start out with some

12   questions myself.  Going to attachment T

13   and talking about supplemental upgrades, I

14   want to make sure I understand this

15   correctly.  In the four years -- or three

16   and a half years at ICT, how many

17   construction projects -- supplemental

18   upgrades have been built or are in the

19   process of being executed?  Is the number

20   three?

21        MS. DESPEAUX:

22             No.  I believe it's much more

23   than that.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Excluding Entergy, supplemental
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1   upgrades.

2        MS. DESPEAUX:

3             Oh, excluding Entergy.  I don't

4   have the number -- I don't have them in

5   front of me, but I think that was -- three

6   was the response we provided.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Okay.

9             Is that your recollection,

10   Mr. Monroe?

11        MR. MONROE:

12             (Nods head.)

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             And do you recall who they were?

15   I believe they were large utilities.

16        MS. DESPEAUX:

17             Was it TVA and --

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             TVA.

20        MS. DESPEAUX:

21             TVA and --

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             Oklahoma Gas Electric.  I think

24   that one's in Arkansas.

25        MS. DESPEAUX:
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1             And maybe there was one other

2   one.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             Okay.  So in the three and a

5   half years, attachment T has had three

6   supplemental upgrades, excluding Entergy?

7        MS. DESPEAUX:

8             That's right.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Okay.  And then the next

11   question is kind of for the stakeholders.

12   From what I'm hearing is, when the ICT was

13   proposed and put into effect, there was

14   some excitement and encouragement that it

15   would be successful and would work.  Over

16   the years, there was developed a lack of

17   participation because it concerned it was

18   not effective, and the interest has, in

19   turn, come back with the establishment of

20   the E-RSC.  Is my perception of your

21   comments accurate?  And I'd like for each

22   of y'all to comment.

23        MS. VOSBURG:

24             Commissioner, yeah, that was a

25   correct review of the -- I know that was
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1   part of my presentation.  The beginning of

2   the ICT, the rooms were packed.  There was

3   a lot of participation.  Everybody was

4   there.  And, again, as I mentioned -- you

5   know, I think Gary really did a good job

6   of explaining the process of the

7   progress -- that as issues continue to

8   linger or as we would go through this

9   entire, very detailed, onerous stakeholder

10   process and you would get to, you know, a

11   resolution of the Stakeholder Policy

12   Committee on base case overloads, it would

13   just die.  As that kept going on and on,

14   it would be like, I have to commit

15   resources.  If I've got to go there and

16   travel, leave my family, leave my job to

17   do all of this, is it worth it?  Is it

18   worth going to the working group meetings?

19   And then you started seeing people not

20   come to the working group meetings and

21   maybe just show up quarterly for the

22   Stakeholder Policy Committee meetings.

23   We'll at least all attend the SPC

24   meetings.  And then you started losing

25   people off the SPC meetings.
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1             And it had gotten to such a

2   frustration level -- I remember a meeting

3   that we had going over the results of the

4   stakeholders' satisfaction survey, and it

5   was just -- it was an ugly meeting.  I

6   mean, just sitting there, the frustration

7   coming out about why isn't this getting

8   done, we don't have communications, you

9   know, you're seeing the metrics on the

10   screen, this isn't working, it failed, it

11   was never going to work, on and on and on.

12   And then Charleston came in.  And having

13   the E-RSC meetings -- I think when we were

14   in the little meeting room in New Orleans,

15   busting out the seams, I mean, I think

16   that was a good sign of showing how people

17   are willing to sit in a room that's a

18   10-by-10 room, shoved in there, because

19   this is so important, we want to talk

20   about it, we want to be there.  You've

21   got, you know, people showing up to --

22   you've probably got more people in this

23   room than you did at some of the SEARUC

24   meetings that you've had.  And this isn't

25   everybody.  We've had bigger crowds out at
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1   the E-RSC meetings and the working group

2   meetings.  It's tough to make working

3   group meetings in Dallas and wherever

4   we're going on a monthly basis right after

5   E-RSC meetings, but we're committed to

6   doing that.  And I think you're seeing a

7   good, refreshed interest, and you have a

8   new forum.  While we might be kind of

9   revisiting some of the issues, it's with a

10   different perspective.  I think that's

11   what's given us the encouragement.

12        MR. NEWELL:

13             I think Jennifer said it well.

14   I think that there was a lot of -- a lot

15   of enthusiasm, a lot of hope in the early

16   stages of the ICT, and that, over time,

17   for lack of a better word, it seems as

18   though things became somewhat

19   bureaucratized.  And I mentioned

20   committees and working groups and so

21   forth, and, again, I think stakeholders

22   need to take a little bit of the blame for

23   that just because, you know, we wanted to

24   make sure that there were good processes

25   on paper for how issues would be handled
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1   and allocated between groups and so forth.

2   But, you know, that was really -- I think

3   we went in with the goal of making

4   processes more efficient.  It actually

5   turned out the opposite effect.  It tended

6   to lead to just a lot of time being spent

7   worrying about process and whether this

8   was the right vote and whether this was

9   the right body to vote and so forth.

10             And we were joking at dinner

11   last night that we think we're all ready

12   for a benevolent dictator.  We've tried

13   democracy, and it just led to too much

14   process.  Now, by that, what we -- what I

15   think we were saying is that an

16   arrangement that is occasionally top-down

17   isn't all bad.  It gets things done.  And

18   I -- you know, I think this level of

19   reenergized involvement and enthusiasm

20   will maintain for as long as people feel,

21   hey, there's some progress being made,

22   there's some promise here, there's some

23   potential for actually getting issues down

24   the field and across the line.  And we

25   sort of had that at the beginning with the
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1   ICT, and it tapered off.  So as long as we

2   can keep making progress, I think you'll

3   see stakeholders willing to commit to, not

4   only put up some of their own resources to

5   be here, but to take part in formulating

6   good, workable, fair, long-term solutions.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Any other questions from the

9   commissioners?

10        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

11             I'd like to ask Mr. Allen a

12   question.  Go back to -- at the end of

13   your comments, you referenced a tipping

14   point, Mr. Allen.  And I'd just like for

15   you to go back to that, because, I mean, I

16   listened very attentively to everybody's

17   comments, Mr. Newell.  I kind of

18   appreciate and understand, and everybody

19   kind of hit on the same things, but I

20   think you were very concise on some of it.

21   In light of those comments, Mr. Allen,

22   would you just go back -- I mean, I want

23   to hear --

24        MR. ALLEN:

25             Well, we --
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1        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

2             What I'm interested in is -- and

3   I think that I can say everybody here

4   is -- that this be a successful

5   arrangement.  I mean, there is no good to

6   anybody here and no upside to anybody --

7   well, I wouldn't say to anybody -- but

8   there is no upside to the Committee for

9   this not to be a success.  And I'd just

10   like for you to readdress that in light of

11   the comments that the other stakeholders

12   made.

13        MR. ALLEN:

14             Well, Commissioner, I -- to

15   follow up on what Jennifer and Gary said,

16   the process has been very difficult.  All

17   right?  It's been slow.  We seem to think

18   that -- we know there's been issue, we

19   know what the issues are, we've discussed

20   those at length among all the

21   stakeholders, Entergy and the ICT, and for

22   whatever reasons, it's simply taking a

23   long time.  I really think this is a segue

24   to tomorrow.  In other words, when I say a

25   "tipping point," it's taken so long;
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1   policymakers have to make some decisions.

2             I think that it's key and

3   critical that the E-RSC stay together as a

4   body and be a part of this governance in

5   conjunction with an enhanced ICT.  It's

6   about transmission.  And to a certain

7   degree, we've debated and argued and

8   discussed transmission for so long, it's

9   as almost as if there's a fear of

10   transmission.  I mean, what's to be feared

11   here, when it can provide so much value?

12   We're willing to talk about who pays.

13   We've asked for cost allocation.  I

14   believe Entergy is agreeing to the cost

15   allocation examination through 205.  So --

16   but the regulators, the policymakers have

17   to make a decision for the future.  Are we

18   wanting to come back, not like Jen put out

19   on her future view of SEARUC 3 or E-RSC 3,

20   or do we want the status quo?  The world

21   is moving.  Risks are out there.  How do

22   we make wise investment decisions for

23   consumers?  And it seems to us that

24   transmission mitigates a lot of that, when

25   you can pick a little bit of this, a
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1   little bit of that.

2             We also believe that an economic

3   upgrade of today is a reliability upgrade

4   of tomorrow.  Transmission is a 60-year

5   investment.  We need to look at it that

6   way.  That's what the whole thought

7   process about enabler was.  How do we do

8   that?  We can't.  It's a policy decision.

9   What do you want?  Is this the system you

10   want to carry you to the future?  If so,

11   that's what we have.  I mean, I don't want

12   to come back, and I don't think anybody

13   here wants to come back and keep talking

14   about the issue.  So -- and I think a lot

15   of this will be debated tomorrow,

16   Commissioner.

17        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

18             Thank you.

19        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

20             Commissioner Field?

21        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

22             I would just like to thank the

23   stakeholders for staying with the process.

24   As an individual commissioner, I have

25   sought to get more transmission built and
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1   haven't been very successful, with the

2   exception of the KALO project.  And so I

3   think we're just approaching the moment of

4   truth, and we're going to have to make

5   some real important decisions.  You can

6   see that deadline that Entergy is under,

7   and that we've put them under, and they

8   should be under.  This committee has some

9   real gut-wrenching, moment of truth

10   decisions, and I think we'll be prepared

11   to make them.  It looks like we'll have to

12   make them pretty soon.  So I thank you for

13   your input and Entergy's input so we know

14   what the future is going to hold and do

15   the best we can as regulators.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Commissioner Anderson?

18        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

19             I don't know if this is a

20   question for Gary or Jennifer, really,

21   but -- so you both can answer.  To boil --

22   or to get to a bottom line, in terms of

23   your view, and putting aside the issue

24   Jennifer raised, or, really, both of you

25   did, on what the long-term fix is in terms
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1   of if Entergy goes to an RTO, if so, which

2   one, or an organized market, which one, or

3   we stay with a significantly enhanced ICT

4   or some other similar arrangement, would

5   it be fair to say that you both agree that

6   there needs to be some enhanced interim,

7   or there needs to be some significant

8   enhancements to the current arrangement in

9   order to operate during what whatever

10   interim there is that ultimately leads to

11   a permanent solution?  And if so, what are

12   the three things that you most want to see

13   done with respect to the interim

14   enhancements?

15        MR. NEWELL:

16             Commissioner, I think there does

17   need to be an interim arrangement.  My --

18   part of my trepidation about how to answer

19   is that we don't know how long -- what the

20   duration of the interim arrangement will

21   be.  And that was, in fact, one of the

22   questions in the later pages that I had

23   jumped over.  I think it makes a

24   difference.  For sure, it makes a

25   difference if you're talking about a
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1   transitional enhanced ICT versus an

2   enhanced ICT that's going to remain the

3   state.  I think the enhancements you'd

4   want to make would probably be pretty

5   different.

6             The question that you're

7   essentially raising is, well, are there --

8   are the enhancements different if it's

9   going to be for a one-year period or maybe

10   a four-year period?  I think, even along a

11   time gradient, there's probably -- it

12   probably makes differences in terms of

13   what enhancements one would want to see.

14             I think, for sure, the ability

15   to direct the construction of facilities

16   is an important enhancement.  I don't

17   think there's really any question on that.

18   That concept is one that stakeholders view

19   as important simply because, while --

20   while we fight about things and who's

21   going to pay and so forth, you know, the

22   lights can sometimes dim.  There's sort of

23   this -- Commissioner Field mentioned, you

24   know, the Acadiana load project is a great

25   thing.  You know, whoever wants to take
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1   credit for it -- and I think everybody can

2   take credit for it, everybody who is

3   involved in that process -- the problem

4   is, it should have happened a long time

5   ago.  It wasn't a surprise that there were

6   going to be overloads.  That was seen

7   quite a while ago.  So I think the ability

8   to get things like that off the dime, if

9   it takes an order, a mandate, is an

10   important enhancement.

11             You know, the ability to direct

12   the filing of 205 tariff changes.  The

13   tariff changes under section 205, I think,

14   is useful.  People tend to focus on cost

15   allocation as, you know, sort of the

16   paradigm example for that, but I've seen

17   other instances where there was some

18   problem that arose, where relief was

19   sought through the ICT, and the answer

20   was, well, we think the tariff conflicts

21   with that and we're bound by the tariff.

22   Well, if the ICT agreed with the

23   stakeholder's position in that situation,

24   they could say, well, that's what the

25   tariff says, but we'll see if we can't get
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1   it modified; we'll file or we'll -- you

2   know, if direct -- if there's a direction,

3   then they would be required to file, and

4   it would be changed, and Entergy would be

5   able to protect its rates with its own 205

6   filing.  So I think that's an important

7   enhancement.

8             And then, beyond that, I think

9   probably the third key area would be to --

10   whatever the body is in the interim ICT,

11   would have the ability and the authority

12   to undertake changes in the planning

13   process that so far have not been

14   undertaken for one reason or another.  And

15   so, you know, for example, the ability to

16   extend the planning horizon or the ability

17   to say, well, we're not going to -- we're

18   not going to assume a reliance on new sale

19   operating agreements and planning models,

20   for example.  There's been a lot of, I

21   think, perceived need to -- in a lot of

22   areas to conform the planning process to

23   Entergy's current practices, and I think

24   to the extent the enhanced ICT would see

25   it as within the purview of their
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1   authority to just change -- change those

2   assumptions and let sort of the real world

3   catch up, I think that would be an

4   important enhancement.  Because, you know,

5   the problems that we see on the system are

6   not going to go away by themselves.  So I

7   think a change in the authority to order

8   the construction of needed facilities and

9   the ability to modify the planning

10   process, I think are probably the two

11   steps and the most important in making

12   sure that problem areas in the system are

13   addressed as promptly as possible.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             All right.  Thank you.

16             Do any FERC commissioners have

17   any questions or comments for the

18   panelists?

19        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

20             Thank you, Mr. President.  I

21   would pose the question that Mr. Anderson

22   posed regarding enhancements to the ICT to

23   Ms. Despeaux.

24        MS. DESPEAUX:

25             Thank you, Commissioner.  And we
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1   actually agree with Mr. Newell on a number

2   of them.  We do think it's important and

3   have supported providing the E-RSC with

4   205 with the ability to direct us to make

5   changes to our cost allocation, including

6   the planning horizon, which is essentially

7   the term of the base plan, which is the

8   plan that allocates costs for the base

9   case overloads.  Or we think that, through

10   the two modifications I discussed, giving

11   the E-RSC the authority to direct us to

12   add projects to the construction plan or

13   the authority to direct us to make a 205

14   filing under the Federal Power Act to

15   change cost allocation, we will address a

16   number of the issues -- we believe it does

17   address a number of the issues that we

18   heard last year.  And for going forward --

19   on a going-forward basis, we've also

20   got -- there's -- we've actually

21   implemented, with SPP's help, a number of

22   the modifications, including providing

23   more detailed information, posting more

24   information on -- for instance, TLRs, the

25   construction plan and that, that we've
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1   already been able to implement, with the

2   guidance and direction of the E-RSC going

3   forward.

4        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

5             Thank you.  Thank you very much.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             Any other questions?  Any other

8   from our state commissioners that are

9   here?

10             (No response.)

11             At this point, we have a couple

12   of microphones in the audience.  We

13   probably have about 10 to 15 minutes.  A

14   couple of microphones.  If anybody in the

15   audience would like to make a statement or

16   ask any questions, this is your time.

17             Mr. Booth?  We have microphones

18   over by the screen there.  If you can, for

19   the record and our court reporter, state

20   your name and who you're with.

21        MR. BOOTH:

22             Bill Booth, representing the

23   City of New Orleans and with the E-RSC

24   working group.  Two quick questions.

25   First, one for Ms. King:  On slide 8 of
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1   your presentation, you said FERC should

2   be -- sorry -- the E-RSC should be

3   recognized as a non-jurisdictional entity

4   with the ability to establish its own

5   rules of operation, including voting

6   rights.  I was curious what you meant by

7   "non-jurisdictional."  With respect to

8   whom?

9        MS. KING:

10             Our reference there was to make

11   sure that the E-RSC didn't somehow become

12   a FERC jurisdictional body.  And as a

13   non-jurisdictional body, it would be able

14   to maintain control of its own bylaws and

15   how it operates.

16        MR. BOOTH:

17             Okay.  That's a concern we've

18   heard from many stakeholders and others.

19   And I was wondering, in this forum, if we

20   just could get an informal opinion or

21   sense from our ERC commissioners whether

22   they perceive a scenario with which the

23   E-RSC, a body of state utility

24   commissioners, might become subject to

25   FERC's jurisdiction.  I could say that the
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1   SPP RSC has not been subjected to FERC's

2   jurisdiction, so... thank you.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             I think that's the most curious

5   question we've had today.  Do you care to

6   respond?

7        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

8             I guess I've been elected.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             You didn't know y'all were going

11   to be on the hot seat today.

12        COMMISSIONER SPITZER:

13             I did not.  That's okay.  The --

14   we have a -- the legal framework being a

15   public utility under the Federal Power Act

16   and under what circumstances any entity

17   would become viewed as a public utility,

18   and if we -- I don't think we want to give

19   an advisory opinion, but that would be --

20   the question would be at what point does

21   an entity become a public utility is

22   fairly well set out in law.  We certainly

23   know with regard to Entergy, the other

24   entities where there's FERC jurisdiction.

25   But I think we might want to defer that to
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1   a time when it's formally noticed and

2   formally before us.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             All right.  Thank you.

5             Any other --

6        MR. CRUTHIRDS:

7             We're having trouble hearing

8   some of the --

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Okay.  I will -- microphone;

11   we've got to make sure we do that.

12             All right.  Any other public

13   comments or questions?

14             (No response.)

15             You have your forum here today.

16   You have an opportunity.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             Mr. Wilson?

19        MR. WILSON:

20             Dave Wilson.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Can you get to the microphone?

23        MR. WILSON:

24             For Kim, you listed 24 proposed

25   enhancements, but you only -- and we agree
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1   with 9, and there's 4 and 5.  You didn't

2   get to 24.  And one you said you totally

3   rejected, but didn't say which one it was.

4        MS. DESPEAUX:

5             I can definitely do that.  And I

6   believe -- I thought -- I thought we had

7   added them up to 24, but I'm an accountant

8   so my math might have been a little bad.

9   I admit to that.

10        MR. WILSON:

11             I could be...

12        MS. DESPEAUX:

13             But the one that we did not

14   support at this time was the

15   implementation of a market monitor.  We

16   already have processes in place where

17   we're doing long-term procurements, where

18   we have independent monitors in place.  We

19   also have the ICT that is overseeing the

20   operation of the WPP and the granting --

21   it's the ICT that's actually granting and

22   denying transmissions to the service.  So

23   we felt like that was going to be an

24   additional cost for our customers that

25   just was not justified at this time.  And
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1   I think that was the only recommendation

2   of the 24 that we did not support.  The

3   rest of them we thought were definitely --

4   we were willing to consider.  For us, it

5   was a matter of at what time they would be

6   considered, whether it would be during the

7   interim period or for the longer term

8   option.  Did I add them up wrong, David?

9        MR. WILSON:

10             Yeah.  You listed 19.

11        MS. DESPEAUX:

12             Wait.  Hold on.  Not -- oh, look

13   at the side.  You have to go over to the

14   ones on the side, the blue box on the

15   side.  I think -- wait, hold on.  Let me

16   find my presentation.

17        MR. WILSON:

18             I'm Dave Wilson with Arkansas

19   Cities, by the way, for the record.

20        MS. DESPEAUX:

21             Okay, 9 plus 5 is 14, plus 4 is

22   18, plus 1 is 19, plus the 5 over on

23   the --

24        MR. WILSON:

25             I got you.
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1        MS. DESPEAUX:

2             -- side is 24.

3        MR. WILSON:

4             Thank you.

5        MS. DESPEAUX:

6             You still wouldn't want me as an

7   accountant, though, Dave.

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             All right.  Any other comments

10   or questions?

11             Commissioner Honorable?

12        COMMISSIONER HONORABLE:

13             Mr. President, I just wanted to

14   state on behalf of the state commissions

15   how much we appreciate the work of the

16   members of the E-RSC, our respective

17   staffs, the stakeholders and,

18   particularly, the FERC commissioners

19   present today.  This is a significant time

20   in the history of our collective work, and

21   although we don't have the responsibility,

22   please know that we support your efforts

23   and we greatly appreciate them.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Thank you.  Anything further?
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1   I'd like to ask the panel a couple of

2   quick questions.  And speak up if you

3   believe this:  Does anybody on this panel

4   believe the status quo is viable moving

5   forward?  Everybody is shaking their head.

6        MS. DESPEAUX:

7             No.  No, President, at least

8   from Entergy's standpoint.  We believe

9   that modifications are appropriate and

10   should be implemented.

11        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

12             Tom, everybody shook their head

13   but you.

14        MR. ALLEN:

15             Only because I was stunned by

16   the question.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             I just wanted to say -- and

19   then, secondly, is there anybody that

20   opposes the E-RSC having a defined

21   authority?

22        MR. NEWELL:

23             No.

24        MS. DESPEAUX:

25             Can you --
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             And I understand we don't know

3   what the authority is, what the limits

4   are.

5        MS. DESPEAUX:

6             Yeah.  But having defined

7   authority, okay.  We support -- as you

8   know, we support --

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             I realize there's disagreements

11   on what level of authority, but --

12        MS. DESPEAUX:

13             That's right.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             -- to where we're just here to

16   meet and give advisory opinions.

17        MS. DESPEAUX:

18             We support the defined

19   authority.

20        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

21             Okay.

22             Yes.  Commissioner Norris?

23        MR. NORRIS:

24             I'm curious from the panel.

25   Make the assumption there's a national
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1   carbon policy or a federal RPS.  Does that

2   change how you think we should go forward?

3   Does it have an impact on how you think

4   this should be resolved?

5        MR. NEWELL:

6             This is Gary Newell.  No, I

7   don't think so.  I think -- Tom has

8   whispered in my ear, it sort of raises the

9   stakes on need for transmission,

10   especially if you have a renewables

11   mandate.  Those renewables are going to

12   have to come from somewhere, and Entergy

13   is not a particularly wind-rich area.  And

14   so I think, at least in the near term,

15   until somebody finds something else, the

16   likely renewable source would be wind, and

17   there's an awful lot of it up in the SPP

18   area.  So it would -- it would sort of

19   raise the stakes on the need to build

20   transmission.  So that, in my mind, would

21   create an even higher priority for some

22   mechanism to deal with the things that

23   we've discussed in an effective way.

24        MR. ALLEN:

25             Commissioner Norris, I think
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1   that's the uncertainty piece we risk even

2   talking about.  That's one of -- that's

3   one of several that we know.  I mean, we

4   don't know what we don't know yet.  And

5   that's where we are in the United States

6   and the world right now, and the risks are

7   only increasing.  So added some

8   optionality in a region that certainly

9   deserves optionality -- I mean, it's

10   hurricane-ridden, it's the overlay to the

11   oil and gas infrastructure to the United

12   States.  I mean, it ought to be the icon

13   of transmission and how to get it done.

14             So it's those -- that's a

15   regulatory legislative policy risk that we

16   don't know.  How do we take care of that

17   for consumers on the front end?  We have

18   the ability to look to other ways, other

19   areas, other theories, other sources.  So

20   there you have it a second time.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Ms. Despeaux?

23        MS. DESPEAUX:

24             I just wanted -- I'm sorry,

25   Carl.
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1        MR. MONROE:

2             I get the last word.

3        MS. DESPEAUX:

4             I just wanted to note that we

5   actually -- you know, in response to that,

6   we actually have requested some addendum

7   studies that would look at what the cost

8   of benefits -- we think they would be

9   different to key carbon legislation or,

10   for instance, renewables, if you had a

11   high wind build-out, and what that would

12   mean for our customers.  And we think that

13   that could drive what you see in the

14   cost/benefit analysis.  And so we've

15   requested some addendum studies that would

16   actually look at those, so you could see

17   what the potential effects were and try

18   and incorporate that into your decision on

19   the right alternative.  So I think it does

20   affect the answer.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Any other questions from any

23   commissioners or from E-RSC members or

24   FERC commissioners?

25        SECRETARY ANDERSON:
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1             Let me follow up, just to

2   clarify the question of our president

3   here.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             I hate that title, by the way.

6        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

7             In terms of the enhanced

8   authority, is there anybody on the panel

9   that disagrees that the Committee ought to

10   have the ability to direct Entergy to make

11   205 filings?  Again, understanding

12   there's -- it's an open question on

13   exactly what authority with respect to the

14   OATT we have, but just as a general

15   principal, that there are certain elements

16   that we do need that authority over,

17   whether anybody disagrees with that

18   proposition.

19        MS. DESPEAUX:

20             Entergy certainly agrees with --

21   that the E-RSC should and supports that

22   the E-RSC would have the ability to direct

23   us to make 205 filings.  Now, as you've

24   indicated, we believe it's over the cost

25   allocation.  We do not agree with some of
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1   the broader proposals that have been

2   suggested.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             All right.  Any other questions?

5        MS. VOSBURG:

6             Yeah, just to follow up,

7   Commissioner.  I know that we -- on behalf

8   of NRG, we support the 205 filing rights

9   for the E-RSC, maybe a little bit broader

10   than some of the other groups, just

11   because the danger is moving -- not moving

12   and having the status quo.  And like

13   what's been mentioned here before, having

14   that top down sometimes is a good thing.

15   They listen to the regulators.  They

16   wouldn't listen to the ICT.  You know, at

17   this point, having the E-RSC here and to

18   be able to address issues that maybe even

19   go beyond -- I'm a wholesaler, and, yet,

20   I'm willing to provide to the E-RSC the

21   authority to maybe look at some issues

22   that go beyond your normal jurisdiction

23   that you would have for retail because it

24   gives us a forum and it's an opportunity

25   to progress -- to move forward on issues
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1   that maybe have just been lurking and have

2   had status quo for years.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             I'm going to ask a question

5   similar to like I asked last year -- asked

6   Entergy several times last year; when they

7   said the word "we," who is "we."  You said

8   "they" will listen to regulators.  Who

9   were you referring to when you said

10   "they"?

11        MS. VOSBURG:

12             Entergy.

13        MR. ALLEN:

14             To answer Commissioner

15   Anderson's question on that issue, that's

16   really yet to be debated.  I can speak for

17   GDF SUEZ Entergy North America.  We would

18   not oppose any 205 authority in that

19   regard to the E-RSC at this point in time.

20        MS. KING:

21             Katherine King.  With respect to

22   the Louisiana Energy Users Group, we

23   support the ability to direct 205 filings

24   with respect to cost allocation currently,

25   which would also include changing the
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1   horizon for the base plan, which, as I

2   indicated earlier, is a cost allocation

3   issue.  We're not taking a position at

4   this point on the other items.  I mean,

5   that may change as we go forward and learn

6   more about those areas, but that's where

7   we are today.

8        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

9             Y'all are going to be around

10   this afternoon and tomorrow, I assume,

11   too?  Because I have some follow-up

12   questions, but I don't need to --

13        MS. KING:

14             Yes, we'll be here.

15        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

16             -- belabor it here at this

17   point.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             All right.  Anything further?

20             (No response.)

21             Well, again, I'd like to thank

22   our FERC commissioners for coming down.  I

23   know y'all have very busy schedules, and

24   y'all have an open meeting in two days.

25   Thank you for coming down.  We appreciate
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1   you spending the time, and let's recess

2   till 3:30, when we begin our business

3   meeting.

4             Thank you.

5   (Recess.)

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             I'll go ahead and call this

8   meeting to order.  Secretary Anderson --

9   by the way, I want to change the bylaws,

10   that the president is now the quarterback.

11   I think I prefer that.

12        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

13             No offense to Commissioner

14   Field, now, when I said that.

15        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

16             And I think Jimmy would resemble

17   that remark.

18        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

19             I actually shared a time when we

20   had a -- we had a white team and a gold

21   team with the Bandits.  And the white team

22   played offense and defense, but they also

23   had a quarterback on the gold team who

24   played all offense when they were in the

25   game, and the Bandits played nothing but
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1   defense.  So I'm used to sharing.  I don't

2   mind.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             I think that would work out.

5             So with that, Commissioner

6   Anderson, do we have a quorum?

7        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

8             We do.  Look around.  We're all

9   here.

10        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

11             All right.  I'll tell y'all what

12   my kind of goal is today -- is, today, get

13   through the first six, so we can actually

14   go out and enjoy the breeze.  And then

15   tomorrow -- I see there's a typo --

16   tomorrow we'll start with the second six

17   and go through No. 10, so we can break

18   this up from today and tomorrow.

19             Ms. Vosburg?

20        MS. VOSBURG:

21             I think the re-dispatch

22   presentation is going to be tomorrow,

23   talking to Sam.

24        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

25             Yeah.  I had told her that that
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1   would be tomorrow.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             Oh, I see.  Okay.  Well, we'll

4   work through what we can and --

5        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

6             And I don't see FERC bodies in

7   the room.  Usually, --

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             Yes.  Well, Doug Roe is on the

10   phone, so we need to be prepared for Doug

11   Roe, as well as Patrick Clarey indicated

12   he would like to move till tomorrow.  So

13   we'll get through what we can planned

14   today and recess till tomorrow.

15             So with that, under

16   "Administrative Items," we need the

17   approval of the minutes from our May 12th,

18   May 13th meeting.

19        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

20             Commissioner Presley, and I move

21   that we approve those minutes.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             It's moved.  Is it seconded?

24        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

25             Second.
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             It's been moved and seconded.

3   All in favor, say aye.

4             (All ayes.)

5             All those opposed?

6             (No response.)

7             Motion carries.

8             Next, we have a report from

9   FERC.  Patrick Clarey is taking

10   Commissioner Norris back to the airport,

11   so he asked that we push that back till

12   tomorrow.  And, also, is Doug Roe on the

13   phone?

14        MR. ROE:

15             I am on the phone.  Can you hear

16   me?

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             We can hear you, oddly, very

19   loud and clear.

20        MR. ROE:

21             Great.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             So, Doug, if you can, give us an

24   update from FERC on the FERC-funded CBA.

25        MR. ROE:
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1             Sure.  Thank you, Chairman

2   Suskie.  And, of course, let me know if at

3   any point I'm too loud or if you can't

4   hear me clearly.  Also, I apologize in

5   advance for the length of this update, but

6   this is the first time we've held a CBA

7   update after an E-RSC meeting, so we have

8   a bit more material to work through today.

9   Also, please, I want to note to everybody

10   that this month our CBA update will be

11   this Friday by a conference call, so I

12   encourage everyone to go to the SPP

13   calendar and sign up.

14             However, before I get into the

15   details of the past month, I'd like to

16   first say thank you to all of the

17   stakeholders that have put so much work

18   into this study the past two weeks.  The

19   stakeholder participation thus far has

20   been overwhelming, and the final product

21   of this study will show exactly that.

22   Specifically, though, I'd like to thank

23   Entergy in specific for their significant

24   contributions in recent weeks.  On several

25   occasions, we've asked them to drop
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1   everything and produce some very quick

2   turnarounds.  Without fail, they continue

3   to produce.

4             Now, moving on, I think the

5   easiest way to walk through this update is

6   chronologically.  In the weeks following

7   our last update, we held numerous

8   conference calls with CRA and stakeholders

9   to finalize the results of the 2013 base

10   case.  We also solicited comments

11   regarding the treatment of qualified

12   facility put in the change case.  On

13   May 26th, we made a decision to move

14   forward with the base case and on the QF

15   put treatment.  These decisions were put

16   into memo format and posted for

17   stakeholder review on the SPP website.

18   Despite receiving some concerns about a

19   few relatively immaterial issues, we

20   decided at the time to proceed because we

21   were already behind schedule.

22             Now, as I'm sure everyone heard

23   earlier today, some of the stakeholders

24   have concerns with exactly that, the idea

25   that we're tied to this schedule.  This
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1   concern has been raised before.  Having

2   said that, I think this is an appropriate

3   time to briefly comment on the fact that

4   regardless of whether there is an issue

5   with what the actual deadline should be,

6   September 30th is the deadline of the

7   contract between FERC and CRA.  This

8   contract is for a specific product, over a

9   specific time period and for a specific

10   price.  Some of the comments I've heard

11   regarding issues with the study could

12   significantly add to the price of that

13   contract.  At this point, we are doing our

14   very best to balance everyone's resources,

15   issues and interests to produce the best

16   study possible.  Still, we've made clear

17   that the study will not proceed in the

18   face of what we call game-changers or

19   otherwise significant issues that would

20   adversely or inappropriately impact the

21   results of the study.  Nevertheless, as

22   I've mentioned before, stakeholders are

23   always free to fund any sensitivities or

24   addendum studies that they may be

25   interested in.
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1             Now, getting back on track to

2   the decision on May 26th to move forward

3   with the base case and QF treatment,

4   Entergy appealed these decisions with the

5   E-RSC working group.  The E-RSC working

6   group responded to Entergy, and record of

7   this is on the SPP website.  In short, the

8   E-RSC working group did not overturn the

9   May 26th decisions.  I'm not going to go

10   into too much detail regarding these

11   appeals, as not only are these appeals

12   fully documented on the SPP website, but

13   one of the appeals has been addressed by

14   some news that has yet to be announced to

15   any of the stakeholders.

16             Over the weekend, CRA performed

17   a re-run of the 2013 base case.  This

18   re-run was performed primarily for one

19   reason:  To give Entergy the data it needs

20   to perform the operating company

21   allocations once the study is completed.

22   The issue is that, before a run is

23   started, CRA must pre-determine what the

24   output file will contain.  Because of how

25   granular Entergy's data needs are, I
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1   advised CRA to re-run the previous base

2   case because it didn't include the output

3   that Entergy needs so that Entergy will be

4   able to comply with the E-RSC's directive.

5             However, because we were able --

6   or because we had to re-run that case, we

7   then decided to address some of the issues

8   that stakeholders had with the 2013 case.

9   And you can expect that this Friday's call

10   to have a discussion of the finer points,

11   but we definitely address the QF issue and

12   the RMR modeling issue and some flowgate

13   issues.  However, because of this delay,

14   we will not be able to post the materials

15   for this Friday's call until Thursday.  We

16   are currently reviewing the results of the

17   2013 base case, 2013 change case and

18   post-processing results to measure the

19   trade benefits between the cases.

20             For this Friday, stakeholders

21   should also expect to discuss some of the

22   non-modeling CBA issues.  As most people

23   know, the other side of this cost/benefit

24   study will be the qualitative

25   considerations.  Ellen Wolfe of Resero has
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1   held several conference calls with select

2   stakeholders to create an initial list of

3   qualitative issues.  Stakeholders should

4   expert to hear a more detailed discussion

5   of the progress of the qualitative section

6   this Friday.

7             So, in short and in summary, I'm

8   happy to report that we're moving steadily

9   despite some hiccups.  We plan to update

10   stakeholders with further detail on the

11   upcoming schedule this Friday, but expect

12   June, July and August to be very busy

13   months, as if they weren't already.

14             And, at this point, I'd like to

15   conclude the CBA update.  And, as always,

16   thank you for your time.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             Thank you, Doug.  And I don't

19   know if you were on the call earlier, but

20   a lot of folks sung your kudos, so

21   congratulations.  And, by the way, they

22   did that in front of your bosses, so...

23             Any questions of Doug regarding

24   the cost/benefit study, or any questions

25   or comments?
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1             (No response.)

2             I have one for Kim.  Kim, you

3   had indicated that there were some

4   addendums that Entergy was proposing.  Is

5   there any way you could grab one of the

6   microphones and elaborate a bit?  You can

7   come up here or go back there, whichever

8   one you would like, Kim.

9        MS. DESPEAUX:

10             I was going to see if I could

11   find my presentation, but I think I

12   remember most of them, and they were

13   really studies that we were hoping would

14   kind of separate out some of the key --

15   what we believe could be key inputs into

16   the cost/benefit study and identify what

17   the effects of those are, and, you know,

18   just to allow parties who have different

19   views on these assumptions, to know what

20   the effects are.

21             Thank you, Mark.

22             The first one is -- was to look

23   at a base case that represents the

24   modified ICT that we've talked about.  The

25   current study is based on the existing
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1   ICT, and we thought it might be

2   appropriate to also have a base case that

3   looked at the modified ICT.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             On that one, I've got a

6   question:  Since we don't even know what

7   the modified ICT will be, what's the

8   study?

9        MS. DESPEAUX:

10             Well, and what we did look at

11   was -- and I think this is in the study

12   description itself that we submitted --

13   is, for instance, to have something that

14   addressed the seams agreement and to -- I

15   think it was to potentially eliminate the

16   rate pancake is one of the things we're

17   looking at.  And so we included that as a

18   base case study to look at what the

19   effects of that would be as compared to an

20   SPP RT0.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Okay.

23        MS. DESPEAUX:

24             Another addendum study that we

25   talked about, and that I mentioned
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1   earlier, was to look at the cost and

2   benefits if you assume carbon legislation

3   is implemented.  Also, --

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             Do you know if it will be scaled

6   on what that price would be of carbon or a

7   particular dollar amount, or would it be

8   scaled --

9        MS. DESPEAUX:

10             You know what?  I might have to

11   ask Michael.  I don't know if we've

12   concluded or if we've even discussed those

13   assumptions yet with CRA.  We've been kind

14   of staying out of the way so as not to

15   interfere with the primary study.  But

16   that's something that we do think we would

17   want to have an addendum study on.

18             The second one -- or the third

19   one is really the delay in the day-two

20   market.  We think one of the benefits for

21   Entergy's customers will be the

22   implementation or the operation of a

23   day-two market, and so we just want to

24   look at what the effects of a delay could

25   be so we have that in mind.
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1             And the fourth one is the high

2   base case -- or the high wind build-out.

3   There's a lot of uncertainty as to how

4   much wind is going to be built in various

5   areas, and there's a base case assumption,

6   and we also wanted to look at the effects

7   if you had a high wind build-out.

8              And then, finally -- and this

9   one was really in response to the Arkansas

10   Commission to look at EAI joining the MISO

11   organization.  And after we met with them

12   initially -- and we may also propose an

13   additional study; we're not sure yet --

14   that would look at the entire system

15   joining the MISO.  We're looking at

16   whether the -- there would be sufficient

17   intertie capacity, if you will, to really

18   integrate -- to get the advantages of a

19   day-two market.

20        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

21             Okay.  I think the EAI/MISO

22   scenario, the Arkansas Commission already

23   issued an order authorizing EAI to recover

24   those costs.

25        MS. DESPEAUX:
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1             I believe that's right, yes.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             I think I know so, but I just

4   want to make sure my memory is correct.

5             Sam, is my memory correct?

6        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

7             (Nods head.)

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             At least, I hope I recall

10   signing that.  Okay.

11             All right.  Any other questions

12   or comments for Doug?

13             Commissioner Presley?

14        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

15             Kim -- you don't have to take a

16   mic to answer this -- do you also take

17   into consideration, for a national RPS,

18   you had a cap and trade or a C02 cost

19   presented, was the addendum -- did the

20   addendum study deal with anything related

21   to an RPS?

22        MS. DESPEAUX:

23             I'm looking at Michael and Pat,

24   and I don't remember if we had --

25        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:
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1             Yeah, get a mic if you don't

2   mind.  I can hear you good, but David

3   can't.

4        MS. DESPEAUX:

5             And maybe I can defer to Michael

6   if you're next to a mic.  But I don't

7   remember if we had assumptions around cap

8   and trade or RPS.

9        MR. SCHNITZER:

10             I don't recollect whether we had

11   an RPS, per se, as part of the C02, but I

12   do think the other addendum studies had a

13   larger wind build-out, and we might think

14   about that as a proxy for an RPS-only kind

15   of a case with a larger wind build-out.

16   But I think the C02, as I remember it --

17   and we're happy to -- as Kim said, they

18   haven't been specified yet, because

19   they're down in the queue.  And if folks

20   have got some thoughts about what they'd

21   like to see in those studies, I think we'd

22   be -- we'd welcome that.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Thank you.

25        MR. ROE:
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1             Commissioner Presley?

2        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

3             Yes, sir?  Wherever you are.

4        MR. ROE:

5             One of the sensitivities in the

6   FERC study is a 20 percent RPS for SPP.

7        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

8             I couldn't hear you, Doug.  I'm

9   sorry.  Your sound from the heavens isn't

10   that good now.  Say it again.

11        MR. ROE:

12             One of the sensitivities in the

13   FERC study will be a 20 percent RPS for

14   SPP.

15        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

16             Okay.  Thank you.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             Any other questions?

19             (No response.)

20             All right.  Thank you.  Next on

21   the agenda, we have Bruce Rew and the

22   metrics update.

23             Bruce?

24        MR. REW:

25             Good afternoon.  We're going to
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1   present a brief update of the metrics

2   since the last meeting, so Ben has got the

3   metrics up.  Under the first one is the

4   congestion.  This is the TLR time and

5   curtailments.  We've added the April 2010

6   since the last time.  I think if you

7   compare, let's say, the first four months

8   of this year with last year, it looks like

9   we're trimming down in the amount of TLRs.

10   And, again, the TLR is very sensitive to

11   the weather and other conditions that

12   occur on the system that are very dynamic.

13             The next slide shows the

14   congestion in LAP time and dispatch.  And

15   this is new, where we've gone back all the

16   way to April of 2008.  And, again, these

17   are different flowgates that are in

18   congestion, and when you compare the first

19   four months of this year versus last year,

20   it looks like they have a few more LAP

21   time in re-dispatch than what we did last

22   year.

23             The third pres -- the third

24   slide is on congestion by TLR level.  This

25   is where we break it down by the different
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1   TLR levels, you know, 3 through 5.  And

2   you can see the different changes there

3   that we have.

4             And then on 1b, congestion with

5   the LAPs, since the LAPs don't have the

6   individual TLR levels, the only thing that

7   would show is either a scheduled

8   curtailment with the LAP or a re-dispatch

9   in LAP.

10             And then 1c gets into the

11   congestion by TLR level with the amount of

12   hours from each of the individual TLR

13   levels.  And then we added a 1c, which is

14   congestion by the LAP events.  This shows

15   the number of events -- LAP events per

16   month for the last couple of years.

17             Then the last two slides show

18   the specific flowgates that are under both

19   congestion and by LAP.  So the first one

20   shows the ones -- the flowgates, which are

21   in the TLR process.  And we've provided

22   some information there on some of the

23   solutions, and we're still working to get

24   a complete table there for those proposed

25   solutions.  If you notice, we don't have
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1   all of them, but we're working to try to

2   get those all completed.  And then on the

3   last slide is the congestion by flowgates

4   that are in the LAP process.  And we show

5   the impact on those specific flowgates.

6             So that's a brief update with

7   some additional information from the last

8   time on LAPs.  And I'll be glad to try to

9   answer any questions that you have.

10        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

11             Any questions from commissioners

12   or stakeholders?

13             Jennifer?

14        MS. VOSBURG:

15             You knew you were in trouble

16   when you put a microphone in front of me.

17   You know, I think one of the things that

18   we've highlighted in the last -- the

19   previous hour was the fact that it's good

20   that we have metrics.  But I think rather

21   than just going through and saying, okay,

22   here are the metrics, having some analysis

23   of it; what does it mean, what are we

24   seeing, what are the trends, you know, why

25   did we have a peak in -- you know, in LAP
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1   versus TLRs?  That explanation is what

2   we're looking for, I know from the

3   stakeholder process, into these metrics,

4   rather than just, here are the hard

5   numbers.  And I think as we go through

6   this process, it's going to be very

7   important to put some rationale and

8   reasonings and explanations beyond -- you

9   know, behind these metrics or they're not

10   going to be meaningful to any of us.

11        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

12             Kind of a follow-up to that, I

13   was very curious, if April was so mild,

14   what accounted for the five Level 5 TLRs?

15        MR. REW:

16             I don't recall the specific

17   flowgate that was in TLR Level 5 last

18   month.

19        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

20             I mean, would that have been a

21   planned outage that caused it as opposed

22   to a...

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Does Entergy know?

25        MR. NEWELL:
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1             You'd never go forward with an

2   outage if you knew it was going to put you

3   into a TLR.

4        MS. VOSBURG:

5             In theory, Gary.

6        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

7             Well, I know.  That was a

8   horrible question.  I was just curious.

9        MR. McCULLA:

10             Mark McCulla with Entergy.

11   Generally, what you see operating on our

12   system when you have TLRs in April or the

13   off-peak time periods, it's usually

14   associated with some type of outages that

15   are occurring, whether it be generation or

16   transmission in that time period.  The

17   ones over the summer period are normally

18   more load-related when you see higher

19   loads.  I don't know specifically about

20   these particular TLRs, but that's

21   generally what you see.

22        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

23             Mark, when you look at the first

24   -- 1a, so you're saying that planned

25   outages and others are the explanation
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1   for, in April of '09, 464 hours of TLR

2   time, 91.1 gigawatts curtailed, compared

3   to 71 hours and 10 and 4.8 as being the

4   numbers?

5        MR. McCULLA:

6             Again, I don't know specifically

7   about these.  I'm just speaking generally.

8   When you have these occurring in the

9   off-peak time periods of April, it's

10   usually related to some outages that are

11   taking place.

12        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

13             What would be the best mechanism

14   or forum to provide the analysis that

15   Jennifer is talking about?

16        MR. REW:

17             Well, for the TLR Level 5s, we

18   do a report for each of those and, you

19   know, it summarizes the flowgate and what

20   action was taken.  So, you know, that's

21   available for us to summarize for the TLR

22   Level 5s.

23        MR. McCULLA:

24             And one of the things we are

25   doing -- we've been communicating with
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1   Carl.  We have some folks on our side that

2   are going to work with some of the ICT

3   operational engineers, and we're going to

4   work on the LAP, as well, trying to put on

5   this sheet what projects we already may

6   have planned that are going to address

7   these.  And I think Carl is talking about

8   doing a monthly, as well as a 12-month

9   role.  So we're going to work with him on

10   that, and I think we're going to provide

11   some information that will help with that

12   view.  If there's an analysis that needs

13   to take place after that, we can work on

14   it.

15             One thing is, when you do these

16   monthly updates, it's going to be kind of

17   time-pressing to try and pull all that

18   together that quickly.  So that will be

19   one of the issues we just have to

20   consider.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Like, maybe even if you have a

23   quarterly that gives the analysis of each

24   month -- give people time to do that.

25   Maybe a report along those lines would be
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1   helpful.

2        MR. McCULLA:

3             That may be more helpful.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             You know, monthly have the

6   numbers, quarterly have an analysis to get

7   then into why these TLRs happen.

8        MR. REW:

9             Yeah.  We could look at our

10   existing quarterly report and make sure

11   that we provide the information in there

12   that would satisfy your questions and

13   direct to that.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Gary?

16        MR. NEWELL:

17             One thought that occurs to me --

18   and I don't know how difficult this would

19   be -- you know, the percentage of hours

20   curtailed, I presume, is just the number

21   of curtailment hours divided by the number

22   of hours in the month.  But, you know,

23   curtailment during an off-peak hour is one

24   thing.  Curtailment during an on-peak hour

25   is quite a bit different.  And if there
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1   was a way to differentiate between

2   curtailments during, you know, on-peak

3   hours versus off-peak hours, that would, I

4   think, be informative, in my mind.  Most

5   significant problems have come when

6   curtailments hit during peak and, you

7   know, parties are resource-short as a

8   result.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Kim?

11        MS. LEE:

12             Tina Lee with KGen --

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             Tina, I mean.  Sorry.

15        MS. LEE:

16             Tina Lee with KGen Power.  I

17   guess just to follow along with what

18   Jennifer was saying, you know, it's very

19   helpful to get all these metrics, but what

20   is the benchmark?  What is the goal that

21   you want it to be?  Do you want it to be

22   under "X" number of hours, "X" number of

23   gigawatt hours and so forth?  What's the

24   goal of it?  What's good?  What's bad?

25   What's unacceptable and so forth?  I don't
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1   know if that is something that the working

2   group eventually develops, but I think

3   that's the next iteration of these

4   metrics.

5        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

6             Sam?

7        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

8             Yeah.  Bruce had suggested doing

9   quarterly reports to -- utilizing those as

10   the way of kind of doing the analysis.

11   But, I mean, I don't look at those

12   quarterly reports.  I haven't up to this

13   point.  Do those do enough of an analysis

14   to be helpful?

15        MS. VOSBURG:

16             I mean, it's usually a very,

17   very high-level, a couple paragraphs that

18   says, I mean, it's weather related, there

19   was an outage, there was a planned outage,

20   there was an unplanned outage.  I think,

21   at this level, we're probably going to be

22   looking for a little bit more detail.  For

23   example, you know, you might have -- in

24   the month of June, you might have a low

25   number for TLRs, but you look at the slide
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1   that Carl did on Acadiana Load Pocket, we

2   haven't called the TLRs on it because all

3   the rest of the utilities are running

4   around trying to do everything possible to

5   avoid it.  So there might be more to the

6   story, and I think all of that is good

7   information that should be reported to

8   this group to get a true picture of what's

9   going on with the system.  So that might

10   be a starting point, but I don't think

11   that's going to give the level of detail

12   that's really going to be beneficial to

13   the E-RSC.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             What I might suggest is at the

16   next meeting with the working group and

17   the stakeholders, we take a look at one of

18   those quarterly reports and figure out how

19   it needs -- how it may need to be

20   enhanced, improved to give you guys and

21   the stakeholders more information.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             I think that would be great.

24             Any other questions or comments

25   for Bruce?
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1        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

2             I've got one question for Bruce.

3             Sam Loudenslager, Arkansas.  Any

4   idea why the LAPs -- or the LAP numbers

5   are up for April?

6             Mark?  Or, I mean, I don't know

7   who to direct the question to, so...

8        MR. REW:

9             Yeah.  I'd have to check into

10   specific ones, because, you know, in

11   comparing them with last year and

12   understanding what the causes, because

13   it's -- a lot of times different flowgates

14   is flowgates that don't have a response to

15   transactions.

16        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

17             Well, as -- I looked at April of

18   '10 compared to April of '09.  They're

19   usually about the same.  But TLR levels

20   are down for April this year, and so I'm

21   just -- I'm missing something, I know.

22   But I would think that, if the LAPs were

23   up, the TLRs would be up, too.

24        MR. REW:

25             Well, I think if -- sorry to
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1   interrupt.  But if you remember last year,

2   I think there were more storms, and we had

3   some storm damage, and I know we had some

4   TLRs that were storm-related last year.  I

5   don't think we've had as much this year as

6   last year.  I mean, that's one off the top

7   of my head that I know was affecting us.

8        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

9             We had a much colder winter,

10   though.

11        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

12             Okay.  Mark, can you talk about

13   the LAP numbers for me?

14        MR. McCULLA:

15             Yeah.  Sam, the LAP and the TLRs

16   are really two unique, different

17   processes.  If the LAP necessarily goes

18   up, it doesn't necessarily mean the TLR

19   would go up and vice versa.

20        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

21             Do you use the Local Area

22   Procedures to avoid the TLR?

23        MR. McCULLA:

24             Well, not necessarily.  We --

25        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
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1             I don't remember what I was

2   taught last month when we got together, so

3   I apologize.

4        MR. McCULLA:

5             What they generally do -- and

6   jump out there and correct me, if you can,

7   Kim -- but if there are interface

8   transactions that are affecting the

9   flowgate that needs relief, then a TLR is

10   called.  If it's below a certain

11   percentage, then an LAP will be called to

12   re-dispatch generation internal to the

13   system.

14             Is there anything to add to

15   that, Kim?

16        MR. WARREN:

17             Cameron Warren with Entergy.

18   Typically, as an LAP is used when the ICT

19   determines that a TLR will be ineffective,

20   meaning that the congestion that is

21   flowing on the flowgate, there's not a lot

22   of interchange or neighboring balancing

23   authorities to Entergy transactions that

24   are causing the congestion, that it's just

25   simply more local in nature.
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1        MR. POWELL:

2             Doug Powell with Entergy.  One

3   of the issues that when that April LAP

4   number looking up is cost of equipment

5   that we've had out for, you know, an area

6   where on one of the generators were a

7   patch in the line, and that was driving

8   that up.  And we're working with our

9   maintenance people on getting that back

10   in.  I think the line's back in now.

11   We're working to patch those in that area

12   back in.  That's going to help that

13   dispatch in that area.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             One other thing.  Jennifer, it

16   would be helpful if you could do this --

17   and you may not have time by the next

18   working group meeting, but it would be

19   helpful if you could take one of the TLR

20   quarterly reports that Bruce referred to

21   and then just mark it up so that we have

22   some idea what would be helpful for you

23   guys, because, I mean, I'm not an

24   engineer, so...

25        MR. REW:
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1             And, Jennifer, we're just in the

2   process of working on the next quarterly

3   report that we file in a couple of weeks.

4   If you can get something to us quickly, we

5   may be able to incorporate it into what we

6   are working on right now.

7        MS. VOSBURG:

8             And one other thought that I had

9   was -- this may be at when we do these

10   quarterly meetings that are a little bit

11   more in-depth -- have a representative

12   through the reliability coordinator's

13   office, Don or somebody here, who can

14   actually talk to all the details about

15   what's in the report.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             You know, and even a breakdown

18   that it's because a line generation's

19   down, or is it because a lack of

20   transmission, or is it because of a storm.

21   You know, even breaking it down along

22   those lines may give a good indicator.

23        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

24             And can you do the

25   peak/off-peak?
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1        MR. REW:

2             I'll have to check on that.  I

3   know that's potentially a lot more work,

4   but I'll check and see what we can do.

5        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

6             Okay.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             All right.  Any other questions?

9             (No response.)

10             Thank you, Bruce.

11        MR. REW:

12             Okay.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             Next, we have a presentation on

15   re-dispatch we can move till tomorrow.

16   And, Sam, your status of work on ICT

17   enhancements, how long do you think that

18   will take about?

19        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

20             I think it will be pretty darn

21   quick.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             How about we move that to

24   tomorrow, and we can recess until tomorrow

25   at 1 o'clock?  How does that sound?
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1        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

2             That sounds like a plan to me.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             I hear Commissioner Presley

5   saying, "So moved."  So let's recess

6   till --

7        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

8             I meant to say hallelujah.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Let's recess till 1 o'clock

11   tomorrow.

12             Thank you.

13   (MEETING ADJOURNED AT 4:16 P.M. AND

14   RESUMED ON JUNE 16, 2010, AT 1:11 P.M.)

15                     * * *

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             We will re-adjourn to the

18   meeting from today, and we're going to

19   start out with everybody in the room

20   stating that they're in attendance,

21   starting up here with Mr. Booth.

22        MR. BOOTH:

23             Bill Booth, representing the

24   City of New Orleans.

25        MS. BURROWS:
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1             Lori Burrows, Arkansas

2   Commission Staff.

3        MS. SCHMIDT:

4             Kristine Schmidt, the E-RSC.

5        MS. BROWN:

6             Nora Brownell, ESPY Energy

7   Solutions for E-RSC.

8        MR. REW:

9             Bruce Rew, SPP.

10        MR. MONROE:

11             Carl Monroe, SPP staff.

12        MR. MOVISH:

13             Phil Movish for the City of New

14   Orleans.

15        MR. GRENFELL:

16             Bob Grenfell, Entergy

17   Mississippi.

18        MR. HAMMETT:

19             Bill Hammett, Entergy

20   Mississippi.

21        MR. CHESHIRE:

22             David Cheshire, ExxonMobil.

23        MR. DOLAN:

24             Dan Dolan, Electric Power Supply

25   Association.
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1        MR. MITTENDORF:

2             Brad Mittendorf, Southern

3   Strategy Group of Louisiana.

4        MR. ALLEN:

5             Tom Allen, GDF SUEZ.

6        MS. KING:

7             Katherine King on behalf of the

8   Louisiana Energy Users Group.

9        MS. VOSBURG:

10             Jennifer Vosburg on behalf of

11   Louisiana Generating and NRG Energy.

12        MR. SHARER:

13             Andy Sharer with NRG.

14        MR. THUMM:

15             Brian Thumm, ITC Holdings.

16        MR. BIHM:

17             Kevin Bihm, Louisiana Energy &

18   Power Authority.

19        MR. NEWELL:

20             Gary Newell, representing

21   Lafayette, LEPA, MEAM and MDEA.

22        MR. KANTROW:

23             David Kantrow with the LPSC.

24        MR. BERRY:

25             Keith Berry, consultant with the
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1   Arkansas PSC.

2        MR. DASPIT:

3             Larry Daspit, Entergy Corporate

4   Communications.

5        MR. CHILES:

6             John Chiles, GDS Associates.

7        MR. CARLISLE:

8             Lynn Carlisle, SMEPA.

9        MR. CRUTHIRDS:

10             Dave Cruthirds with "The

11   Cruthirds Report."

12        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

13             Dave, go ahead and advertise if

14   you would like.  We're going to start

15   charging.

16        MR. CRUTHIRDS:

17             It's going to be well worth it.

18        MR. CLAREY:

19             Patrick Clarey, FERC staff.

20        MR. MCLAUGHLIN:

21             Mike McLaughlin, FERC staff.

22        MR. SHUMATE:

23             Walt Shumate, consultant.

24        MS. WATSON:

25             Melissa Watson, LPSC.
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1        MR. PATTERSON:

2             Kirk Patterson, LPSC consultant.

3        MR. DARCE:

4             Noel Darce on behalf of the

5   LPSC.

6        MR. REED:

7             Presley Reed on behalf of the

8   City of New Orleans.

9        MR. THOMPSON:

10             Henry Thompson, Arkansas Cities.

11        MR. WILSON:

12             Dave Wilson, Arkansas Cities.

13        MR. BITTLE:

14             Ricky Bittle with Arkansas

15   Electric Coop.

16        MS. CLYNES:

17             Terri Clynes, ConocoPhillips.

18        MR. ESTES:

19             Chip Estes, Southern Strategy.

20        MR. SWEENEY:

21             Jim Sweeney, KGen Power.

22        MS. LEE:

23             Tina Lee with KGen Power.

24        MS. PARSLEY:

25             Julie Parsley, Parsley, Coffin
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1   Renner on behalf of Cottonwood.

2        MR. BAUGH:

3             David Baugh, Kelson Energy,

4   Cottonwood.

5        MS. TURNER:

6             Becky Turner, Entegra Power

7   Group.

8        MR. BROUSSARD:

9             Dennis Broussard, Entergy

10   Transmission Services.

11        MR. WARREN:

12             Cameron Warren, Entergy

13   Transmission.

14        MR. POWELL:

15             Doug Powell, Entergy

16   Transmission, Planning.

17        MR. VONGKHAMCHANH:

18             Kham Vongkhamchanh, Entergy.

19        MR. BROWN:

20             Matthew Brown on behalf of

21   Entergy Louisiana and Entergy Gulf States

22   Louisiana.

23        MR. McCULLA:

24             Mark McCulla, Entergy.

25        MR. SCHNITZER:
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1             Michael Schnitzer, Northbridge

2   for Entergy.  Kim Despeaux will be here

3   shortly.

4        MR. PROFETA:

5             Pat Profeta, Northbridge on

6   behalf of Entergy.

7        MR. HURSTELL:

8             John Hurstell, Entergy.

9        MR. OLSON:

10             Carl Olson, Entergy Texas.

11        MR. GREFFE:

12             Richard Greffe, Texas Commission

13   staff.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             Sam Loudenslager, Arkansas

16   Public Service Commission staff.

17        MR. BERNSTEIN:

18             Glen Bernstein for Entergy.

19        MR. LONG:

20             Charles Long, Entergy

21   Transmission.

22        MR. CAMET:

23             Greg Camet, Entergy.

24        MR. BRIGHT:

25             Ben Bright, SPP.
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             And now those on the phone, if

3   you can give us a second.  All right.  All

4   of those on the phone?

5        MR. MILLS:

6             This is Roger Mills with

7   Entergy.

8        MS. GALLUP:

9             Terri Gallup with American

10   Electric Power.

11        MR. RALSTON:

12             Al Ralston, Entergy.

13        MR. CAUFIELD:

14             Pat Caufield with NRG.

15        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

16             Could you repeat that last one?

17        MR. CAUFIELD:

18             Pat Caufield with NRG.

19        MR. ROE:

20             Doug Roe, FERC staff.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Any others on the phone?

23        MR. KRAJECKI:

24             Jim Krajecki with Customized

25   Energy Solutions.
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             Could you repeat that?

3        MR. KRAJECKI:

4             Jim Krajecki with Customized

5   Energy Solutions.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             Anybody else on the phone?

8             (No response.)

9             All right.  Thank you all for

10   attending today, as well as yesterday, and

11   those on the phone.  Next, we'll pick up

12   with a report that we passed on yesterday

13   from FERC staff, Patrick Clarey.

14             And our court reporter has asked

15   me to ask everybody to -- if you look at a

16   screen when you present, look at that one

17   so she can read lips, so...

18        MR. CLAREY:

19             Thank you, Mr. President.  Not

20   too much has happened since your last

21   meeting in Baton Rouge, but last month

22   FERC launched an inquiry into the spot

23   market energy prices in WECC outside of

24   the California ISO to ensure that the

25   market -- that any market distortions
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1   would not be made apparent in between the

2   developing markets.  FERC also gave

3   guidance to a western transmission

4   expansion proposal that sought negotiated

5   rate authority and the allocation of

6   certain firm transmission rights to

7   certain owners of the project.  While

8   finding that the proposal was innovative,

9   FERC determined that the project must

10   allow for open access and transmission

11   withholding -- without withholding

12   transmission capacity from the market in a

13   manner that is not unduly discriminatory

14   or preferential.  FERC also issued a new

15   rule effective April 2011 requiring

16   certain intrastate natural gas pipelines

17   to report more detailed transportation and

18   storage information.

19             Finally, FERC staff issued their

20   summer 2010 assessment.  Some key findings

21   are:  Forecasted 2010 demand is comparable

22   to 2008 demand.  Summer wind capacity is

23   up at about 6.94 gigawatts, bringing the

24   total nameplate capacity to about 34

25   gigawatts.  Also, there's lower hydro
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1   expected in the Northwest, as last

2   winter's snow pack in the region reached

3   just 70 percent of historic average.

4             And then, finally, Doug wanted

5   to remind you all again of the CBA call

6   Friday 8:00 to 12:00, Central Time.  The

7   base case has just been finalized and

8   should be posted this afternoon on the

9   exploder list.  So that concludes my

10   report.

11        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

12             Any questions for Patrick?

13             (No response.)

14        MR. CLAREY:

15             Thank you.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Seeing none, thank you.

18             Next, we have the presentation

19   on re-dispatch by NRG.

20             Jennifer?

21        MS. VOSBURG:

22             I'm taking the mic with me.

23             I know y'all have all been

24   waiting on this thrilling presentation, "A

25   Day in the Life of a TLR."
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1        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

2             That has some commercial value.

3        MS. VOSBURG:

4             We were -- we have been talking

5   about re-dispatch and TLRs.  This is part

6   of the continuing education to help the

7   E-RSC and the working group and others to

8   kind of understand how a TLR -- and,

9   particularly, we're going to talk about

10   re-dispatch and NNL responsibilities.

11             What we've done is basically

12   just taken a snapshot of one day and

13   actually even one portion of a day to kind

14   of walk through how the TLR, the

15   re-dispatch obligations came to be and the

16   response that NRG took.  And, again, this

17   is just from NRG's perspective.  Other

18   groups and other consultees had also

19   responsibilities, like, with that day, as

20   well.  But what we wanted to just do was

21   walk through kind of how it would work.

22   One day is going to be different from

23   another day.  One constraint would be

24   different from a different constraint, but

25   just to give you this education.
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1             Go ahead, Ben.

2             Just to do a little review, Sam

3   mentioned yesterday he had already kind of

4   forgotten some of the TLR lessons that he

5   learned last month from Carl.  So TLR, of

6   course, stands for Transmission Loading

7   Relief.  This is a procedure used by the

8   reliability coordinator to relieve actual

9   or potential loading on a constrained

10   transmission facility.  And there are

11   several different ranges of TLRs, 1

12   through 6.  And we're kind of focusing on

13   the Level 5, when we get to curtailment of

14   firm transmission service.  TLR Level 6 is

15   when you're going to really get more into

16   the emergency procedures such as load

17   shed.

18             Next slide, please.

19             Again, just some more

20   definitions and terms.  I get accused of

21   talking in acronyms quite a lot.  So NNL

22   relief.  You'll hear us talk about NNL.

23   That's network and native load.  During

24   the TLR Level 5, the RC may direct network

25   customers, those transmission customers
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1   with firm load obligations, to re-dispatch

2   their designated network resources in

3   order to provide relief on a congested

4   flowgate.  The amount of requested relief,

5   the NNL relief, is referred to as the

6   network customers' NNL responsibility.  So

7   as we're talking about the NNL, understand

8   there's also curtailments of transmission

9   schedules going on separately, but we're

10   just focused on the NNL.

11             The GSF is the generator shift

12   factor.  It's the percentage of flow

13   increase or decrease on a flowgate for a 1

14   megawatt increase/decrease in generation

15   at a given unit.  When a generator's

16   output is moved up, the GSF is a positive

17   number.  When a generator's output is

18   moved down, it's going to be a negative

19   number.  So a generator can either have a

20   positive or a negative GSF.  Positive is

21   going to be referred to as an incremental

22   unit; negative would be a decremental

23   unit.  It's going to be one or the other.

24   You're not going to be both.  So if you're

25   an incremental unit, you're supposed to
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1   move up; you can't move down.  If you're a

2   decremental, you supposed to move down;

3   you can't move up.  Now, the GSFs can

4   change each day.  These are provided by

5   the reliability coordinator, or they can

6   be pulled down from OATI.  Now, the amount

7   of the NNL relief -- that's network and

8   native load -- a generator would provide

9   is calculated by a formula.  We're going

10   to go walk through an example.  Your

11   revised dispatch times original dispatch

12   times GSF percentage equals your NNL

13   provided.  I don't like math, but kind of

14   think of it as your NNL divided by your

15   GSF equals your megawatts to re-dispatch.

16   So let's see what that looks like in real

17   life.

18             Next page?

19             Okay.  So key terms:  Original

20   dispatch.  Let's put 100 megawatts in

21   there.  This is what your generator is

22   putting out.  Re-dispatch 75 megawatts,

23   which means you DEC'ed your unit down

24   25 megawatts.  You've got 5 percent

25   generation shift factor -- generator shift
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1   factor on a congested flowgate, so when

2   you start doing the math in the formula,

3   basically that's going to provide

4   1.25 megawatts of your NNL relief.  So

5   you've got to take what you bring down,

6   times it by your shift factor, and that's

7   going to give the actual relief that's

8   provided in NNL.

9             LSF is the load shift factor.

10   It's essentially the same as the generator

11   shift factor but from the perspective of

12   load.  So, like, when we're talking about

13   the Acadiana Load Pocket and Carl

14   mentioned that they were getting load shed

15   calculations, that would be based more on

16   load shift factor.  How much load can you

17   drop to get your NNL relief?  What we're

18   focusing on today in this presentation is

19   on the generator side.

20             And the GLDF is generator to

21   load distribution factor.  It's used by

22   the reliability coordinator to determine

23   the amount of NNL assigned to a network

24   customer.  It's basically the sum of your

25   generation shift factors and your load
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1   shift factors for all of your designated

2   network resources, as well as your load

3   measured against the congested flowgate --

4   measured against the problem.  So if you

5   think about it, it's the calculated GLDF

6   as the impact on a single flowgate of a

7   network customer's generator serving its

8   load.  Everybody clear on that?  Yeah.

9             All right.  So let's keep going.

10   I think it will be clearer as we go

11   through.

12             Key points to keep in mind:

13   When a TLR Level 5 occurs, firm

14   transmission service along the affected

15   flowgates is being curtailed.  So, like we

16   said, these are multiple things and moving

17   parts going on at the same time.  The

18   reliability coordinator may, if he deems

19   necessary, order the network customers to

20   re-dispatch in order to provide relief

21   across the congested flowgates.  So if at

22   one portion of it just curtailing firm

23   transmission service isn't getting it, you

24   might have to do the re-dispatch, maybe

25   doing the re-dispatch, vice versa.  So RC
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1   performs a calculation via the IDC

2   calculator, the interchange distribution

3   calculator, and notifies each network

4   customer of the amount of relief it must

5   provide.  So my understanding is the RC

6   will come in, see there's congestion,

7   he'll go pop the numbers into the IDC

8   calculator, the IDC calculator will then

9   tell him that, based on this situation and

10   everything we know, this is how much NNL

11   relief that LAGN is going to have, this is

12   how much Entergy might have, this is what

13   LEPA might have.  And then that

14   information is then going to be provided

15   down to that particular balancing

16   authority to those operators.

17             Now, when that number comes in

18   to us -- LAGN you've got 12 megawatts of

19   NNL -- the network customer has discretion

20   over how it's going to provide that NNL

21   relief.  So you can either provide it with

22   incremental units, which will bring some

23   generation up.  You can do it with

24   decremental units, which means you're

25   bringing generation down.  But as a
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1   balancing authority, we've got to make

2   sure that we're keeping that load served,

3   as well as maintain compliance.  You can

4   measure about how well you're balancing

5   generation to load.  So our ACE has to be

6   maintained.  So if you think about it, if

7   we're bringing down units or using our Dec

8   units, you've got to find power to replace

9   what you're bringing down, if necessary,

10   to make sure that you're balancing your

11   load to generation.

12             Now, at some times, the RC will

13   determine that the relief provided isn't

14   effective or if more relief is needed, and

15   it will come back and order the network

16   customer to re-dispatch again.  Sometimes

17   the RC also has the ability to come in and

18   say, even though you might have -- we talk

19   about discretion -- you need to back down

20   this specific unit or bring up this

21   specific unit to get the re-dispatch

22   relief that we need.  Sometimes it's very

23   local.  Again, looking at Acadiana, we

24   know that we need to be looking at the

25   Lafayette and the Cleco units, that
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1   generation that's really focused right

2   there in the Acadiana area to get the

3   relief that we need.

4             All right.  So let's walk

5   through what happened on May 16th of 2010.

6   And we just -- we just picked one, trying

7   to get a more recent example.  The TLR

8   began at approximately 9:59.  The affected

9   flowgate was the Nelson transformer at the

10   500/230 for the loss of the Hartburg 500

11   kv.  So you see the big red arrow pointing

12   down.  It points down to Nelson.  And the

13   heavy black line on the far left, Cypress

14   to Hartburg, that will be the contingency

15   line.  What we've also identified on the

16   screen are the --

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             So the black line is the one

19   that was under the TLR?

20        MS. VOSBURG:

21             That would be the contingency

22   line.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Okay.

25        MS. VOSBURG:
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1             So the TLR -- you're trying to

2   make sure you don't burn down that line.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             Okay.

5        MS. VOSBURG:

6             Right, Carl?

7        MR. MONROE:

8             Yeah.  It's -- you don't want to

9   burn down the transformer if you lose that

10   other -- that black line.  So you don't

11   want to burn down the red arrow

12   transformer if the black line trips.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             Okay.  Because all that power

15   would shift over.

16        MR. MONROE:

17             Would shift over and flow on to

18   that transformer, because it would go to

19   the underlying voltage.

20        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

21             Okay.

22        MS. VOSBURG:

23             Also identified on this slide

24   are the Louisiana Generating -- the LAGN

25   Balancing Authority designated network
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1   resources.  You see our Big Cajun 1 and 2

2   facilities, our Bayou Cove facility in

3   Jennings.  Cottonwood and Carroll Street

4   are designated network resources for LAGN

5   under PPA.  All right.

6             Next slide, Ben.

7             All right.  So we get the happy

8   call from the RC to the balancing

9   authority operators saying, hey, we got a

10   problem, gives us all the applicable

11   generating shift factors of our designated

12   resource.  And then we're instructed, you

13   have 11.2 megawatts of NNL relief that you

14   have to provide.  So this screen kind of

15   shows what our -- where our units are at

16   the time, what we have on line and off

17   line, and also the generation shift

18   factor.

19             So if you look at it, you've got

20   our Big Cajun 2, which is our large coal

21   plant, that's running at 1113 megawatts.

22   And just so you know, on this particular

23   day, we have a unit down that's still part

24   of the spring outage going on.  Our Bayou

25   Cove facility is at 0.  BC1 is at 0.  Our
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1   BC1 peakers is at 0.  Sterlington is at 0.

2   Cottonwood -- just for information

3   purposes, Cottonwood is four units.  Two

4   of those units actually reside within the

5   LAGN Balancing Authority, and those two

6   units for us were running at 413.  And

7   then the Carroll-Street Park, which is a

8   QF that we had a contract with, was at 0.

9   The generating shift factor shown

10   represent how much a 1-megawatt changing

11   output of a unit will flow across the

12   flowgate.

13             So if you look at what we

14   actually have on line in this snapshot --

15   what we only have on line are Dec units,

16   which these are units that you have to

17   bring down to provide the relief.  Now,

18   Carroll-Street has a positive -- that's an

19   incremental unit -- at 26.7.  Bayou Cove

20   is showing a positive at 14.6.

21             We had had some discussions with

22   the reliability coordinator earlier.  All

23   throughout this process, communication is

24   going back and forth with the reliability

25   coordinator's office, as well as with our
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1   operators.  And despite what the GSF of

2   the 14, we were pretty much told that

3   Bayou Cove -- don't plan on it being

4   available even though -- if you go to try

5   to bring it on line, odds are we're going

6   to tell you don't bring it on line because

7   it's going to have a negative impact to

8   already constraints.  So we don't have

9   Bayou Cove on.

10             Next slide.

11             Okay.  So what our operators do.

12   They know they have to provide

13   11.2 megawatts of NNL relief.  So,

14   basically, we start plugging it in to our

15   own calculator to try to figure out, you

16   know, how are we going to get this relief

17   provided, but at the same time, we want to

18   do it in the best way possible for LAGN.

19   We don't want to have to -- you want to do

20   it in the most economical way, yet make

21   sure that you can still serve your load,

22   but you don't want -- you want to bring it

23   down or bring it up as much -- as little

24   as possible but still meet your NNL.

25             So in this particular case,
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1   we've got Big Cajun 2 on line, and we have

2   Cottonwood on line, and we have -- we've

3   got Carroll-Street there that we're

4   showing a positive GSF.  So what we did

5   first was we moved Cottonwood down -- our

6   side of Cottonwood down 110 megawatts, and

7   then we dispatched up Carroll-Street Park

8   11 megawatts.  So between those, that

9   movement, that equaled up to 11.2 NNL.

10   So, you know, you're looking at that.

11   Because of the shift factor -- you don't

12   get a 1 for 1 shift.  Just because I bring

13   down Cottonwood 110 doesn't mean I provide

14   110 megawatts of NNL relief.  You've got

15   to calculate the shift factor to get the

16   actual relief that's provided.  So since

17   we didn't have any incremental units on

18   line, everything we're doing is bringing

19   load down to make sure we're maintaining

20   our ACE and we're still serving our load.

21             Next page?

22             All right.  10:30, the RC calls

23   back and says Carroll-Street Park is

24   deemed ineffective.  Because it is a QF,

25   it didn't really move physically, while it
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1   did on paper provide us the NNL

2   responsibility at that particular time.

3   The RC said, that's not helping us any;

4   we're going to have to have more

5   re-dispatch from y'all.

6             So, again, going back and

7   looking to see what we have available.  We

8   decided at this point we were going to

9   have to actually back down our coal plant

10   at Big Cajun 2.  We bring our Big Cajun 2

11   facility down from 1113 down to 900.

12   Carroll-Street would then go back down to

13   0 because that wasn't having any effect,

14   and then we have to bring Cottonwood down

15   even more.  So when we started the day,

16   Cottonwood 413, and we bring that down to

17   300.

18             So overall, at this point, we've

19   reduced our generation by 336 megawatts in

20   order to provide 11.2 megawatts of NNL

21   responsibility.  And that's efficient gas

22   and coal that's been backed down.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             One question I have:  My

25   understanding of a coal plant is you
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1   change the efficiency of the plant -- the

2   turbine spin, but you're still burning the

3   same amount of coal.

4        MR. SHARER:

5             Yeah, I think that's probably

6   right.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Pretty much.  I mean, you don't

9   back down the coal burning, you just

10   change the efficiency of the plant.

11        MR. SHARER:

12             Yeah.  The only big thing is, if

13   we have to take a mill out.  We're not

14   taking any mills out, so you're probably

15   burning about the same amount.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             So your operating cost for that

18   coal plant is the same even though you're

19   backing down fewer megawatts.  And then

20   when you've got to replace those megawatts

21   elsewhere, you're paying for the coal, and

22   you're also paying for the additional

23   generation wherever you get it from.

24        MS. VOSBURG:

25             Right.
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             Okay.

3        MS. VOSBURG:

4             Next slide, Ben.

5             And, again, what you just saw

6   was a snapshot.  Throughout the day, the

7   NNL relief would vary.  I mean, you're

8   constantly getting calls from the RC to us

9   on the situation.  What you saw was 11.2

10   early in the morning.  Remember this is

11   early in the morning.  Our load is going

12   to continue to grow throughout the day.

13   And on that particular day, we got up as

14   high as 38 megawatts of NNL that we had to

15   provide.

16             Again, just like you said, BC2

17   is a coal plant.  You want to keep it

18   loaded full as much as possible.  It's

19   very hard to keep it fully loaded

20   throughout that day.  You know, we were

21   cutting exports that we had because you

22   start off the day with a little extra

23   power that you can sell to other people.

24   As that -- you know, our imports got cut

25   and now our load was going up, the
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1   generation was coming down, we have to cut

2   some of those exports, and what that does

3   is basically shifts our problems to

4   somebody else, as well.  Because, usually,

5   when we're selling power, we're selling it

6   to somebody else who would rely on that

7   power to come in and support their load.

8   So it's a ripple effect.  It's going down

9   the line.

10             We never were able to fully load

11   our two units at Cottonwood.  Their

12   PMax -- their maximum amount is

13   600 megawatts.  The most that we got out

14   of Cottonwood that day was 426.  In fact,

15   for a period of almost five hours, because

16   of the constraints, we actually were

17   running them below the PMin of

18   150 megawatts per unit.  And I came close

19   to actually having to force one of the

20   Cottonwood units off line.

21             So even though the NNL is

22   small -- we're talking about

23   11.2 megawatts -- what it takes to

24   actually re-dispatch a system the size of

25   LAGN with the resources that we have is
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1   actually very large.  So, you know, we're

2   2,300 megawatts, which, compared to, you

3   know, somebody like Entergy, it's a fairly

4   small system with one dominant -- Big

5   Cajun 2 is the dominant resource.  And,

6   also, the way our load is spread

7   throughout the state, you know, we're

8   close -- always close to the flowgates and

9   (inaudible) is to re-dispatch.

10             Again, as we mentioned earlier,

11   these numbers probably would have looked

12   worse if we would have had BC2 at full

13   load.  We were -- just happened to be

14   lucky that we had a unit down on an

15   outage.

16             One of the things I kind of --

17   and I'll take questions here, but I just

18   wanted to kind of stress -- when you see

19   on the reports the NNL responsibility, you

20   know -- and I think Ben is going to bring

21   that up for us.  This is one of the slides

22   we saw yesterday.  I know it's hard to

23   read.  But if you look at the NNL

24   responsibility and you look at that

25   number, what you have to keep in mind is
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1   that how much of the units actually have

2   to move to provide that level of NNL

3   re-dispatch.

4             So if you look at the month for

5   April 10, it says .8.  Remember, these are

6   in gigawatts.  These are not megawatts.

7   So you've got 800 megawatt hours of NNL

8   just in April.  For the year, we've had 1

9   gigawatt.  That's 1,000 megawatts already.

10   So if you saw what it took us to move

11   11.2, what would it take all the units to

12   move to 1,000?

13             So, you know, that's kind of the

14   story that we're trying to tell here, and

15   kind of think about it when we're talking

16   about NNL.  You have to understand the

17   full picture and understand what's really

18   going on behind the numbers, as well.

19        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

20             Jimmy?

21        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

22             Jennifer, quite frankly, that's

23   more than I ever wanted to know about a

24   TLR 5.  What I really need you to do is

25   help us, the Commission -- can you
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1   condense that to a 30-second PSA

2   announcement?

3             Seriously, number one, I guess

4   if a system has more TLR 5s than

5   neighboring systems, you're explaining in

6   great detail -- and I'm amazed that not

7   only it may be requiring uneconomic

8   dispatch if everybody's dispatch is at the

9   most economical, which is their

10   obligation.  But it looks like to me,

11   there's a lot of manpower and computers

12   that have to be manned and directed to

13   coordinate and -- so that you can comply

14   with the reliability coordinator.  And I'm

15   sure that extra overhead is basically paid

16   for by the ratepayers, and I guess one of

17   my questions would be:  Could NRG or other

18   utilities reduce staff if there was a

19   substantial reduction in TLR 5s on the

20   Entergy system?

21        MS. VOSBURG:

22             Well, I know we could not get

23   rid of the Director Regulatory position.

24             I think it's a burden.  I don't

25   know if it's a reduction of staff, per se.
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1   I know it takes a lot, and we've had to

2   increase the size of our realtime

3   operations and our operators, not just

4   because of TLRs.  But there is a lot going

5   on to try to be able to handle the

6   reliability side, as well as trying to

7   make sure you've got the balance of the

8   generation coming in and out.  I don't

9   think at this point I can say whether or

10   not we'd have a reduction if we had TLRs.

11   If you look at the TLRs, look at how many

12   of them are caused due to congestion on

13   the system.

14             We had a TLR that occurred kind

15   of near this same time frame just because

16   a unit in Arkansas was coming down for the

17   night.  The load wasn't there, the unit

18   was coming down, and that caused

19   congestion on the system that we were

20   getting TLR'ed.  Situations like that, I

21   think that that's where you start looking

22   to see what needs to be done to solve a

23   TLR such as that.  There are times that

24   outages happen.  You know, there is a

25   storm that goes through, there's an issue
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1   that happens, and sometimes that use of a

2   TLR is good, but you want to make sure

3   that you're not using the TLR just as a

4   tool to get around congestion, because

5   that's shifting the problem to other

6   people instead of maybe it could be easily

7   fixed with a building upgrade.  Build up

8   the capacity of the system.

9             You know, you look again at

10   what's going on in the Acadiana Load

11   Pocket.  You're not going to see the

12   numbers of the TLRs and NNLs because

13   there's a lot of things going on behind

14   the scenes between LEPA, Entergy, MEPA and

15   LAGN and SLIMCO to make sure that we're

16   doing everything we can to protect the

17   system before we get to that level.  So

18   sometimes the numbers can be a little bit

19   misleading because everybody is jumping

20   through hoops to avoid cutting this firm

21   transmission curtailments, but definitely

22   not to shift the load.

23        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

24             No.  We definitely want you to

25   continue to do that.  But maybe I could
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1   ask the ICT and SPP:  Does the ICT have to

2   devote more manpower percentage-wise to

3   manage the TLR 5s on the Entergy system

4   versus SPP's manpower on TLR 5s in that

5   region?

6        MR. MONROE:

7             Not really from our perspective.

8   The increased manpower would be more --

9   less on the operational side.  There would

10   have to be a lot more TLRs, I mean, you

11   know, ten times as many TLR Level 5s than

12   we had today on either side for us to

13   increase the manpower on the desk.  But

14   it's doing the analysis after the fact is

15   where we have to have more manpower for

16   every TLR that's happened.  We have to do

17   the reporting to NERC.  And then, as we

18   heard yesterday, there's more reporting

19   that we probably need to start

20   investigating, the reasons behind those

21   TLRs, so that we can start determining

22   that we need to really -- is it

23   transmission, is it, you know, operating

24   procedures, is it something else that we

25   can help to relieve that TLR Level 5, as
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1   opposed to just relying on the TLR -- the

2   TLR itself and the IDC.

3        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

4             And I guess my -- and thank you.

5   I understand that.  I guess my question

6   is:  If Entergy is having a normal amount

7   of TLR 5s, then that's probably a kind of

8   acceptable practice.  That's -- I know

9   Southern Companies that doesn't have near

10   as many.  So what about the SPP?  What

11   about the systems in the SPP?  How do they

12   compare to the Entergy system on TLR 5s?

13        MR. MONROE:

14             Well, with having the EIS market

15   now -- actually, we do the re-dispatch for

16   those parties that make their units

17   available, so the amount of re-dispatch is

18   probably going to be similar, except that

19   we do it more -- you would expect us to

20   pick the economic units as opposed to

21   what -- it's system-wide.  We pick the

22   most economical system-wide, where each of

23   these entities have to deal with those

24   independent of one another's, and you

25   might not be picking the most economic
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1   solution.  They each pick their own

2   economic solution, but you may not have

3   the most optimal.

4             Now, the number of TLR Level 5s

5   in SPP -- we have a lot of TLRs.  If you

6   looked at just the stats on the number of

7   TLRs or even the hours of TLR, we probably

8   have more than Entergy does on that basis.

9   Now, if you add the LAPs and TLRs

10   together, we're probably comparable.  I'd

11   have to do the math.  I'll go back and do

12   the math and let you know about that.  But

13   we have less TLR Level 5s, and part of is

14   that is because of our members looking at

15   the TLR Level 5s and trying to determine

16   what's causing them and trying to look at

17   transmission expansion to get out of that.

18   So as we get more and more transmission

19   expansion, the level of TLR 5s have gone

20   down.

21        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

22             Let me ask a question.

23        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

24             I'm through.  Thank you.

25        SECRETARY ANDERSON:
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1             In the ICT, are the costs of

2   that re-dispatch just borne by the

3   balancing authority -- by the units in the

4   particular -- or by the companies in the

5   particular balancing authority?

6        MR. MONROE:

7             Correct.  Yes, correct.

8        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

9             In SPP, how are those costs

10   allocated?

11        MR. MONROE:

12             They're still borne by the

13   parties that do the re-dispatch.  But,

14   again, as I said, if the party is offering

15   any -- like 80 percent of the generation

16   is offered into the EIS market, so in

17   finding a more economic solution, they may

18   pay less for it, but it's still the

19   parties who are responsible for have to

20   re-dispatch are the ones that pay.

21        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

22             So they pay even though they

23   didn't necessarily cause the issue?

24        MR. MONROE:

25             That's why we need to
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1   investigate why they are, you know,

2   because we have such an integrated

3   transmission system that everybody affects

4   by most anything they do, either the load

5   increases or the generation changes.  And

6   so -- or you're taking an outage on the

7   lines.  You know, we could have a third

8   party picking an outage on a line in

9   Southern Company or something and affect

10   the TLR Level 5s, and, at the end, in the

11   ICT.  So that's why it's important to look

12   at those instances and see what's -- who

13   that's affecting.  But the parties that

14   take it usually -- it's hard to say that

15   they're the direct either causers, but

16   they're the ones that always take the

17   impact financially.  Ricky said it

18   depends.

19             So did you want to --

20        MR. BITTLE:

21             Well, if they are re-dispatching

22   units that are actually on line, then it

23   impacts the L&P in the region.  If it is

24   the RC that directs a specific unit to

25   come on, then there is really not a way in
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1   the SPP market to recover that cost, and

2   so they all know when the generator moves.

3        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

4             And so you don't have the

5   equivalent of the looming costs in ERCOT

6   that are spread across the --

7        MR. MONROE:

8             Yeah.  Well, the last part that

9   he talked about, where the RC would direct

10   a specific facility to change absent the

11   EIS market is looming -- is what we call

12   looming.

13        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

14             Okay.

15        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

16             That was Ricky Bittle.

17        MR. NEWELL:

18             This is Gary Newell.  There are

19   a couple of, I guess you could say, hidden

20   costs associated with TLRs that also, I

21   think, ought to be noted.  Commissioner

22   Anderson, you mentioned just the

23   differential in fuel costs as the obvious

24   link.  If you need to -- and this has

25   happened to Lafayette frequently, where
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1   their generation is situated on the

2   transmission system where the units inside

3   the city happen to have the highest

4   generator shift factor for flowgates -- on

5   nearby flowgates on Entergy's system.  So

6   when those flowgates get congested,

7   frequently Lafayette is required to move

8   the generation it has inside the city,

9   which are old, inefficient steam units

10   with a pretty high running cost.  When

11   they bring those up, there's only so much

12   load in the city to absorb output.  It

13   requires them to back off other units,

14   principally Rodemacher 2, which is a very

15   low-cost, coal-fired unit.  So immediately

16   is a direct cost to Lafayette in fuel cost

17   differential, which is substantial, like

18   $40, $50 a megawatt hour difference.

19             But there are also some hidden

20   costs, one of which is, when that happens,

21   when Lafayette is ran off the hidden city

22   units and forego taking its full

23   entitlement to Rodemacher, typically,

24   Rodemacher's output is not changed since

25   we're -- you know, we're a co-owner.
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1             So there's a certain amount of

2   energy being produced by Rodemacher that

3   Lafayette effectively has to dump on the

4   market, so whatever the price is.  And

5   what they found last summer when there was

6   a lot of re-dispatch was that the market

7   price during a lot of those hours was

8   actually less than variable costs of

9   production at Rodemacher.  So they were

10   selling that energy at a loss, so that was

11   an additional cost of that re-dispatch.

12             And the third -- the third

13   cost -- there could be more.  The third

14   one that I have in mind is when you're

15   required to move a unit in response to a

16   directive from the reliability

17   coordinator, you have to, you know, bring

18   that up fairly quickly to provide the

19   required relief.  Well, in the case of

20   things like steam units, you know, they

21   have an optimal ramp rate, not only in

22   terms of maintaining efficiency of the

23   unit but also in terms of keeping the unit

24   from incurring excessive maintenance

25   costs.  Because what happens is, when you
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1   crank up the boiler really fast, parts of

2   the boiler expand more quickly than you'd

3   like, and, over time, that causes things

4   like tube leaks and so forth and then

5   parts of the boiler -- things like that,

6   if you brought it up more slowly, you

7   wouldn't have.  So ramping in response --

8   ramping steam units, especially big steam

9   units, but small ones, too, in response to

10   TLR directives, over time will increase

11   your maintenance costs.  And that, of

12   course, is borne by the party that's

13   re-dispatching, as well.

14        MR. MONROE:

15             I would say one thing, and we

16   talked about it yesterday, about doing TLR

17   5 analysis, and what we found in SPP is

18   you get the most bang for the buck for

19   looking at those that you've done a lot

20   on.  If you've just caught one TLR Level 5

21   on any particular facility and it's only

22   been for an hour or two or three or even a

23   half a day, you can say, well, even if I

24   put a transmission upgrade, it will have

25   to be a real cheap transmission upgrade to
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1   get rid of that one, because it only

2   happens once a year, we'll say.

3             So what we like to do in SPP,

4   based on the past, yesterday, about doing

5   TLR Level 5s is focus on those TLR Level

6   5s and the LAPs that do the most

7   curtailments first and start looking at

8   the reasons why those are in TLR Level 5

9   and then start working down through that

10   list.  So we look at the ones that

11   probably hit most effectively and answer

12   why they are and whether there's

13   transmission that could help, as opposed

14   to just trying to do every TLR 5 we run

15   across.

16        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

17             Let me ask this question:

18   Haven't you been doing that now in the

19   base plan?

20        MR. MONROE:

21             We do that as part -- actually,

22   not so much as part of the base plan,

23   because the base plan is a forward-looking

24   reliability assessment, and some of the

25   TLRs are reliability, and we would catch
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1   them in that.  Some of them are economic

2   decisions that are made, you know, trying

3   to get a cheaper amount of power, too.  So

4   we may or may not necessarily catch it in

5   the base versus construction plan.

6             Some of them have been -- some

7   of the concerns have been expressed to be

8   studied through the -- what we call the

9   ISTEP or the economic studies that we do.

10   So some of them, we have done studies on

11   just based on that proposal.  We haven't

12   done a -- when we go back and assess TLR

13   Level 5s, we're normally telling NERC --

14   when we do that report, we're telling NERC

15   what we did about the TLR Level 5, not so

16   much analyzing what we're relieving.  I'll

17   put it that way.

18        MS. KING:

19             Katherine King.  I had a

20   question for Jennifer.  And Gary might

21   want to chime in on this.  I think that

22   Lafayette has at least estimated the costs

23   associated with some of the TLR 5s -- I'll

24   defer to Gary on that.  But, Jennifer, is

25   there a reporting of the cost?  Or do
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1   y'all have a mechanism to track that, or

2   do you do any of that?

3        MS. VOSBURG:

4             Because we don't get compensated

5   for it, we don't spend a whole lot of time

6   tracking it.  We did have a very high

7   level put some pen to paper just to kind

8   of track this particular incidence here,

9   and I think what we came up with was

10   roughly around $37,000 just for this.

11   That's just this day at a very high level,

12   including the uneconomic dispatch, as well

13   as the lost opportunity costs from cutting

14   exports.  And this was a weekend.  This

15   was a weekend day.

16        MR. NEWELL:

17             I know for this here, Lafayette

18   does try to keep track of it.  And last

19   summer, there was a considerable amount of

20   re-dispatch, which started around the time

21   of the Charleston conference.  And over

22   the course of the summer, our estimate is

23   that it ran between 2 and a half and

24   $3 million total.  And that's counting the

25   fuel cost differential between the bone-in
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1   units in the city and Rodemacher.  It's

2   also counting the dump energy losses when

3   the Rodemacher energy we sold into the

4   market at a loss.  It doesn't take account

5   in the increased maintenance expense, but

6   -- because that's much harder to estimate

7   even though it's real.  So over the course

8   of the summer, somewhere between 2 and a

9   half to $3 million, to my recollection,

10   which, you know, may not sound like a lot

11   when you're talking about a large utility

12   system like Entergy, but for Lafayette,

13   that's a fair amount of cost.  Which,

14   again, as Jennifer said was not -- nobody

15   stepped up to the plate and said, you

16   know, we'll take that on.

17             Now, since then, there have been

18   some discussions about handling the

19   re-dispatch occasion by the construction

20   outages for the Acadiana load pocket

21   project -- construction project, which, as

22   I understand it, is making some kind of

23   arrangements to share that cost among all

24   the parties participating in those

25   outages.  But as far as I know for some
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1   run-of-the-mill re-dispatch, that's still

2   borne exclusively by the party that is

3   directed to re-dispatch.  And that is

4   principally a function of where they are

5   in the transmission system, how much

6   relief they can provide for congested

7   flowgates, what schedules they may have

8   floating in the hour, that sort of thing.

9        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

10             Any other questions?

11        MR. BOOTH:

12             One quick question for Carl:  I

13   thought I heard you say that you do TLRs

14   for economic reasons, too, not just

15   reliability reasons?  Did I understand

16   that?

17        MR. MONROE:

18             Yeah.  I mean, we always do TLRs

19   for reliability reasons.  The only reason

20   that we would do a TLR is because we see a

21   reliability problem that we need to

22   resolve.  Now, when you're -- and I'm just

23   picking on SPP here.  We are less

24   conservative about selling nonfirm service

25   than we are firm service, because there's
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1   a lot of times we can -- even though,

2   looking forward, it looks like we may or

3   may not have that nonfirm service

4   available, we'd rather sell it and give

5   the opportunity for that party to use that

6   nonfirm for an economic transaction and

7   see if we get into TLR at that time.  So,

8   in that case, the use of that service is

9   an economic use of that service, but when

10   we TLR it, you know, we're taking the

11   economics away from that party that wanted

12   to use that service.  So even though we

13   always do it for reliability, we never

14   call a TLR unless it was anticipated or a

15   current reliability problem.

16        MR. BOOTH:

17             Thank you.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             Any other questions?

20        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

21             Well, this may be more of a

22   comment than a question, but I'll put it

23   in the form of a question:  I mean, I'm

24   just recovering -- or covering the

25   financial area, but it seems to me if
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1   you're calling these TLRs for reliability

2   that -- and they're reoccurring, at some

3   point, that ought to be getting into the

4   base plan, because you're just -- I mean,

5   I guess it depends, you know, what it --

6   but at some point, the economics -- I

7   mean, you're penalizing in order to

8   maintain reliability of a broad system.

9   You're saying, well, you guys over here

10   are going to pay.  In fact, you're going

11   to pay all the cost of reliability instead

12   of spreading it across the system.  And

13   that, to me, doesn't seem either economic

14   or efficient.

15        MR. MONROE:

16             Yeah.  That's where we, at least

17   on the SPP side, have drawn a distinction

18   between selling firm service and selling

19   nonfirm service.  When we sell firm

20   service, we believe that the parties are

21   buying that in order for a long-term use

22   of the transmission system for their

23   economics.  And when we get into that, we

24   know we're really affecting their

25   economics of the way that they serve their
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1   customers.  And even as you get to TLR

2   Level 5, you can see you're going to get

3   closer to 6, which is where you get into

4   the real bad things that you have to do to

5   maintain reliability, which is curtail

6   load.  So you're just getting closer to

7   that, and so, at least in the SPP side, we

8   made that distinction, if we're selling

9   nonfirm, then it is a service that is

10   available, and so parties would use it

11   just for mostly for economic purposes, not

12   to directly service their load, but just

13   to just serve their load for economic

14   versus getting into firm curtailments,

15   where you're causing a lot more

16   re-dispatch.  That really starts affecting

17   their economics itself.

18             Now, until you get -- you know,

19   the intent is to maintain the reliability

20   of the system and allow people to use it

21   for economic transfers, too.  So even

22   though we're calling TLR, in our minds --

23   in SPP's mind, we're calling TLR to

24   maintain reliability, it's we're only

25   curtailing it either economic or we're
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1   getting down into more firm service and

2   then getting down to the firm load

3   curtailments.

4             So from that basis, yes, we're

5   maintaining reliability over a large

6   system.  In those TLR Level 5s, you are

7   affecting other parties' economics more.

8   And those are the ones I'd be looking

9   at --

10        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

11             But you're also -- you're also

12   potentially affecting reliability, but to

13   the extent -- again, with reoccurring TLR

14   5s or with frequent TLR 5s, if you're

15   re-dispatching plants that really weren't

16   built to be re-dispatched, --

17        MR. MONROE:

18             Yeah.

19        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

20             -- if you will, at some point

21   you're raising the percentage that that

22   plant may trip itself, you know.  It

23   has -- you know, if you've got an old gas

24   boiler plant or an old coal plant that

25   you're ramping up and down, at some point
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1   you're going to lose it.

2        MR. MONROE:

3             Yeah.  And --

4        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

5             Or you're going to take it off

6   line more frequently for major overhauls.

7        MR. MONROE:

8             Right.  And those things should

9   be considered in either -- the way that

10   we're looking at it going forward with SPP

11   is doing more probabilistic plans --

12        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

13             I understand.  But I guess I get

14   into the ICT -- why -- I mean, why

15   isn't -- why haven't those factors been

16   included?  Or I want to make -- and this

17   is why it gets back to the question of,

18   when you do a base plan -- your base plan,

19   where do you draw the line on what's a

20   pure reliability issue?

21        MR. MONROE:

22             Yeah.  The rely -- and this

23   actually has been debated on the SPP

24   sides.  How much -- right now, the

25   standards, the NERC and at least in SPP --
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1   the SPP criteria, deal with reliability as

2   being an N minus 1 situation.  So we do

3   protect against the loss of the next unit

4   on a planning basis, but we were -- we had

5   the Arkansas Commission and the FERC

6   commissioner at SPP, and we went out on

7   the floor to look at what was going on at

8   SPP.  And they looked up at the board, and

9   there's a map of the SPP, and it has all

10   the transmission lines on there.  And when

11   a transmission line is out of service in

12   SPP, it flashes white on that board, and

13   so there was probably 40 lines out.  And

14   so in the planning environment, we're --

15   to meet the NERC criteria and the SPP

16   criteria, we're looking at N minus 1,

17   which means we're only taking -- we've got

18   everything in-service and we're only

19   taking one more piece of equipment out.

20   Well, when the operators are there, there

21   may be 40 pieces of equipment out, so

22   you're already operating at N minus 40,

23   and you just -- you're also looking at

24   that next N minus 1.

25             So I believe we do have to
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1   enhance our planning process so that, even

2   in the base case, we may not detect some

3   of these things that would happen.  In

4   fact, this particular one, I believe, was

5   mostly exasperated because of two unit

6   outages; one unit, planned outage, and

7   another unit that was an unplanned outage.

8        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

9             In the Entergy system, we're

10   talking about?

11        MR. MONROE:

12             Yes, yes.  So I do think we have

13   to enhance our planning that base is not

14   going to catch some of these situations as

15   it is today.

16        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

17             So you would -- you'd be favor

18   of a more robust planning process with

19   respect to the base plan?

20        MR. MONROE:

21             Yeah.  And I think we will get

22   it --

23        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

24             Because to put it beyond just

25   the minimal -- because this goes back as
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1   an illustration, at least to me, that the

2   difference -- that there's not this clear,

3   bright line between economic projects and

4   reliability projects.

5        MR. MONROE:

6             Yeah.  And that's why I think --

7        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

8             (Talking over one another) -- is

9   going to enhance reliability.

10        MR. MONROE:

11             Yeah.  I don't mean to keep

12   interrupting you.  I thought --

13        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

14             But I'm not -- I know you guys,

15   in your role as ICT, are in an awkward --

16   or have been historically or has been

17   alleged -- in an awkward position, but --

18   we'll go ahead.

19        MR. MONROE:

20             And I appreciate the comments.

21   I think that part of what y'all have

22   encouraged and the E-RSC working group has

23   encouraged through the studies, that even

24   the stakeholders have started asking --

25   where we talked about this Minimizing Bulk
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1   Power Cost Study, that will -- that's an

2   economic and reliability study.  It's

3   both, because we're having to talk about

4   reliability must-run unit, the must-run

5   unit capabilities or what necessities of

6   those units versus their flexibility,

7   which is a reliability, versus what's the

8   economics of replacing them.  And then

9   we've -- the working group has asked for a

10   scope to do congestion study, where is the

11   congestion and how much is the congestion

12   costing versus transmission to relieve it.

13   And then, also, this TLR Level 5 recording

14   analysis that -- we can start looking at

15   those that occur most often and start

16   looking at what -- you know, what it would

17   require to offset that and then what's the

18   economic savings from that.  So I think

19   that we can start, through these types of

20   studies -- start giving you more

21   information about where that, you know --

22   and you're right.  There's not a bright

23   line between reliability and economics.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             All right.  Any other questions?
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1             Jennifer?

2        MS. VOSBURG:

3             And it's just more of a comment

4   and kind of tying back to yesterday and

5   some of the discussions we had.  One of

6   the issues that we've raised is you've

7   asked about some of the reasons for TLRs,

8   you know, at least from NRG, we continue

9   to believe that overselling transmission

10   system is a problem, as well.  Just

11   recently, we had a situation where while

12   we're -- again, going back to Acadiana

13   load pocket -- while we're in a situation

14   of receiving load shed calculations and

15   all the parties are doing all these

16   different operating procedures to try to

17   maintain reliability, if you looked on the

18   system, we could have actually bought

19   transmission to sink into Lafayette, of

20   all places that you did not want to have

21   more transmission flowing into.  I mean,

22   nobody bought it, but when we looked at

23   that, it immediately raised a flag.

24   What's wrong with the models, what's wrong

25   with the system, and how is it that the
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1   tariff desk is selling transmission into

2   the most constrained area of the system

3   right now while we're getting told that we

4   have to be prepared within, you know, 30

5   minutes notice to shed load.  Yeah.  And

6   we had some issue with Cottonwood, too, on

7   that day.

8             So it's issues like that which

9   are -- you know, we need to look at what's

10   going on in the models and get that

11   coordination between the reliability desk

12   and tariff desk to make sure that, while

13   we're spending our efforts and our money

14   to re-dispatch our system, we're not

15   getting cut out from underneath us because

16   the tariff desk is overselling

17   transmission.

18             We also saw that -- I mean, it

19   took us two years of work and wait to try

20   to get it where to turn a TLR, the desk

21   would stop selling nonfirm transmission.

22   So we would be reducing the congestion;

23   they'd be selling nonfirm.  We finally got

24   that fixed recently.

25             There's still a next step
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1   that -- we've got to take that on the

2   next-day firm.  So, I mean, it's to make

3   sure that if we're jumping through the

4   hoops with the TLRs and the re-dispatch,

5   that we're not overselling the system

6   hurting us on the other side.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Thank you.

9             Kim?

10        MS. DESPEAUX:

11             If I could just make one point

12   to Commissioner Anderson's question,

13   because we agree with you, and so where we

14   do see -- if you look at one of the

15   pages -- and these don't have pages, but

16   for some of the recurring TLR events, we

17   actually do go in, and you'll notice that

18   the top three that are recurring, we

19   actually have projects.  The first one,

20   the project is already completed.  We have

21   projects underway in the construction plan

22   for the next two, and we're looking at the

23   two following that as part of the ISTEP

24   process.  So I just wanted -- I mean, we

25   do try and look at them when they're
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1   reoccurring.

2        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

3             Question:  Define "reoccurring."

4   I mean, what -- how long does something

5   have to be occurring to get the

6   connotation of reoccurring?

7        MS. DESPEAUX:

8             Right here.  For instance,

9   where -- these top three right here.

10        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

11             Uh-huh.

12        MS. DESPEAUX:

13             Those are ones that we looked at

14   and have included in the construction

15   plan.  The next ones --

16        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

17             How long has that problem been

18   going on?

19        MS. DESPEAUX:

20             Doug, do you know?  I don't have

21   the details.  Are you aware of --

22   comparing Baxter Wilson?  Last summer is

23   where they started -- we started to see it

24   recurring.  But it does pop up -- it

25   started to be recurring last summer, but
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1   it has popped up before.

2        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

3             But is it -- yeah, Jimmy, good

4   point.  Is it an every week reoccurrence?

5   I mean, at what point are problems

6   identified and they become redundant, then

7   it's given the definition of reoccurring,

8   and then Entergy says, oh, well we need to

9   fix it?  Because as I understand -- what

10   I've heard through this voluminous

11   doctoral dissertation on the TLR by

12   Jennifer -- I mean, as I understand it

13   from a high level, people who are actually

14   not responsible in some cases for causing

15   this because this is not their system are

16   actually having to pay, and there's an

17   economic impact to their company and to

18   others because of something that, you

19   know, is outside of their control.  And

20   then you say, well, once we see it's

21   reoccurring, we fix it.  I'd like to know,

22   though, after it happens twice, is that

23   then when the company says we're going to

24   fix it?  If it happens 50 times?  At what

25   point?
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1        MS. DESPEAUX:

2             Well, what we do is we look at

3   the congestion on the system periodically

4   for the areas that there has been

5   congestion, look at the cost of the

6   upgrade and determine whether or not doing

7   the upgrade would make sense for our

8   customers, whether it would produce the

9   lowest cost.  A lot of these -- the other

10   point to look at is not just the number of

11   hours that this happens, but also the

12   number of megawatts that it affects.

13   Because you have to take --

14        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

15             Again, though, when does it

16   become reoccurring?  At what point do

17   you -- your term was:  "Once it's a

18   reoccurring problem."

19        MS. DESPEAUX:

20             Uh-huh.

21        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

22             That's a chosen term that you

23   used, and I just want to understand what

24   the definition of that is.  Is reoccurring

25   after it's happened twice or after it's
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1   happened 100 times?  At what point does

2   that become reoccurring that Entergy says,

3   oh, wow, we've got a problem?  You have to

4   have a criteria.

5        MS. DESPEAUX:

6             I don't think there is any set

7   criteria for what defines recurring.  We

8   just look at it on a very regular basis to

9   see whether --

10        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

11             Should there be a criteria,

12   though?

13        MS. DESPEAUX:

14             I'm not aware that anybody has

15   one, but maybe Carl has one in the SPP.

16   I'm not aware --

17        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

18             Well, the reason I say that is,

19   you have something -- I mean, that seems

20   like you could just kind of have your cake

21   and eat it, too, or pick and choose on

22   what you want to deal with.

23             Carl?

24        MR. MONROE:

25             Well, I -- we get a little bit
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1   better benefit at having the EIS market

2   running, because we can look at the shadow

3   price and see how much economics are

4   affected by it, too.  So looking at how

5   often it occurs and what the economics it

6   affected, those are the ones that rise to

7   the top of our entries to look at in our

8   future planning.  Now, that future

9   planning includes both economic planning

10   and reliability planning now.  And so,

11   from that perspective, we're looking at

12   both of them together.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             So in SPP, you look at the

15   frequency and also the cost?

16        MR. MONROE:

17             Correct.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             So if it happens a lot or

20   there's a small cost, it may not be as

21   high a priority.  But if it happens a few

22   times, --

23        MR. MONROE:

24             Higher cost, yes.

25        MR. REW:
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1             Commissioner Presley?  Bruce Rew

2   of the ICT.  I think when I try to answer

3   your question is that in the planning

4   side, when we look at problems that have

5   occurred, we try to evaluate whether we

6   expect those to be continuing going

7   forward.  So if it's some unusual

8   situation that occurred that caused the

9   TLR events, whether that be the number of

10   events or large megawatt hours, they

11   would -- well, we would expect that to,

12   you know, go away next year, to be very

13   minimal.  But if it's something that we

14   didn't see anything unusual, then we would

15   expect that to be reoccurring, and that

16   would rise to the top of our list.

17        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

18             I'm going to borrow the line

19   from our quarterback down here.

20        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

21             Which one?

22        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

23             Who is "we"?  "We" is the ICT.

24   History has been a pretty good evidence

25   that we, as the ICT, and we, as Entergy,
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1   have not always lined up perfectly.  So

2   you may have one set of facts.  That's a

3   different set of dogs than if Entergy

4   says, well, when we see it.  I mean, we

5   know that y'all have the same out-of-sight

6   memo over past years on a lot of things.

7   And then so -- I mean, Ms. Despeaux's

8   chosen term was "reoccurring."

9        MS. DESPEAUX:

10             I thought I was asking --

11        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

12             I'm going to defer to Ken

13   Anderson in a minute here.

14        MS. DESPEAUX:

15             Yeah.  I thought I was

16   responding to Mr. Anderson.

17        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

18             Let me kind of respond to your

19   observation.  What concerns me is you say

20   you analyze it -- fair enough -- and you

21   look at in terms of what's best for your

22   ratepayers.  But if your system is

23   causing -- in order to maintain your

24   system or reliability of your system,

25   you're imposing a cost on somebody else's
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1   customer, why shouldn't that be a factor

2   in your decision to build improvements?

3   In other words, it seems to me -- and this

4   maybe gets at why we're here today

5   fundamentally.  But you're basically

6   shifting costs off your ratepayers to

7   maintain your system.

8             Because going to the example,

9   let's say they hadn't done it.  Let's say

10   that it caused a transformer to burn out,

11   and you lost a line accordingly, and your

12   customers were then affected.  Why

13   shouldn't your customers pay for some of

14   those upgrades?

15        MS. DESPEAUX:

16             And, just to be clear, our

17   customers do pay.  When these are

18   occurring, we pick up our -- I think, our

19   share of these costs, and we re-dispatch

20   our system, as well.  It's not just --

21        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

22             When your units are

23   re-dispatched.

24        MS. DESPEAUX:

25             When our units can affect the
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1   same flowgates.  And so we do -- we do

2   pick up our share of those, as well.

3        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

4             Although those --

5        MS. DESPEAUX:

6             And I would also --

7        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

8             Your units, though, usually --

9   whatever the incremental cost is -- I

10   mean, if it's fuel anyway -- there may be

11   other issues.  But you pass that through

12   on your fuel riders don't you?

13        MS. DESPEAUX:

14             I do believe we recover the

15   costs, and I don't know whether Jennifer

16   does, as well.

17        MS. VOSBURG:

18             No.

19        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

20             I guess it depends on the

21   situation.  Okay.  Well, this has been

22   very enlightening.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Jennifer says they do not

25   recover their costs.
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1             Gary?

2        MR. NEWELL:

3             Gary Newell again.  If I could

4   just say two quick points in response to

5   what both Commissioners Anderson and

6   Presley have said.  You're right.  The --

7   I think you put your finger on a key

8   point, Commissioner Anderson.  When the

9   costs of the re-dispatch are borne by a

10   third party and are not internalized by

11   the entity that's conducting the planning

12   as part of a system expense, the economic

13   analysis is missing a big piece.  And so

14   the economic sort of cost/benefit analysis

15   of whether it is economic to construct new

16   transmission to resolve a recurring TLR

17   situation, recurring congestion, is thrown

18   off, because the party that's making that

19   evaluation isn't bearing necessarily all

20   of the cost of the re-dispatch, or any of

21   the cost of the re-dispatch in some

22   instances.  If that cost were internalized

23   in some fashion by that party, then they'd

24   have the right economic information to

25   make the financial analysis to decide.
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1   Well, when the cost is shifted, they

2   don't.  And that's why, you know -- and

3   part of the underlying principle of an RTO

4   is to try to bring within the largest

5   footprint you can, you know, all the costs

6   that matter so that the RTO can do

7   planning on a fully informed basis.

8             The other point I was going to

9   make is, you raised a question,

10   Commissioner Anderson, well, why -- why

11   aren't these things accounted for in the

12   base case where you have recurring

13   congestion so we can identify it as a

14   problem to be resolved?  Part of the

15   reason, we found in the past, is that

16   sometimes the base case is structured on

17   assumptions about resource use that aren't

18   correct.  We saw studies -- now, this is

19   going back a couple of years, and I hope

20   this has been resolved.  But in the case

21   of Lafayette, we saw studies where the

22   base plan -- the base case of the

23   transmission system where everything is in

24   balance had those expensive in-city units

25   that I mentioned running at peak.  Well,
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1   that wouldn't be how Lafayette would

2   operate or dispatch its resources, because

3   using the cheaper Rodemacher resource was

4   enough -- was enough to meet their load.

5   So there was obviously an incorrect

6   assumption in the base case.

7        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

8             Let me ask a question, then.  I

9   don't know -- I don't know to whom this

10   ought to be addressed, but why?

11        MR. NEWELL:

12             That's a good question.  I don't

13   know.  There has been an effort underway

14   in the last, oh, I don't know, year or 18

15   months on a concerted basis by the ICT to

16   try to ensure that the assumptions built

17   into the base plan, you know, the base

18   case model of the transmission system, for

19   adjacent control areas are correct.  And

20   so Lafayette, for example, has been

21   providing information to the ICT for

22   incorporation in the base plan about how

23   we actually do in real life operate those

24   resources.  I -- the last I heard in Bruce

25   making the update, this last report I
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1   recall, was that other adjacent order and

2   control areas, TVA, Southern and so forth,

3   weren't quite as willing to be forthcoming

4   with their information about how units

5   sort of at the border are typically

6   dispatched.  But it's just a problem with

7   information-sharing.  Some parties may

8   consider that information proprietary, but

9   Lafayette was willing to share it because

10   we wanted to make sure the base case had

11   the correct assumptions about how we

12   operate the resources that are at our

13   disposal.

14        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

15             So it sounds like,

16   fundamentally, the problem is because it's

17   not a real RTO, with a real planning staff

18   and with the appropriate confidentiality

19   provisions, the information that they get

20   to do their planning is almost necessarily

21   incomplete.

22        MR. NEWELL:

23             I mean, that might -- that might

24   resolve part of it.  I don't know what you

25   do about the TVA and the Southern and
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1   folks --

2        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

3             They're outside -- well, yeah.

4   I come from a different part of the world

5   where we don't have that problem.  Speaks

6   to the -- speaks to the benefit, I

7   suppose.

8        MR. NEWELL:

9             I mean, ideally, we want correct

10   information from as many parties as

11   possible.

12        MR. SCHNITZER:

13             Just three observations, not to

14   argue with anything that's been said, but

15   the first -- just to make sure that we're

16   all clear that there's a little

17   distinction between some of what we've

18   been talking about.  The stuff that

19   Jennifer was talking about, those kind of

20   TLRs, are involving network -- the NNL

21   involves network customers on our system,

22   them and us.  And it's sort of a classical

23   problem that you would think would be

24   with -- inside the transmission planning

25   effort on the Entergy system largely, and
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1   the incident falls under the ICT purviews.

2             The stuff that we've been

3   talking about -- that Gary has been

4   talking about is more in the category of a

5   seam type of issue, where they are not a

6   network customer on the Entergy system and

7   some of the data protocols and things like

8   that that he was referring to, really, we

9   rely on the NERC process -- the

10   reliability roll-up, if you will, where I

11   think for a while, you know, we rolled up

12   through the SERC process, and, Gary, I

13   think your group rolled up through the SPP

14   part of the RC.  Bruce knows the details.

15   But there's coordination there for doing

16   those reliability studies, and there's

17   protocols for what you're entitled or what

18   you're allowed to assume about what

19   adjacent system dispatch is going to be.

20   And I think what we found, and others here

21   can speak more knowledgeably than me, and

22   Bruce probably first of all, is that we

23   found that with some three-party

24   coordination effectively across that seam,

25   in terms of how to plan for both
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1   reliability and economics, that there was

2   a seam issue that was better addressed

3   through the kind of process that has taken

4   place over the last couple of years.  But

5   I think that's different in character, you

6   know -- Commissioner Anderson, to your

7   point, it's not something internal to the

8   Entergy transmission system.  It's

9   something which involves a seam.

10             The third just observation I

11   would make on the questions you're asking

12   about economics and the prevalence and all

13   the rest is that, in some sense, you know,

14   as Kim just talked about, Entergy does a

15   certain amount of that right now from the

16   perspective of its native load, but that's

17   really -- that's really one of the issues

18   behind this letting the E-RSC add

19   construction.  If it turns out that the

20   whole economic picture isn't being seen by

21   any participating customer that Jennifer

22   looks at and says, I can't afford that

23   upgrade, it doesn't make sense for me, and

24   Entergy looks at it and says, it doesn't

25   make sense for us, but that somehow we're
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1   not getting some upgrades that do make

2   sense, that that's one of the potential

3   benefits of modifications that we've been

4   talking about, to address just that kind

5   of situation.  So those are just three

6   clarifying comments, I guess.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             One thing -- Kim, I want to make

9   sure I get this right.  You said during

10   these TLRs, Entergy does do re-dispatch.

11        MS. DESPEAUX:

12             Uh-huh.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             You said that Entergy has to pay

15   the cost of that dispatch.  And Cynthia

16   always reminds me that we don't talk

17   enough about Entergy doesn't pay that,

18   their customers do.

19        MS. DESPEAUX:

20             Absolutely.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             So then the question becomes:

23   When everybody's paying these higher

24   costs, what are we doing to pursue a

25   transmission solution that will solve this
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1   problem?

2        MS. DESPEAUX:

3             Exactly.  And that is why --

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             And I think that's why we're

6   here today.

7        MS. DESPEAUX:

8             I agree.  I think Mike has

9   summed it up very well.  And we tend to --

10   for our customers, we look at the cost of

11   the re-dispatch and the cost of the

12   transmission upgrade.  But as Michael

13   pointed out, we might be looking at too

14   small of a part.  It might be that, when

15   you add in all the customers, it makes

16   sense for the area, where it doesn't --

17   wouldn't make sense -- it wouldn't produce

18   benefits for our customers.

19        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

20             Let me ask something, Kim.  We

21   you asked this question a while ago about

22   -- and there was talk about re-dispatch,

23   and I assume the same protocols would

24   apply in the sense that -- and I want to

25   hone in on the ratepayer impact,
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1   especially for the Entergy customers that

2   happen to be affected by this.  Do you

3   agree with what was laid out earlier, that

4   from a pure mechanical standpoint, we're

5   still burning the same amount of coal or

6   natural gas?

7        MR. HURSTELL:

8             No.

9        MR. SCHNITZER:

10             It would be different on natural

11   gas.

12        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

13             Than it would on coal?

14        MR. SCHNITZER:

15             I don't think we agree with that

16   on coal, but John is more knowledgeable

17   than me on that.

18        MR. HURSTELL:

19             This is John Hurstell.  I'm not

20   familiar with what their position is on

21   the coal, but when we turn down the output

22   of our coal units, we turn down the amount

23   of coal going into the coal units, as

24   well.

25        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:
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1             Now, I will tell you whenever I

2   took a tour of White Bluff, that's not

3   what I was told and explained, and that's

4   why I had that conclusion.  When they ramp

5   it down, unless it's substantial, you're

6   still burning the essentially the same

7   amount of coal.

8        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

9             Can you provide us examples of

10   where we can route down you're actually

11   using less fuel?

12        MR. HURSTELL:

13             Sure.

14        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

15             Because if you're not -- if

16   you're not, then, you know, we all know

17   all too clear that this is just easily

18   recoverable through the fuel adjustment

19   clause.  There's really no -- I mean,

20   there's not incentive for you to do

21   anything.  So I think that would be

22   something I'd want you to try to prove to

23   me, where that's not -- you said it's not

24   true.  Maybe you can prove to us where

25   you're not using and demonstrate the
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1   reduction in fuel cost, those ramp downs.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             And I assume --

4        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

5             I also need to make that a

6   formal data request, Mr. Chairman.

7        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

8             We've got it.

9        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

10             You've got it?  Okay.

11        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

12             I assume that, you know, gas can

13   easily be measured, obviously.  But if

14   you've got a coal plant, it takes hours to

15   get it hot, to get it going, and then

16   you've got to drop down quickly in a TLR.

17        MR. HURSTELL:

18             Well, coal units have ramp rates

19   just like gas units have ramp rates.  And

20   I assume critical gas units -- it takes

21   hours to heat those things up, as well.

22   Now, what you can do is you can still

23   leave them hot if you're going to take it

24   off line, but -- and, generally, the coal

25   units, you'll just reduce the output, turn
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1   down the steam going into the coal

2   units -- into the turbine generators, and

3   you reduce the amount of steam by reducing

4   the amount of fuel pumping in.  I'll be

5   happy to get you the information.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             Jimmy?

8        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

9             Whose contention was it before

10   we got -- I mean, y'all -- I want to make

11   sure I understand who has a difference of

12   opinion here.

13             Jennifer, it's your group?

14   Or --

15        MR. SHARER:

16             I think it's a matter of how

17   long the unit is going to be down.  Okay?

18   So if we're talking about -- you know, the

19   example we provided was, you know, a

20   snapshot in an hour.  If you looked at

21   over the course of the day, on that TLR

22   for that day, you're going to see our load

23   going up throughout the day, and as our

24   load's increasing, we're trying to bring

25   the loading up on the unit as much as
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1   possible.  And so it didn't stay down at

2   that level for the entire day.  That

3   would -- you know, that certainly is not

4   true.  But had it stayed down for an

5   extended period of time -- two, three

6   hours -- certainly the amount of coal that

7   we would burn through the unit would go

8   down.  But it's all a matter of how long

9   is it going to be down.  And, you know,

10   unlike -- unlike a gas unit, where, you

11   know, it's almost an instantaneous

12   injection of fuel into the turbine

13   running, to get the coal down, you know,

14   into the crushers, into the mill, you

15   know, it's not as instantaneous as it is

16   with a gas unit.  So over -- you know,

17   depending on how you define the time span,

18   you know, you could burn less, you could

19   burn about the same.  And it's all a

20   matter how you -- you know, time frame

21   you're really looking at, from our

22   perspective.  And, frankly, you know, the

23   units on that day for us -- you know, one

24   of the units that's out -- they're not

25   as -- let's just say they're not as
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1   flexible as we would like.  And so it

2   doesn't allow us to kind of pull things in

3   and out as quickly as we would like.

4             One other point I just want to

5   make sure before we kind of left TLRs --

6   you know, one of the things that when you

7   look at the historical data and, you know,

8   why numbers are, you know, so large and

9   they continue to seem large kind of goes

10   to the point that we've been trying to

11   make about, you know, when you know, like,

12   for instance, on that May 16th event, you

13   know, that transformer went out and, you

14   know, the RC knew that that would be a

15   problem for the next five days, let's say.

16   But they're still selling firm service

17   across -- you know, out of Cottonwood, you

18   know, which basically sits on top of that

19   transformer, which is just sort of almost

20   like a snowball effect.  Just -- you know,

21   just you sell more firm service, more is

22   going to get cut, more NNL.  It's just

23   kind of -- it's kind of a never-ending

24   cycle.  Until you kind of get to a point

25   where you look across, you know, an
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1   outage, whether it's planned or reported,

2   so you decide, irrespective of what the

3   tariff says that, you know, I'm not

4   comfortable selling firm service anymore,

5   we're going to stop, then you're going to

6   continue to have this problem.

7        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

8             While the quarterback is

9   huddling with somebody else, I want to

10   ask --

11        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

12             Hut hut.

13        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

14             I want to ask:  I know Lafayette

15   pays for the transmission service their

16   provided by Entergy and Cleco.

17             (Nos from audience.)

18        MR. NEWELL:

19             We have firm -- firm

20   transmission on Cleco's system for the

21   delivery of Rodemacher, and that -- you

22   know, Lafayette has been paying that firm

23   transmission service rate for, I don't

24   know, 25 years or so.  We occasionally

25   will buy some short-term, you know, type
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1   service on the Entergy system and pick up

2   an economic resource, but that is only

3   sporadic and occasional.

4        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

5             Well, this is a general

6   question.  My question is:  Should there

7   be a system where, if a transmission

8   provider like as Cleco or Entergy or

9   anybody else, if they're having recurring

10   TLR 5s, could it affect the rate that the

11   provider has to pay because it's costing

12   them more, they've got to deal with these

13   TLR 5s, they've got to re-dispatch and

14   their customers are paying more?  Because

15   I know, when the upgrades are done, that's

16   going to be paid for by the ratepayers.

17   And your rate may not necessarily go up as

18   a transmission customer.  But I'm just

19   trying to find what's another incentive to

20   have transmission providers -- not just

21   Entergy, but anybody providing

22   transmission upgrade -- and if they were

23   penalized more economically on the TLR 5,

24   it seems to me that would give them extra

25   incentive to go ahead and make the upgrade
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1   and -- so that they'd get 100 percent of

2   their rate.  So, anyway, I just wanted to

3   ask that question.  Maybe it's --

4        MR. NEWELL:

5             I've seen -- I've certainly seen

6   contracts where -- I've seen commodity

7   contracts.  I'm trying to recall whether

8   I've seen a transmission contract where

9   the charges that the customer pays are

10   abated for any periods of nondelivery, so

11   that the customer, you know, would get a

12   break if it had been contracting for 24/7

13   service and service was interrupted for

14   some period.  Whether -- now, our contract

15   with Cleco doesn't provide for that

16   because it's a firm transmission service

17   contract.  We weren't anticipating

18   interruptions when we signed that contract

19   back in the late '70s.  Whether a contract

20   like that would provide the incentives,

21   the economic incentives, again, what

22   you're really talking about is how do you

23   internalize all the costs associated with

24   the curtailments so that the party that's

25   doing the economic analysis is seeing the
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1   impacts of curtailments and bearing

2   whatever, you know, costs are associated

3   with that, so that they have all the

4   economic information.  That -- you know,

5   that might be one way of doing it, but,

6   unfortunately, that's not our contract.

7             The FERC pro forma open access

8   tariff -- and Michael is correct.

9   Lafayette is not a network service

10   customer.  We're an adjacent system.  But

11   for a network service customer, under the

12   open access tariff, if a network service

13   customer incurs re-dispatch costs because

14   the transmission provider had a

15   reliability problem and had to call on a

16   network customer to change -- increase the

17   output of a particular unit, under the

18   open access tariff, that cost is supposed

19   to be uplifted to the system as a whole

20   and spread to all the transmission

21   customers on the system.  So the network

22   customer is supposed to get reimbursed

23   through that cost, and then it's shared

24   across the system.  So that would -- that

25   model does provide the transmission
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1   planning entity the correct economic

2   information.

3        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

4             Well, thank you.  You're

5   probably right; it's a FERC question.  And

6   I just wondered why the tariffs didn't

7   give the providers more incentive to

8   upgrade, and so that was the purpose of my

9   question.  And you're right; it probably

10   is, Gary, a FERC question.

11        MR. MONROE:

12             Yeah.  It -- and Gary has

13   already brought up the seams issue.  If

14   you think about it, let's say, for

15   instance, that Lafayette -- the TLRs call

16   on an Entergy facility.  Well, if the

17   facility is Entergy's facility, then even

18   just re-dispatch costs, because it's not

19   on a Cleco facility, wouldn't be rolled in

20   under the pro forma tariff.  So it becomes

21   a seams issue for both the planning

22   environment and for creating the right

23   incentives.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Jennifer?
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1        MS. VOSBURG:

2             Just a quick question for Kim --

3   kind of have to do for my homework

4   assignment for the working group.  On the

5   metrics from 1f is the congestion by

6   flowgate for LAP.  On this one, it's got

7   proposed solutions.  The LAP doesn't have

8   proposed solutions, and I was just

9   wondering if that's something else that we

10   could add to the slide?

11        MS. DESPEAUX:

12             Jennifer, I think we are

13   working -- I think we are working on that

14   and have provided it.  So, hopefully, we

15   can get it updated into the next issuance.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             All right.  With that, what

18   we're going to do is take a break till

19   2:45, and I want to be real clear with

20   this announcement.  Our 10-15 minute

21   breaks traditionally go to 30 minutes.  We

22   do not have time today.  We have a tight

23   schedule.  So at 2:45, let's come back

24   after our break.

25   (Recess.)
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1        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

2             Okay.  We will continue with the

3   meeting.  Leslie, our court reporter, has

4   reminded me to remind everyone that

5   there's a sign-in sheet over here.  And

6   for those on the phone, if you could

7   e-mail your name and who you're with to

8   Ben Bright, he will get that to the court

9   reporter, as well.

10             There were three items that --

11   three items that E-RSC would like to vote

12   on today.  Note the rest of the meeting

13   will be discussions, so we're going to

14   take things out of line -- out of order.

15   The first one is we're going to have a

16   formal vote on imposing a no-tie rule in

17   August, and then we want to discuss --

18   resolve -- give direction to the staff on

19   the Bulk Power Cost Study and also on the

20   matter of the WPP resolution.  So we're

21   going to take those in this order, and

22   then the last issues will just be

23   discussion to be carried over to the

24   August meeting.

25             So with that, we will begin with
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1   the -- what was the RMR study to now a

2   staff report on the bulk -- Minimizing

3   Bulk Power Cost Study.

4             Sam?  No.  Sorry.  Phil?

5        MR. MOVISH:

6             That's all right.  Good

7   afternoon.  Thank you.  Before I begin, I

8   just want to let you know I'm going to

9   give you an update on this, and we're

10   going to talk a bit about where we are

11   today and give you the highlights of the

12   scope as currently exists and our

13   recommendations relative to it.  After

14   that, Sam Loudenslager has a few comments

15   he needs to make, talk about where we go

16   from here with this.  And then I would

17   suggest that, at that point, we take

18   questions.  And Carl will be my second

19   relative to questions since SPP has got

20   ownership relative to coordinating this

21   study if it moves forward.

22             Since the May 12th meeting, the

23   last E-RSC meeting, the -- I guess we'll

24   still call it the RMR task force since

25   that's what we established it as -- has
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1   continued to meet and -- working group,

2   and we've worked to finalize the scope of

3   study for E-RSC's consideration today.  We

4   have received comments on the consensus

5   scope that was developed from both Entergy

6   and Louisiana Energy User's Group.  We've

7   gone through those comments.  The task

8   force held a telephone conference on

9   June 1st.  At that point, we discussed the

10   scope in its current state, the consensus

11   scope, and, in addition, discussed the

12   comments that came in and how they might

13   affect the scope.

14             Next slide, please.

15             The E-RSC working group has also

16   seen comments that have come in, and we've

17   had deliberations on those.  And where we

18   are right now on the scope and in

19   discussion with SPP, we believe that the

20   concerns -- relative to the concerns and

21   comments that have been received from

22   Entergy and the LEUG, that they can be

23   accommodated and handled with both the --

24   with comprehensive assumptions to the

25   study that are necessary and also a data
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1   request, which is going to be going into

2   Entergy for some considerable information,

3   necessary to support performance of this

4   study.

5             Next slide, please.

6             Where we are right now today,

7   the working group has approved the scope.

8   We think it's in a form that makes sense

9   and works, again, with the proviso that

10   there is an understanding and everyone is

11   on the same page relative to the

12   assumptions that are going to be implied

13   in this study.  The assumption list has

14   been prepared as comprehensive.  A data

15   request has been prepared.  As the next

16   step, SPP is going to get together with

17   Entergy to thoroughly go through the

18   assumptions that we believe need to be

19   taken in this study in order to get it

20   moving.

21             What we'd like from you today --

22   I'll talk about the scope in a moment --

23   what we'd like from the E-RSC today is

24   your direction, basically giving the SPP

25   authority to move forward in investigating
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1   the performance of the study.  SPP is

2   going to be using a third-party

3   contractor, and, again, we ask for your

4   concurrence if they go forward and start

5   that process.

6             Turning to the scope itself,

7   just a quick recap on the objective of the

8   study.  The objective of the study is to

9   determine if any transmission expansion

10   reconfiguration and/or upgrades can reduce

11   the production costs of Entergy related to

12   operation of their reliability must-run or

13   RMR units.  The study is going to

14   distinguish two things:  It's going to

15   distinguish between the RMR units that are

16   providing that function for Entergy, and,

17   in addition, the function that's provided

18   by units in Entergy's system that provide

19   their flexible capacity, load following,

20   et cetera.

21             Next slide, please.

22             The study is going to determine

23   if transmission projects can

24   cost-effectively and reliably replace an

25   RMR unit's function and/or result in
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1   production cost savings by allowing the

2   use of lower heat rate generating

3   resources for Entergy's flexible capacity

4   requirements.  Each --

5             Next slide.

6             Each unit is going to be

7   studied -- on our list is going to be

8   studied individually.  It's the intent --

9   the way this study is going to progress,

10   that results will be provided to the E-RSC

11   going forward as units were processed

12   through the course of study.  So you're

13   not going to have to wait all the way to

14   the tail end of the study to get a single

15   solution set.

16             The units that have been

17   selected for study are those that were

18   identified by Commissioner Field, and we

19   have added a unit at the bottom -- Rex

20   Brown was a specific request of one of the

21   stakeholders.  All of the other units are

22   operating above an annual capacity factor

23   of about 15 percent or higher and are ones

24   that are thought to be the greatest

25   contributors to RMR and system flexibility
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1   that are going to be the subject of study

2   to see if they can be reduced in operation

3   or if they can be replaced by lower heat

4   rate, more efficient units.

5             Next slide, please.

6             Again, we are going to look at

7   each unit individually.  We're going to

8   concentrate on two periods of study:  2013

9   and 2022.  That will be in line with work

10   that CRA is doing in the CBA study.  At

11   this point, it's anticipated that the CBA

12   base cases will be used for this work.

13   You can't just take them and use them

14   exactly the way they are in order to

15   analyze RMR and the system flexibility

16   functions.  It's going to take some

17   enhancement to the data and the design of

18   those base cases.  It's the intent --

19   SPP's intent to accomplish that so that

20   they have a base case that will be

21   functionally effective in order to analyze

22   both RMR function and system flexibility

23   function.

24             Two basic steps in performing

25   the study the way the scope is currently
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1   drafted:  Initially, power flow studies

2   are going to be run to determine what

3   transmission upgrades would be required to

4   completely replace each unit that's

5   currently providing RMR function from the

6   list of units we've selected for study.

7   Then production costs will be run.

8   Studies will be run to determine if

9   additional upgrades to the transmission

10   system will be needed to partially or

11   completely displace each of those units

12   for flexible capacity and operation in

13   Entergy's system.  The study --

14             Next -- thank you.

15             The results that this study is

16   going to turn out for the E-RSC's

17   consideration are what transmission

18   solutions are necessary to reduce the

19   operation of or replace an RMR unit --

20   each RMR unit individually.  It will also

21   provide results relative to those

22   transmission solutions that would be

23   necessary to reduce the operation or

24   replace one of those units as a provider

25   of Entergy's flexible capacity
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1   requirements.  Moving forward, another

2   result will be the transmission solutions

3   necessary to entirely displace the need

4   for one of those RMR units; also,

5   transmission solutions necessary to

6   entirely replace a group of units; and,

7   finally, what transmission solutions would

8   be necessary to replace all of the units

9   that are under study in this.

10             And that is basically the

11   highlights of the scope.  You've been

12   provided the scope, by the way, in your

13   package.  I decided not to go line by line

14   through the scope in the interest of time.

15   We think that -- the working group

16   believes that the scope as currently

17   drafted is responsive to the request

18   Commissioner Field posed that we look into

19   relative to the RMR units and system

20   flexibility.  SPP has played a role in

21   drafting the scope, and they believe that

22   the scope as currently exists will be

23   adequate and supportive of meeting the

24   goal of this study overall.  The

25   assumptions are a critical part of that.
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1             The next step, again, is for SPP

2   to get together with Entergy to fully go

3   through the assumptions and then to

4   provide them with a comprehensive data

5   request.  After SPP has gotten together

6   with Entergy to go through the assumptions

7   and everyone is on the same page and there

8   is some common understanding and

9   consensus, at that point, I think we'll go

10   forward and get stakeholder input in the

11   interest of transparency to make sure that

12   everybody is -- everyone's opinion comes

13   involved here to what is being assumed.

14   The assumptions are critical in this

15   study.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Thank you.

18        MR. MOVISH:

19             Sam, do you want to continue?

20        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

21             I'll be brief.  So assuming the

22   scope is approved by you folks, the next

23   step is going to be trying to get a

24   consultant under contract to actually

25   perform the study and start that process.
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1   The working group talked about two

2   options:  One would just be to go ahead

3   and enter into a contract with Charles

4   Rivers to do this study, as well.  And the

5   other option that we discussed was putting

6   it out as an RFP for bid and see what

7   comes in.  The only advantage going with

8   Charles Rivers time-wise has right now

9   over an RFP is that you'd be able to get a

10   quicker start on the project itself.  But

11   maybe -- I don't know -- maybe by two

12   months is all.  And I've talked to some of

13   y'all, and I haven't talked with all of

14   you, and I apologize, but I think right

15   now what I would recommend is to go ahead

16   and direct SPP working group to issue an

17   RFP with a fairly quick turnaround and see

18   what comes in the door.  And there was one

19   question with the working group about

20   whether or not Charles Rivers -- given the

21   load that they are carrying right now,

22   whether they had the resources to initiate

23   this.  And we've been told that they do,

24   in fact.  They've been holding a couple of

25   troops in reserve just in case.  So that's
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1   my recommendation to you is that you go

2   with an RFP and quick turnaround and get

3   moving.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             All right.  Anybody?

6        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

7             First, I would like to thank

8   Phil and Sam and the working group for

9   coming up for the scope.  I think it's

10   pretty -- it's real comprehensive, and it

11   will give us a lot of information we need

12   and that Entergy needs to make these

13   decisions.  So I would move we approve the

14   scope and that we issue an RFP for a

15   consultant to commence the study as soon

16   as possible.

17        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

18             I second that.

19        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

20             Okay.  Is anybody --

21        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

22             I just had one point, and maybe

23   we can be a little more precise as we go

24   on, looking at some notes I asked Kristine

25   to help me with.  But, you know, I don't
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1   know if -- Sam, you tell us y'all's

2   perspective on this.  But, also, the issue

3   of reserve capacity for these RMR units

4   and the fact that they're reserved at

5   maybe, in this example, 100 megawatts that

6   are not used that much, which, obviously,

7   leads to problems with accessing the

8   system because that reservation is there.

9   Secondly, loss of revenue related to if

10   there were transmission sales made during

11   that period, and we could probably pretty

12   that up in language a little bit better

13   than what I just said.  But that is a

14   concern that could very well be a part of

15   this, whether it precludes access to

16   transmission because so much has been

17   dedicated to an RMR unit, one; and, number

18   two, what is the loss of revenue related

19   to the fact that others cannot get on the

20   system and, therefore, generate revenue.

21             So I would just ask if there is

22   a way in which we can incorporate that in

23   this study, and that is if -- and I'm

24   looking at Phil and Sam -- but I think

25   that's just a very important component
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1   that goes along with RMR, is the fact that

2   there's costs, and if we can displace them

3   is one thing, but, also, what is the game

4   on the ground as it operates now?

5        MR. MONROE:

6             And those are great questions,

7   Brandon.  Part of -- part of what the

8   study will do is, at least, determine if

9   there is either congestion relieved or

10   congestion created by the reduction in the

11   use of that facility for whatever reason,

12   whether it's for RMR and for flexible

13   capability, or even just for reducing

14   production costs.

15             So, in that regard, yes, we will

16   see what -- either we have to build

17   transmission to relieve congestion

18   created, or it will relieve congestion,

19   and we'll be able to see that.  So we'll,

20   at least, be able to identify that.

21        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

22             Well, and, I guess, to take it

23   one step further, though, to see if

24   really -- if it's the right thing to be

25   doing, reserving full capacity for an RMR
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1   unit.  Does that make sense?  And the fact

2   if you're reserving full capacity for that

3   unit, then are you then precluding

4   yourself from revenue you otherwise were

5   getting, and are you causing

6   inaccessibility to your transmission

7   system, because you're -- if you've got a

8   unit that runs 10 percent of the time, and

9   you're reserving the whole 100 percent,

10   you've precluded a lot of people from

11   possibly using the system.  That's the

12   thrust of what I'd like to see included.

13   But to address, though, of whether or not

14   this idea that's being used today of

15   reserving 100 percent capacity is wise.  I

16   think the study should look at that and

17   make a determination.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             Any other questions or comments?

20        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

21             I guess that would just be an

22   amendment to a motion, if we could add

23   that in.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Okay.  Anything else?
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1        MS. HEDGE-MORRELL:

2             I just have one comment, and I

3   want to thank the group for including

4   Michoud, which is a grave concern for New

5   Orleans, and it's important to us to find

6   out if there's something else that we can

7   do, because the fuel adjustment cost that

8   the ratepayers have to pay because of

9   Michoud is just astronomical.  So I'm

10   looking forward to seeing what your

11   information is going to provide.

12        MR. MOVISH:

13             Thank you.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Anything else?  Anybody --

16   before we vote, anybody here wish to

17   comment?

18        MS. TURNER:

19             There was an open issue on

20   one -- I think it was the last working

21   group; I know I've missed some of them;

22   I've been traveling a lot -- on how the

23   market pricing would be structured in

24   terms of looking at economic benefits.

25   And I think there were probably some other
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1   open issues in terms of assumptions.  Is

2   that going to be vetted out through the

3   working group process?  Thank you.

4        MR. MOVISH:

5             Absolutely, Becky.  And that's

6   what I was alluding to earlier.  After

7   this initial get-together between SPP and

8   Entergy, all of the stakeholders and the

9   task force -- everybody is going to see

10   the -- the assumptions.  And, at that

11   point, we're going to make sure that

12   nobody has missed anything and we're all

13   on the same page.  It's going to be a

14   totally transparent process.

15        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

16             Any other comments from anybody

17   at Entergy or anybody?

18             (No response.)

19             Okay.  So we have a motion and

20   an amendment.  Are we ready for a vote?

21   All those in favor of the motion as

22   amended, say aye.

23             (All ayes.)

24             All those opposed?

25             (No response.)
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1             Motion carries.

2             The next thing I want to bring

3   up before we get into the discussion is --

4   obviously, this is kind of our way of

5   giving taskings to the working group -- is

6   the resolution -- it's titled, "A

7   Resolution of the E-RSC Regarding

8   Entergy's Weekly Procurement Process" that

9   was sent out.  And late last week, we got

10   some amendments from the LPSC staff.  And

11   so what I'd like to bring up for

12   consideration is the resolution on the --

13   Entergy's WPP process with the LPSC

14   amendments.

15        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

16             Mr. Chairman, I move --

17   Mr. President, General Secretary,

18   whichever is most appropriate here, I move

19   that we adopt the resolution that's

20   presented with the LPSC's amendments.

21        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

22             I second it.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Is there any comment from any

25   commission -- committee members or anybody
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1   from the public?

2             (No response.)

3             Okay.  We have a motion and a

4   second.  All those in favor, say aye.

5                  (All ayes.)

6        MS. BURROWS:

7             One second.  I don't think

8   that's the right version with LPSC's

9   comment.  Is it?

10        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

11             Yeah.

12        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

13             It is.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             Go down through it.  Go down

16   through it, Ben, please.

17        MS. BURROWS:

18             Okay.  That has additional edits

19   that weren't LPSC's, but okay.

20        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

21             Oh, it's got --

22        MS. BURROWS:

23             Yeah, there are some blue lines

24   that aren't LPSC's edits, but...

25        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
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1             Oh, I'm sorry.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             So this one that's on the

4   screen, that's the one I have on my tab as

5   LPSC.

6        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

7             Ben?

8        MS. BURROWS:

9             Okay.  I'm sorry.  I'm looking

10   at the MOU resolution.  Ignore me.  Sorry.

11   No, that's the right one.  Sorry.

12        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

13             This is the right one?

14        MS. BURROWS:

15             It is.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Okay.  So we're on track; Lori's

18   not.

19        MS. BURROWS:

20             I'm embarrassed.  I'm

21   embarrassed and sorry, yes.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             That's all right.

24             Okay.  So we have a motion and a

25   second.  All those in favor, say aye.
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1             (All ayes.)

2             All those opposed?

3             (No response.)

4             Motion carries.

5             Now what I'd like to do is move

6   to some discussion matters, which,

7   obviously, will be the subject to our next

8   meeting in August is -- before we go any

9   further, talk about the -- we're going to

10   get the bids out for the study on the RMR

11   units, whatever we're going to call this

12   study.  One issue will be is how do we

13   facilitate paying for that study?  And I

14   think that's something we probably need to

15   discuss with Entergy.  I think one option,

16   we could have the E-RSC pay for it and

17   amend our budget for that or some other

18   mechanism.  So we'll work with y'all

19   between now -- and we talked about there

20   may even need to be a conference call

21   meeting before August 10th.  So that's a

22   little tasking I'll put on myself and

23   Entergy to work through on that.

24             So the next item we have is

25   working groups on ICT enhancements.  It's
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1   the first No. 6 on the agenda.  I know we

2   jumped out of order today.

3             Sam?

4        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

5             Yes, sir.  Yeah.  I don't want

6   to spend a lot of time this afternoon

7   talking about the work that staff working

8   groups has done over the last month, but I

9   did want to provide you guys with a brief

10   update on where things are and what we

11   have been spending our time on.

12             Since the last E-RSC meeting,

13   the working group has focused much of its

14   time on -- it's very specific areas.

15   First was the draft tariff language, which

16   has gone out.  The second was on the draft

17   memorandum understanding, which has gone

18   out.  Completing the draft scope of what

19   is called Minimizing the Bulk Power Supply

20   Cost Study, and y'all just acted on that.

21   Thank you for that.  We've spent more time

22   than I thought we probably would on the

23   FERC cost/benefit analysis.  As Doug noted

24   yesterday, during the last month, the

25   working group had to address the appeal
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1   from Entergy of two different modeling

2   issues.  So those are the big ticket items

3   that we spent most of our time on during

4   the month.

5             At our last meeting with the

6   stakeholders in Little Rock, we discussed

7   in more detail the weekly procurement

8   process and cost allocation issue.  We

9   also received Entergy's results on the

10   appropriate planning approach, and Entergy

11   presented its results to the stakeholders

12   and the work group at that meeting.

13   However, the working group hasn't had the

14   opportunity really to discuss the results

15   of their study given the press of the

16   other work that we've been involved in.

17   But I do anticipate that that's one of the

18   issues that will come up at our next

19   meeting in two weeks.  Okay?  Trying to --

20   trying to figure out whether Entergy -- if

21   we're satisfied with the work Entergy has

22   done or if we need to do something else,

23   as well.

24             Then turning to the next issue,

25   ESPY has completed interviews with
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1   stakeholders and working group members on

2   the issue of independence in the authority

3   currently possessed by the ICT.  And the

4   draft report is recently being completed

5   based on those interviews, and it will be

6   circulated to the working group for

7   consideration and be discussed at our

8   upcoming meeting in Dallas.  And just on

9   the fly, I imagine what we will also do is

10   just circulate it to everybody so

11   everybody can see the draft report right

12   now and figure out where we need to go so

13   we'll know -- have a better idea of what

14   we need to bring back to you guys.  Okay?

15             We also had a call to discuss

16   this issue of cost of re-dispatch, and the

17   result was the presentation you got by

18   Ms. Vosburg earlier this afternoon.  And

19   the only other thing that I know of right

20   now that we are going to be focusing some

21   of our time on at our next meeting really

22   has to do with the -- some of the data

23   responses that we've gotten.  See what

24   we've got, figure out what else we need to

25   ask for and what to bring back to you.
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1             I'd also -- and I'm hitting the

2   working group and the stakeholders out of

3   left field on this, so take it for what

4   it's worth.  I'd also like for us to start

5   thinking about the issue of cost

6   allocation and look at some different

7   options that might be worth y'all's

8   consideration in order to provide us with

9   some additional direction when y'all meet

10   in August, if you're ready, but give you

11   some things to think about in terms of

12   different cost allocation methodologies we

13   might want to utilize in the Entergy

14   region.  So all that could change

15   depending on what happens in the next hour

16   and a half.

17             We've been busy.  I think we've

18   been making some progress, but the only

19   reason really I think that we have made

20   progress is due to the very, very active

21   participation of all the stakeholders and

22   responsiveness of Entergy to our work

23   efforts and the time that the staff has

24   devoted to what we're doing.  So that's

25   all I have on that.
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1             MOU tariff.  You know, those are

2   the big items that we've been focused on.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             Okay.  And along those lines, I

5   think, obviously, Sam's report, you know,

6   segues into No. 7, which is E-RSC

7   authority issues, also the MOU.  How I

8   would like to proceed -- I know a number

9   of entities in this room, including the

10   Arkansas Commission, even submitted

11   comments on the draft MOU.  And so, at

12   this time, I think it would be -- on the

13   MOU and the 205 filing rights issues -- a

14   good opportunity for stakeholders to be

15   able to present or make comments from what

16   they've submitted to the E-RSC through the

17   working group from last week.  I have on

18   here LEUG filed comments.  And I couldn't

19   understand from my tab -- LPZ, MIK and KP.

20   Is that --

21        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

22             Let me try it this way.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             Okay.

25        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
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1             The Arkansas Commission staff

2   filed.  KGen and Cottonwood; Roberto

3   provided his comments for those two

4   entities.  East Texas Coop filed.  The

5   LPSC staff filed.  Arkansas Cities.  Gary

6   Newell on behalf of Lafayette, LEPA, MEAM

7   and MDEA.  And Entergy.

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             And I think how I'd like to

10   proceed with this part for this

11   discussion, go through each one of those

12   parties, and if they want to get up and

13   add anything or give a brief overview to

14   what their comments were in regards to the

15   MOU and possible 205 filing rights.  And I

16   guess let's go down that list that you

17   have there.

18        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

19             Okay.  So the first one up would

20   be the Arkansas staff.  And I'll just give

21   you kind of a short summary of what we

22   thought needed to be changed.  And I also

23   have to tell you that the working group

24   has not had the opportunity to talk about

25   all the comments that came in.  We got
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1   them in last Thursday, we had a phone call

2   Friday, and we were focused on the MOU,

3   but we didn't get to more than like two

4   parties' comments.  Okay?  So what I'm

5   going to say doesn't mean we're in

6   agreement or disagreement.  It's just the

7   way it is.

8             But the Arkansas Commission

9   staff recommended changing the ex parte

10   communication restriction in the MOU from

11   the time the E-RSC directs Entergy to file

12   to when the E-RSC approves specific

13   language for the 205 filing.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Ben, could you put that up on

16   the screen?

17        MS. BURROWS:

18             Are APSC's comments page --

19        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

20             Have you got the -- have you got

21   all the different parties' comments?

22        MR. BRIGHT:

23             Yeah.  This is your --

24        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

25             Is that Arkansas?
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1        MS. BURROWS:

2             Yeah.  Go to page 3.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             Yeah.  Page down to -- you

5   should see some red lines.  Right there is

6   on the screen is where the changes were.

7        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

8             We also have recommended

9   changing the annotations noted at open

10   meetings from an open-ended "such matters"

11   to specific, quote, "the merits of the

12   E-RSC proposal."  And we included

13   clarification that the prohibition doesn't

14   preclude communications necessary to

15   coordinate and execute the FERC filing

16   administerial actions.  We also

17   recommended that the MOU somehow

18   memorialize the jurisdictional authority

19   of FERC to conduct disputed resolution.

20             So those are the changes we had

21   recommended, and this is one of the

22   parties' comments that we actually talked

23   about last Friday.  And, frankly, I don't

24   remember where we left it.

25        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:
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1             Certainly.  So I think in this

2   perspective is -- the ex parte

3   communications, the thought was put on

4   there that you could have no

5   communications about it after some type of

6   thing was passed by the E-RSC.  What's

7   problematic is if maybe, hey, I need a

8   signature, or if we need to coordinate.

9   So if it's procedural, administrative,

10   obviously it wouldn't apply along those

11   lines.  And then 2.7, the dispute

12   resolution, it's a question that I don't

13   know what the answer is.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             Right.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             If we have an MOU with Entergy

18   and there's a dispute, how do you resolve

19   that?

20        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

21             Gary Newell raised a very

22   similar issue in his comments, as I

23   recall, so -- and he didn't have an answer

24   for it either.

25        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:
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1             And, you know, somebody had

2   mentioned you could have alternative

3   dispute resolution.

4        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

5             Right.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             Somebody indicated you could

8   somehow get FERC jurisdiction.  I don't

9   even know if they would want that or if we

10   would want them to have that.  Or do you

11   go to court, and then which court, which

12   jurisdiction; Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana

13   Mississippi?  And so -- just one of the

14   problematic things along those.  So along

15   those lines, the only two issues we had on

16   that with the Arkansas staff Commission is

17   ex parte -- I think that's just kind of

18   real understandable.  And the next thing

19   is any concept on if there is an MOU

20   between E-RSC and Entergy, how do you

21   resolve that.

22        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

23             Yeah.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Does Entergy have any thoughts?
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1        MS. DESPEAUX:

2             I have general comments that I

3   can make now if you want, but...

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             I'd just say on this particular

6   issue.

7        MS. DESPEAUX:

8             It really relates to this.  I

9   mean, I think --

10        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

11             Sure.  If you can get to the

12   mic.

13        MS. DESPEAUX:

14             I think on the FERC

15   jurisdiction, the MOU itself would be FERC

16   jurisdictional and would have to be filed

17   with the FERC.  It relates to

18   jurisdictional service, and so I think

19   that might, you know, be one of the issues

20   that was -- a question was raised on.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Okay.  So those are the issues

23   that we have from the Arkansas

24   Commission's perspective.

25        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
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1             Do you want to go to KGen and

2   Cottonwood?  Is anybody -- Roberto is not

3   here.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             Back there.

6        MR. BAUGH:

7             I would just mention that --

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             State your name, rank, serial

10   number.

11        MR. BAUGH:

12             David Baugh, not a quarterback.

13   No.  I would just state that ours were

14   more clarification points, but that -- I

15   speak for Cottonwood -- we agree with

16   filing -- 205 filing rights authority to

17   the E-RSC.  So, again, just

18   clarifications, not -- nothing

19   earth-shattering here.

20        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

21             And one of the things that

22   Cottonwood suggested was that there needs

23   to be clear in the MOU that the E-RSC can

24   mandate construction of any project and

25   associated cost allocation at any point in
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1   time.  They read the MOU as being kind of

2   restrictive in that area.  And they also

3   said that the E-RSC needed to be given

4   some audit rights for the WPP.  Let's see.

5   I'm -- I will not do anybody justice,

6   so -- in my summary.  Needs to be -- the

7   E-RSC needs to have the authority to

8   develop policies for interregional

9   coordination and direct Entergy and the

10   ICT to implement these policies.  The MOU

11   and the attachments should clarify that

12   the current ICT stakeholder forums will be

13   modified in giving the activities of the

14   E-RSC and the E-RSC working group.  Y'all

15   heard about that yesterday, so... again,

16   I'm not going to do them justice, but

17   that's my summary for that entity.

18        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

19             Anything else you want to add

20   or --

21        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

22             (Shakes head.)

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             All right.  I guess the next --

25   obviously, the working group will have the
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1   opportunity to go through these and work

2   on those.

3        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

4             East Texas.

5        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

6             East Texas.

7        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

8             Johnny?

9        MR. CHILES:

10             First, I'm John Chiles with GDS

11   Associates for ETEC.  Pretty similar to

12   what Cottonwood expressed, you know, we

13   are in support of the 205 rights, as well

14   as the authority for the E-RSC to

15   authorize instruction and cost allocation.

16   Our comments were more clarification in

17   nature, as well, and we look forward to

18   discussing those as part of the E-RSC

19   working group at that time.

20        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

21             All right.  Thank you.  Next?

22        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

23             The next one is the LPSC folks.

24             Noel?

25        MR. BRIGHT:
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1             Is this the right version?

2   Noel, is this the right version?  I know

3   you sent out a few documents.  I tried to

4   pick out the right one.

5        MR. DARCE:

6             No.  That's the resolution,

7   memorandum of understanding.  I don't know

8   that that was even posted, Bruce.  But the

9   LPSC submitted comments on the resolutions

10   and the MOU.  But the MOU, particularly,

11   there were three major areas of concern.

12   We made a lot of alterations, but the

13   primary areas, first, were the scope of

14   what could take place in Section 2.3.  One

15   of the items there was item 2.3.1 IV --

16   little 4 -- and it allowed the 205 filings

17   to affect the terms and conditions related

18   to the development of or modification to

19   Entergy's reserve margin requirements.

20   And we felt like that was more of a retail

21   and generation issue and not something

22   that should be subject to the E-RSC or the

23   E-RSC working group.

24             The second major issue involved

25   the 205 filing rights.  The Louisiana
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1   Commission doesn't -- and I speak for the

2   Louisiana Commission staff, so the

3   Louisiana Commission is going to have to

4   vote on this.  When the Louisiana

5   Commission approved the participation of

6   the LPSC in the E-RSC, it did so with an

7   order that carefully protected the LPSC's

8   retail jurisdiction.  A couple of our

9   commissioners were worried about ceding

10   any jurisdiction above that they already

11   had.  As a result of that, the order

12   reflected that, and the E-RSC bylaws also

13   had provisions in it that attempt to

14   carefully protect the jurisdiction of the

15   retail regulators.  The proposals that

16   file an MOU to give the E-RSC 205 filing

17   rights in advance and to file tariff

18   language to give the E-RSC 205 filing

19   rights in advance of any particular thing

20   is an area that the LPSC has some concern

21   about, because we -- we are concerned that

22   the -- when you do that, you may cede some

23   jurisdiction of the retail regulation to

24   the FERC.  And what we've agreed to do is

25   to sit down with the parties and try and
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1   figure out a way, if there is a way, to --

2   to do away with that concern or to

3   minimize that concern, and we -- whether

4   we do that as -- with everybody that wants

5   to be involved and anybody who has any

6   ideas and as quickly as we can get to it.

7             The third area of concern

8   involves the ex parte rules that you were

9   talking about earlier.  The Louisiana

10   Commission may operate differently from

11   other commissions.  We're not sure what

12   your ex parte rules are.  Our

13   commissioners generally gather information

14   from all parties and people have access to

15   provide them information at all times, and

16   what we suggested was to change that

17   language to allow each individual

18   commission, whatever their rules are for

19   ex parte contacts, to apply those rules in

20   their state.  And that way, if Louisiana

21   wanted to be able to talk to Entergy or

22   Entergy wanted to be able to talk to

23   Louisiana and the rules allowed it, that

24   would be okay.  We have some other sort of

25   nitpicky things, but those are the major
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1   areas.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             All right.  Well, thank you.

4             Next?

5        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

6             Next up, Arkansas Cities.  Is

7   David Wilson here?

8        MR. WILSON:

9             I've got mine on the screen.

10   Thank you very much, members of the

11   committee.  Arkansas Cities believe the

12   MOU is very, very well-intentioned.  You

13   know, if it's necessary to make this thing

14   work, we think you ought to do it.  Just

15   looking at it legally at 30,000 feet, you

16   have changes to a tariff and you have a

17   contract that do essentially the same

18   things, and you need to reconcile the two.

19   What ultimately, I think, should prevail,

20   of course, is the tariff, and to the

21   extent that Entergy only wants to grant

22   certain authority to you in the tariff --

23   and they've enumerated that on numerous

24   occasions, doing the cost allocation and

25   construction plan.  The MOU is, of course,
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1   much broader than that.  So there's a --

2   that's a potential battle of wills, it

3   looks like to me, as to how you end up on

4   that issue.  A couple of others -- that's

5   the most important thing.  I think it's a

6   work in progress.  I hope the working

7   group can get more -- can get more -- at

8   least the stakeholders can get more input

9   into the working group about the proper

10   way to go.  I don't know if the working

11   group has retained DC counsel or should.

12   I wouldn't rule it out.

13        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

14             No.

15        MR. WILSON:

16             I wouldn't rule it out.  There's

17   one -- getting down to specifics, in 2. --

18   2.4.1, you allow stakeholder input into

19   reserve and reverse -- reserve margin

20   issue, but into nothing else, and I did

21   not understand what that was -- that was

22   all about.  I think it would -- if you do

23   end up with an MOU and there are going to

24   be 205 filing rights, I don't see why an

25   ICT and stakeholder input would not be the
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1   appropriate thing to have on all issues.

2             Thank you.  That's about it.

3   Thank you very much.

4        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

5             All right.  Thank you.

6        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

7             Mr. Newell?

8        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

9             Gary?

10        MR. NEWELL:

11             This is Gary Newell.  I had

12   submitted some comments really on my own

13   behalf, not as a representative of my

14   clients, only because I really had not had

15   a chance to get their feedback and input

16   on any of the detail on the draft MOU, so

17   I provided on an informal basis some of my

18   own -- some of my own thoughts.  And by

19   the time the working group sits down to

20   actually try to hammer this thing out,

21   I'll hammer on my clients and get some

22   more feedback.

23             I did raise a couple of

24   questions that I'll just mention quickly

25   that I think -- I sort of -- over urgent
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1   questions, one of which is the issue of

2   whether the MOU would be jurisdictional.

3   I think I sort of raised the question in

4   the comments that I'm sort of inclined --

5   and I hope I'm not struck my lightning for

6   saying this, but I'm sort of inclined to

7   agree with Kim on that.  I think it

8   probably does bear --

9             (Applause from Ms. Despeaux.)

10        MR. NEWELL:

11             I should have asked to go on the

12   record.  I think it -- I think it does

13   bear sufficiently on the provision of

14   wholesale services.  It's probably

15   something that would be subject to FERC's

16   filing requirements.  But that's something

17   that I would think y'all would want to get

18   a -- you know, a legal opinion on.

19             The -- and the other issue I

20   raised was just that, you know, the E-RSC

21   as constituted is composed of

22   representatives of the retail commissions.

23   And a lot of points in here would also --

24   it would affect the provision of

25   transmission service generally, including
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1   transmission services to wholesale

2   transmission customers like municipals and

3   cooperatives, and they're not under the

4   retail commission's jurisdictional

5   authority.  And while I think -- most of

6   the time I think the interests of

7   wholesale transmission customers and the

8   interests of retail customers in these

9   areas coincide, I -- I do have a bit of

10   concern about what might occur and if we

11   got into a situation where those interests

12   were not entirely coherent and how the

13   interests of wholesale transmission

14   customers might be reflected in the

15   deliberations of the E-RSC.  So I raise

16   that with a great deal of trepidation only

17   because, to date, I think -- you know, I

18   certainly have not felt the wholesale

19   transmission customer interests have been

20   overlooked.  I think the E-RSC has done a

21   terrific job, looking out generally for

22   all users of the transmission system.  But

23   it is a concern that I've seen crop up in

24   other venues.

25             And then the third thing, I
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1   guess I'll just mention was the -- it was

2   unclear how far, for example, something

3   like the provision on reserve margins

4   would reach if there were a required 205

5   filing that dealt with the development of

6   reserve margin requirements.  Is that

7   something that would impact wholesale

8   transmission customers, as well as other

9   users of the network?  That may raise some

10   concerns amongst some of my clients about

11   having the reserve requirements

12   established through that kind of vehicle.

13   So those are the ones I'll just mention

14   quickly but, you know, we'll have a chance

15   to talk about these in more detail, I

16   hope.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             All right.  Thank you.

19        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

20             I -- there was an oversight.

21   Jennifer also submitted comments for NRG,

22   and Katherine King did for the Louisiana

23   Energy Users Group.  So I would suggest

24   that you hear from both of those and then

25   come back to Entergy, if that's okay with
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1   everybody.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             Jennifer has used her allotted

4   time today.

5        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

6             Hear hear.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Jennifer?

9        MS. KING:

10             I'm going to go first.  For the

11   Louisiana Energy Users Group, we had a few

12   comments.  Our first one -- the definition

13   of "stakeholders" did not seem to include

14   retail load.  We certainly have not felt

15   left out so far in this process and don't

16   think there was any intent to leave us

17   out, but we just wanted to make sure that

18   retail load was included in the definition

19   of "stakeholder."

20             Our second point really had to

21   do with how the MOU describes it fitting

22   in with the bylaws.  It defines the

23   authority granted in the MOU as fitting in

24   under the policy statement provision of

25   the bylaws.  And I think the intent there
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1   is to make sure that the unanimous vote

2   requirement is also required when the

3   E-RSC exercises its authority, which we

4   fully agree with.  We thought that there

5   needed to be a little bit of clarity,

6   though, on how it fits into the bylaws.

7   We thought there was some questions about

8   how it fit into the policy statement

9   provisions, and we had some suggestions

10   there for, hey, you might want to clarify

11   that.

12             With respect to the more

13   substantive provisions and the authority

14   itself, as I said yesterday, LEUG supports

15   the E-RSC having the authority to direct

16   Entergy to make a 205 filing with respect

17   to cost allocation.  There were several of

18   the items laid out that impacted cost

19   allocation, and so we tried to include all

20   of those.  We also support the authority

21   of the E-RSC to direct Entergy to make

22   upgrades.

23             With respect to the other items,

24   LEUG is not taking a position on those at

25   this time.  Our view -- we're really
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1   trying to focus in on those issues that we

2   saw address our concern about retail

3   rates.  A lot of the other issues, to us,

4   at least, seemed to impact more of the

5   technical aspects of transmission, and,

6   you know, we just haven't focused on those

7   at this time.

8             And I think, in closing, you

9   know, our point is, to the extent that

10   there can be consensus on some of this

11   authority, let's go ahead and get that in

12   place.  If there's disagreement on others,

13   we can continue to work through those.

14   Our -- our interest is moving forward as

15   quickly as possible with some results.

16        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

17             Jennifer, you have 15 seconds.

18   I'm joking.

19        MS. VOSBURG:

20             You know, we filed a little bit

21   late since I was doing my dissertation on

22   the dispatch issue.  So I had the

23   opportunity to read Gary Newell's comments

24   before we finalized our comments, and we

25   do recognize that there is an issue that
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1   the 205 filing rights do address a lot of

2   issues that will be wholesale transmission

3   in nature rather than retail.  But, you

4   know, when we look at it, we recognize

5   that this is going to give the E-RSC

6   jurisdiction over issues that normally, as

7   a retail regulator, you would not normally

8   have.  In fact, from our perspective, it

9   gives you more jurisdiction, which -- you

10   know, depending on how it works out, it

11   could be a very good thing.  We debated

12   it.  We talked about it back and forth,

13   and when it came down to it, it's like

14   what do we choose?  Do we choose the

15   status quo, or do we choose to support the

16   E-RSC having 205 filing rights?  We chose

17   to support the 205 filing rights to the

18   E-RSC, because if we look at where we are

19   right now, and the thought of having to go

20   try to push tariff language through an ICT

21   working group and looking at how long it

22   took us to just get the nonfirm

23   transmission issue passed through, that's

24   not a viable option.  So, you know, we

25   came down and we support the 205 filing
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1   rights for the E-RSC at this point.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             Thank you.

4        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

5             I will say, the kind of general

6   observation from looking at the comments

7   that came in that there was push back on

8   the issue of authority over kind of

9   sufficient resources in the region, the

10   perspective being that's more of a

11   generation issue and -- number one; and,

12   number two, it's an issue that's under the

13   purview of each individual state

14   regulatory authority today anyway.  So

15   just for y'all to be aware of that.

16             Entergy, I think, is the -- I

17   hope I haven't left anybody else out.  I

18   think Entergy is the last one.  And, Kim,

19   I'll just bring you the mic.

20        MR. MONROE:

21             I got it, Sam.

22        MS. DESPEAUX:

23             Yeah.  And as you can see from

24   our comments, while we do support the two

25   specific providing the E-RSC with the
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1   specific authority we had talked about

2   previously, the cost allocation and the

3   authority to add to the construction plan,

4   we do not support the broad,

5   all-encompassing 205 rights that were

6   included in the MOU.  We think the party

7   that has the responsibility and obligation

8   to comply with the tariff should be the

9   one with the 205 rights as it's currently

10   structured under the Federal Power Act.

11   But we've also -- you know, we've

12   indicated we're more than willing to

13   consider over the longer term providing

14   the ICT with the 205 rights, essentially

15   having the ICT be the transmission

16   provider and have the transmission tariff.

17   And so that's really kind of where we came

18   down on this issue.

19        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

20             Carl, refresh my memory.

21   Historically, ICT has said they do not

22   want that authority, or -- that's my

23   recollection, but...

24        MR. MONROE:

25             Actually, we've probably never
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1   even considered talking about it.  I mean,

2   the original proposal of the ICT was that

3   it would never become the transmission

4   provider.  So that's something we'd have

5   to take back and think about, what it

6   would mean from the perspective of -- you

7   know, we already are a transmission

8   provider, of course, for the SPP tariff,

9   and we understand all the responsibilities

10   of the transmission provider, but how

11   would we do that under a contract we

12   haven't contemplated?  And we'd do that if

13   you want us to.

14        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

15             Okay.

16        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

17             I just -- maybe Kim can answer

18   this:  Tell me the fundamental difference,

19   though, between the committee having the

20   205 filing rights and the ICT having it.

21        MS. DESPEAUX:

22             Because if the ICT has it and

23   the ICT is the transmission provider, then

24   they're the entity that's accountable and

25   responsible for making sure they comply
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1   with the tariff provisions.  And so you

2   have the responsibility and the obligation

3   linked with the party that also has the

4   205 rights.

5        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

6             There was some discussion

7   yesterday when the FERC commissioners were

8   here about whether or not 205 filing

9   rights would somehow make the E-RSC a

10   public utility.  Do you agree with that?

11   What's your opinion?  Would it make it a

12   public utility or not?

13        MS. DESPEAUX:

14             That's something that I -- you

15   know, I don't know if we've done adequate

16   research on.  It's certainly something

17   you'd want to do more research on.  We'd

18   be happy to --

19        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

20             What's your -- what's your

21   first-blush opinion?

22        MS. DESPEAUX:

23             Commissioner, I wouldn't want to

24   give you a first blush.  I tell you, I do

25   believe the MOU would be
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1   FERC-jurisdictional, because it does

2   affect transmissions with us, but I don't

3   know whether the E-RSC itself would become

4   a transmission provider jurisdictional.  I

5   just -- I wouldn't want to give you that

6   advice.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             For the record, the quarterback

9   does not want to become

10   FERC-jurisdictional.

11        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

12             Neither does the water boy.  But

13   maybe we should leave it as a

14   consideration.  You know, I think that was

15   raised and then Commissioner Spitzer gave

16   his answer yesterday.  I mean, I don't

17   know -- one thing obviously would be to

18   get some sort of declaratory judgment or

19   some sort of idea about that at some

20   point.  That's just something I would put

21   up.

22        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

23             Is that an option?  For the FERC

24   lawyers to clarify --

25        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:
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1             To give an opinion?

2        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

3             It's my understanding that you

4   can request one.

5        MS. DESPEAUX:

6             Yes, you can request a general

7   counsel's opinion, or you can move to

8   petition for declaratory --

9        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

10             Oh, I understand that may be a

11   concern for some, and that may be a clear

12   way to clear that issue.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             Or that we structure it in a

15   manner where, you know, we couldn't become

16   a --

17        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

18             Correct.

19        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

20             -- public utility.

21        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

22             Absolutely.

23        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

24             Would such a memorandum or

25   opinion be binding on future FERC
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1   commissions?

2        MS. DESPEAUX:

3             I believe -- and now I'm

4   probably getting out of my league, but I

5   don't think -- I think that the general

6   counsel's letter is not binding on the

7   Commission.  It's usually -- you know, you

8   can really -- you can generally rely on

9   it, but I think until you get the

10   Commission order, that's when you have the

11   full Commission weighing in on an issue.

12        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

13             That was my understanding, also.

14        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

15             My view on all this is that one

16   of the reasons I support broader authority

17   with respect to various attachments in the

18   OATT -- or to the OATT is that these

19   attachments aren't necessarily discrete in

20   the sense of how they're operated or how

21   they come together, and that taking some

22   action under one particular attachment is

23   going to affect or can affect the other

24   attachments.  And so what I don't want to

25   get in a situation of is, well, yes, we
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1   direct this modification under this

2   attachment or make a filing, but you all

3   come back with, well, but that's -- that

4   conflicts with attachment -- super secret

5   attachment XYZ, or whatever it happened to

6   be.  And I just don't want to get into

7   that kind of a -- it seems to me we start

8   getting to the point where we're spinning

9   our wheels and wasting our time.  I am

10   probably prepared to go forward on -- in

11   those areas in August where there is

12   complete agreement, or at least complete

13   agreement among the five regulators.  But

14   I will tell you that if it looks like that

15   it's not achieving what we need to

16   achieve, then, you know, I'll have to take

17   back to my commission, is this really

18   worth the effort we're spending, because

19   I've got better things to do every month

20   than go to meetings, not to mention the

21   working between and not to mention our

22   staff's time.

23             So I'm not -- this is not a --

24   I'm not trying to be unreasonable here.  I

25   just want to make sure that we actually --
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1   that whatever we come up with in New

2   Orleans in August, that it's -- that when

3   we move off that or move down from that,

4   that it results in some meaningful and

5   significant material changes.  But

6   otherwise, I don't want to go through

7   another year of, you know, meetings and

8   costs imposed on everybody's ratepayers

9   without a really significant improvement.

10        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

11             Anybody else?  I'll echo what

12   Ken said.  You know, I think the E-RSC

13   should have some authority.  I'm not

14   convinced or think we should have all the

15   authority that's proposed.  I think

16   clearly, as the panel pointed out

17   yesterday, I don't want the E-RSC creation

18   to be another stall or delay in achieving

19   what the goal is.  The ICT has brought

20   some benefit, but as you can tell from

21   stakeholders yesterday, they have lost

22   faith and confidence in it.  The E-RSC has

23   given them a renewed interest, and I think

24   we all know what the underlying objectives

25   are, and I don't think we should have all
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1   the authority but it clearly needs to be

2   some.  And then just on matters possibly

3   outside of the two that Entergy thinks the

4   Commission -- Committee should have, that,

5   you know, we look at, you know, having the

6   process vetted out and adopt a resolution

7   to ask Entergy to do certain things, if

8   it's unanimous.  I certainly hope that

9   Entergy would implement those, and I

10   imagine they would.

11             So that's kind of some of the

12   thoughts we have here.  And I appreciate

13   the work of the working group.  And I know

14   this is going to be a real important issue

15   of MOU and how we address that in the

16   future.  And I think it's a really

17   important decision point here in how we

18   proceed and go on.  I'd like to -- and I

19   forget whose comments -- this that I read,

20   but somebody raised a good point, is when

21   does this MOU terminate?

22        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

23             Right.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Because, you know, come
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1   December 2013, theoretically, EAI may not

2   be a part of the system anymore.  It may

3   be part of the system.  So those are some

4   of the questions you've got to think

5   about, and that's one of the issues we're

6   addressing in Arkansas.  But, clearly, I

7   think the E-RSC has done a tremendous

8   amount of good in a very short period of

9   time.  We haven't even been incorporated

10   but, I think, six months now.  So -- and I

11   think we create that forum and the

12   opportunity to bring about the changes

13   that we need in this region.

14             But, remember, it goes back.

15   The Arkansas Commission filed a complaint

16   at FERC against Entergy.  I was not on

17   that commission.  Today, we're all three

18   democrats, and we're all three

19   republicans.  And FERC said -- and I said

20   this in Charleston -- we're dismissing

21   this without prejudice, because the ICT

22   was supposed to solve these problems.  We

23   are three-and-a-half years into that and

24   haven't solved those problems.  We can

25   find a way to resolve this, or do we go to
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1   206 filing and keep beating each other

2   over the head.  I think this is a better

3   forum.  That's why I'm optimistic we can

4   come up with ways to continue what the

5   E-RSC is doing and help bring about these

6   changes in the future.  Because -- go

7   back.  You've got to worry about the

8   little old lady at the end of the road,

9   how are we trying to help her keep her

10   rates low?  Those are my comments.

11        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

12             Mr. Chairman, just to add to

13   that a minute, you know, the truth is, we

14   shouldn't even have to be here.  That's

15   the truth of this situation.  The ICT was

16   set up, that was filed by Entergy, that

17   was approved, that was their idea.  And

18   it's obviously -- albeit I would grant

19   that there has been some success, I would

20   also argue that it's probably muddied a

21   lot of the water, and sometimes it's not

22   been a clear distinction of what should be

23   done.

24             But I agree with Commissioner

25   Anderson.  You know, this issue is too
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1   important to ever not deal with.  And I

2   know we -- everybody sitting up here wants

3   to deal with it, and we all have --

4   whatever you think we may want to tweak

5   here and there, I understand that, but I

6   think we're all clear in saying we've got

7   to move forward with some teeth with which

8   this Committee shows that there's going to

9   be a difference in the way business is

10   done regarding this transmission system

11   compared to the way it was before the

12   Charleston meeting.

13             We know for a fact, based on the

14   numbers that we have seen, that investment

15   in transmission is minuscule.  Now, it's

16   not free, and it's not penniless, but it's

17   in the pennies in many cases.  And the

18   alternative -- and I just want to make

19   sure we hone back in on this, because, you

20   know, we see -- we hear all of this when

21   Entergy gets up and talk about how

22   concerned they are about the ratepayers

23   and all this.  The alternative to not

24   building this transmission is a heck of

25   lot more expensive to the ratepayer than
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1   we all have either actual or contrived

2   concern for.  And that is -- that's what's

3   important, that either -- the alternative

4   is not an option.  I don't want to say

5   failure is not an option.  It's been

6   somewhat an option obviously over this ICT

7   period, but, as you say about the little

8   old lady at the end of the road, this

9   is -- you know, we hear a lot about

10   economic development.  These are pure

11   issues related to that, and I just -- you

12   know, I know for the people that I

13   represent in the poorest state in this

14   country -- and Entergy serves in my

15   state -- the poorest region in Mississippi

16   and Alabama and Louisi -- Mississippi,

17   Arkansas and Louisiana, the poorest region

18   in this nation.  We shouldn't have to be

19   here doing this in the first place, but we

20   are.

21             And I just support -- as I know

22   all four of us, and five if the council

23   member were here, moving forward in a

24   manner in which we make meaningful change.

25   I agree.  I don't know that all the
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1   authority is the right answer, but I know

2   this:  All of this subjectivity that we

3   see -- just like when we talked about,

4   well, we got recurring problems.  Well,

5   how can we have those?  Well, there's no

6   objective criteria to when we say, okay,

7   two times at this cost, it gets put on the

8   radar.  I mean, nobody in private business

9   could run their business the way this

10   system has been operated obviously over

11   this period.

12             So, I mean, I think we need to

13   always remember that investments in

14   transmission is minuscule compared to the

15   benefits to the consumers that we're

16   elected or appointed to protect out there.

17   The benefits are much greater than what

18   the investment would be, and I think we're

19   going to see that, when we see this

20   Charles Rivers study come back and we see

21   the copper plant -- or the copper study

22   when there's no trans -- when there's no

23   congestion on the system, what all

24   benefits would be, again, for the poorest

25   area of the nation.
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1             And, anyway, those were my

2   comments.  I hope we can stay on point to

3   that, because, to me, that's where the

4   rubber meets the road.

5        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

6             Mr. Chairman, Quarterback.

7        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

8             Coach.

9        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

10             Let me just try to review.  I

11   certainly feel like the other

12   commissioners.  Let me review a little

13   bit.  You know, Entergy has five very

14   dedicated regulators.  We're all here, and

15   if we didn't care about our ratepayers and

16   the utilities in our states, we wouldn't

17   be here.  Since we -- since E-RSC has been

18   found, we have made some progress; no more

19   use of Note B by Entergy, construction

20   plan and base plan are now virtually

21   identical, Acadiana Load Pocket is under

22   construction, Entergy is willing to make

23   cost allocation changes if all five retail

24   regulators agree, Entergy is willing to

25   build additional facilities and upgrades
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1   if all five retailers -- regulators agree,

2   Entergy is willing to be directed to

3   change its planning horizon, and that's

4   huge.

5             As Katherine King said

6   yesterday, I believe, when the

7   representatives of all five retail

8   regulators provide advisory input, parties

9   pay attention.  And based on the

10   achievement outlined, it seems obvious

11   that Entergy has paid attention, and we've

12   made significant progress.  As you know, a

13   full vote of my commission will be needed

14   on this issue, but I'll tell you

15   personally as one commissioner, I would

16   not object to Entergy Regional State

17   Commission having the authority to order

18   Entergy to build additional facility or

19   construct an upgrade.  I would not have

20   any objection to Entergy being required by

21   unanimous vote of the E-RSC to extend the

22   planning horizon.  I personally also would

23   not have any objection if the Commission

24   today were to direct Entergy to make a

25   Section 205 filing charge -- changes to
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1   cost allocation methodology.  However, the

2   assumption of such authority by the E-RSC

3   must be done without any loss of

4   jurisdiction by any of our state

5   commissions.

6             Ultimately, retail regulation of

7   each of our respective energy operating

8   companies stops with us.  Just like

9   Commissioner Presley just said, we're

10   responsible to the ExxonMobils, to the

11   Wal-Marts in Bentonville and to the

12   lady -- the little lady -- the old ladies

13   and people on fixed incomes in our state.

14   We're the ones responsible, whether we're

15   elected or appointed, and we have to deal

16   with the service quality, and I just think

17   the potential of the jurisdiction is

18   important to each of us as members of the

19   E-RSC as it is to our state commissions.

20   And the prohibition against the loss of

21   jurisdiction by the state commissions and

22   the city council appears twice in the

23   E-RSC bylaws.  It also appears in the LPSC

24   order approving the LPSC participation in

25   the E-RSC.
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1             So I don't object to these

2   specific defined authorities to be given

3   to the E-RSC to direct Entergy not only to

4   take certain actions, but we must find a

5   way to accomplish it without any loss of

6   jurisdictions to the state.  And I just

7   believe that each of my fellow

8   commissioners feel strongly about that.

9   And that's what we're going to try to do

10   before I go to my commission on the

11   28th of March -- I mean July.  I hope,

12   with the cooperation of my fellow

13   commissioners and committee members, that

14   we will have something we can all agree

15   with and move forward with.

16             But it's imperative -- and I

17   don't think I've even asked my fellow

18   commissioners -- and I don't think I could

19   get the votes if it jeopardizes our

20   jurisdiction.  It's just that simple.  And

21   I think an MOU that's filed in advance

22   does, and that's what I've been counseled

23   on, and I'm not a FERC expert, but it's

24   just state's rights are very important

25   particularly in our day and time now.  And
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1   I just want to see it -- Louisiana

2   ratepayers taken care of by our commission

3   and your respective ratepayers by your

4   commissions, because that's our

5   responsibility.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             Commissioner Field brings up the

8   task of the working group, as well as the

9   members of this Committee, how we can have

10   time between now and August 11th to get

11   this formulated, to figure out how we go

12   forward, and I'm optimistic we'll be able

13   to accomplish that.

14             Sam?

15        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

16             Okay.  So one of the things that

17   I think we'll need to talk about with the

18   working group and with the stakeholders is

19   just kind of walk through paragraph by

20   paragraph what was -- what was sent around

21   and go through the comments and see what

22   changes need to be made.  Okay?  And this

23   is all a question, so...

24             But I've got a couple of things

25   that I'd really like for y'all to think
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1   about when you think about authority.  One

2   question is:  How do you see the ICT, even

3   an enhanced ICT?  Do you see it as being

4   something that's an interim kind of

5   mechanism, or do you see it as something

6   that's more permanent?  Because I think

7   the way you answered the question about

8   how much authority do you think you need

9   is going to rest on that.  And it may or

10   may not be dependent on the results of the

11   cost/benefit study.

12             I think a second question y'all

13   need to think about is:  Do we focus on

14   attachments, or do we focus on subject

15   areas?  And that kind of goes to

16   Commissioner Anderson's point, and it's

17   real important for us to hear back from

18   y'all.

19             The third area is on the cost

20   allocation question.  Do you want us to go

21   ahead and start putting our heads together

22   and working through that?  That's a tough

23   issue, but it's something we can deal

24   with.  It's nothing new.  There are tons

25   of ways to allocate costs out there.
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1   We've just got to come up with some, you

2   know, variations that we can bring to

3   y'all, and y'all can push back and direct

4   us in some other areas.  So just -- in

5   order to get transmission built for the

6   region, we've got to deal with the cost

7   allocation question and we've got to do it

8   quick.

9             And that's my summary, so...

10        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

11             Remind us, Sam, how many -- how

12   many projects have been built just outside

13   of Entergy?

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             I think I heard yesterday three.

16   A couple of them involved -- one involved

17   TVA, and Westar, maybe, was the other one.

18        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

19             As far as I'm concerned, I think

20   we -- because there seems to be unanimous

21   agreement subject to the Louisiana

22   Commission actually voting to get the

23   authority to direct Entergy to make 205

24   filing rights or filings with respect to

25   other things -- cost allocation and
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1   direction -- well, cost allocation is a

2   necessary, I think, piece of the authority

3   to direct the addition of projects to the

4   construction plan.  And so I think

5   necessarily, as soon as we resolve

6   whatever attachment -- whatever authority

7   we have over the various attachments in

8   the OATT, we've got to go to cost

9   allocation.  And that's almost

10   immediately, and -- because, otherwise,

11   it's -- the two are connected, absolutely

12   connected.

13        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

14             Becky?

15        MS. TURNER:

16             Becky Turner.  I just had a

17   quick question for Kim.  When you were

18   suggesting that the ICT would have 205

19   filing rights and would be the

20   transmission provider, were you suggesting

21   that the ICT would be an RTO but just

22   would not be combined with the SPP RTO, or

23   were you suggesting something other than

24   that?

25        MS. DESPEAUX:
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1             What we have said we'd consider

2   is that the SPP being kind of like an

3   independent system operator, where it

4   wouldn't -- because it was really in the

5   context, if we're not joining the RTO,

6   then what's kind of the longer term

7   alternative.  And we were saying one thing

8   we could do is make the ICT almost like an

9   independent system operator, where they

10   would have the tariff -- the transmission

11   provider responsibility.

12        MS. TURNER:

13             Under that scenario, would

14   Entergy also retain the right to make 205

15   filing rights to change the tariff?

16        MS. DESPEAUX:

17             No.

18        MS. TURNER:

19             That would solely rest with the

20   ICT?

21        MS. DESPEAUX:

22             I think -- I think the one thing

23   is our revenue requirement.  We would

24   still have the 205 rights related to the

25   revenue requirements, so you could go
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1   ahead and change the rate.

2        MS. TURNER:

3             Okay.  But they would be doing

4   -- the would be fully responsible for the

5   planning of the system and the changes to

6   the OATT?

7        MS. DESPEAUX:

8             Yes.

9        MS. TURNER:

10             Thank you.

11        MS. DESPEAUX:

12             And can I follow up?  And it

13   really goes to Commissioner Field's point,

14   as well as, I think, Commissioner

15   Anderson, and this is just kind of to

16   remind everybody that we are under an

17   obligation to file with the Louisiana

18   Commission by July 17th, so we will be

19   making that filing, and it is -- we have

20   to identify proposed modifications to the

21   ICT for after November 17.  And so we'll

22   make it on -- before July 17th, and, at

23   this point, we would propose to include

24   the modifications -- proposed

25   modifications that we believe there is
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1   general consensus on based on all the

2   discussions we've had, as well as the

3   additional authority on the cost

4   allocation and adding to the construction

5   plan.  So that will be before the

6   Louisiana Commission sometime in July.

7        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

8             Can I ask a question?

9        MS. DESPEAUX:

10             And let me ask -- can I add to

11   it?  I'm sorry.  And I should have said

12   this originally.  And then, at the August

13   meeting, if there is additional proposed

14   modifications that the E-RSC supports and

15   that we support, we can seek to try and

16   supplement our LPSC filing.

17        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

18             I don't think that will be a

19   problem.  Kim, let me ask you this:  When

20   you said that -- with cost allocation,

21   does that also encompass the planning

22   period?

23        MS. DESPEAUX:

24             Yes.  I'm sorry.  Yes, including

25   the planning period for the base plan, the
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1   357 that we've talked about.

2        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

3             Thank you.

4        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

5             I had a question going back to

6   the alternative of making the ICT somewhat

7   of an ISO.

8             Sam, you've got something?

9        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

10             I was just going to follow up on

11   her comment -- Kim's comment about cost

12   allocation and the planning.  That kind of

13   gets to the point that I was trying to

14   make.  Are we talking about specific

15   attachments, or are we talking about kind

16   of these broad subject areas?  Because I

17   see them differently, and I may be looking

18   at it wrong.

19        MS. DESPEAUX:

20             Actually, I view it as somewhat

21   of both.  I mean, we had proposed

22   language -- tariff language that we felt

23   was broad enough to cover, you know, all

24   the issues related to cost allocation,

25   including Commissioner Field's, you know,
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1   planning -- the base plan horizon in that.

2   And so we see it more broadly.

3        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

4             Thanks, Kim.

5        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

6             Back in the vein, Kim, the

7   alternative would be what you propose is

8   the ICT will take on some of vestiges of

9   an ISO or the likeness of an ISO.  Is --

10   and I'm just asking this to understand the

11   process, not to say one would be bad or

12   the other one would be good.  But in that

13   process, let's just say that that was a --

14   you know, the decision that was filed, and

15   that obviously then transfers somewhat

16   control -- we all agree with that because

17   of 205.  Would that necessarily be

18   Southwest Power Pool that would do it, or

19   would you choose who the ISO would be?

20   Would this committee choose?  I mean, how

21   would -- who is going to pick who the ISO

22   is?

23        MS. DESPEAUX:

24             Well, the --

25        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:
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1             Or the -- what I'm calling the

2   ISO in this arrangement you talked about.

3        MS. DESPEAUX:

4             Yeah.  Originally, we were

5   thinking about it in terms of the SPP RTO,

6   but there's nothing that --

7        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

8             Well, I'm not saying precluded

9   them.  I'm saying --

10        MS. DESPEAUX:

11             Yeah.  There's nothing that --

12        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

13             This is a -- this is a very

14   important point to how we go forward, and

15   I would just -- I want to know how we're

16   going to go about picking the entity.  If

17   so, so that there's clear communication

18   between the committee and the retail state

19   jurisdictions and who that person is.

20   Carl, you're jumping in.

21        MR. MONROE:

22             There is a great point there, is

23   who has governance over that ISO or that

24   independent party that's doing it.  And I

25   don't know that I've thought through what
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1   that really means.  I'm not sure that

2   y'all have thought through what that --

3   who it governs.  It may be the governance

4   is the E-RSC, but then you have to take

5   into consideration the other stakeholders

6   that are involved in the process, too.

7   So, to me, we need to talk through what

8   that governance would mean under that type

9   of arrangement.

10        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

11             I'm just uncomfortable with

12   Entergy picking who the person that's

13   going to be the ISO is.  I mean, I'll just

14   be blunt.  Not for any reason except for I

15   think that you're subject to the charge

16   that you pick who's in charge of the

17   system, whether that's valid or not valid.

18   I'm just saying -- I take that as a

19   pothole in which we could avoid, and it

20   would be clear communication if there was

21   a transparent process by which someone

22   under that scenario -- again, and we're

23   not caught in or married to either one --

24   but if that would be done.

25        SECRETARY ANDERSON:
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1             Sam I asked whether we look at

2   the ICT as permanent or temporary.  I'm

3   just not in a position today, until we get

4   the cost/benefit study and get some -- and

5   I understand why that -- because that does

6   drive a lot of the discussion.  I think

7   that -- I think at this stage, we have to

8   view it as a temporary, I think, step --

9   intermediate step and focus on the

10   enhancements that are cost-effective over

11   the next three years, whatever the period

12   is.  That's not to say I agree with the

13   limited concessions that Entergy is

14   willing to make in terms of directing this

15   committee being able to direct amendments

16   to various -- direct them to make 205

17   filings with respect to some of the

18   attachments, because I go back to -- I

19   want to go back and look at all those

20   attachments, because I still would submit

21   that a change under one attachment

22   implicates a great many of the other

23   attachments.  It arguably does.  So -- but

24   I think, at least from my perspective on

25   your first question, I mean, that's what
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1   it is, because I don't know if I want to

2   spend a huge amount of time building an

3   ICT that may go away in three years, four

4   years, maybe less.

5             On the attachment or the subject

6   matter, you know -- and I really don't

7   have an opinion on it, other than I think

8   it's a short one, because it's an issue

9   before us -- immediately before us.  I

10   guess it's the attachments and then,

11   obviously, cost allocation and the -- and

12   the scope of study -- what I'll call the

13   scope of study.

14        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

15             Okay.  That's helpful, Ken.  I

16   appreciate that.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             You know, Sam, I was thinking,

19   since we don't know what the long-term

20   is, --

21        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

22             Right.

23        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

24             -- we do know that an enhanced

25   ICT is interim, --
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1        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

2             Right.

3        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

4             -- at a minimum.  It may become

5   permanent, but, you know, since we don't

6   know what's going to happen with Arkansas

7   with Mississippi, with the cost/benefit

8   study, you know, it's almost like it needs

9   to be an ICT that's -- an enhanced ICT

10   that's, you know, -- and, currently, we

11   don't know what's going to happen.  So

12   that would almost be -- I think would be

13   logical, not that that's the best

14   solution.  It's just...

15        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

16             And we have multiple time lines

17   going on.  I mean, what we've got going on

18   in Arkansas affects everything else, but

19   it's different than time lines that other

20   jurisdictions might be looking at, too.

21        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

22             The other reason, I think, that

23   we focus on it is just to get -- is really

24   the economy of the staff, because, as

25   Brandon has already alluded to, if a
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1   decision was made to keep all or part of

2   Entergy outside of an RTO -- an existing

3   ISO or RTO because of the cost benefits,

4   there are a whole range -- that opens up a

5   whole range of issues, including

6   governance, including whether an RTO or

7   even an ISO is formed just for the Entergy

8   system.  And so how is that going to be

9   governed, and what is the role of the

10   Committee, if any, under that scenario?

11   Rather than spending a lot of time or even

12   any staff time, you know, pondering those

13   issues, I think the time is best spent

14   really focusing on what we need to do

15   between now and the fall to make

16   meaningful improvements.  And then we wait

17   for the study to allow each of our

18   respective states to really think hard and

19   make some fundamental decisions about what

20   they want to do with their operating

21   company.

22        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

23             Okay.  This has been a helpful

24   discussion for me.  I appreciate it, so --

25   and I'm not trying to cut off the
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1   discussion either.

2        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

3             Good.  Because I got a couple.

4        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

5             Yes, sir.

6        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

7             Sam, you know we got the

8   cost/benefit study.  We don't know what

9   it's going to say.  I think it's very

10   optimistic for them to say that -- even if

11   it says, hey, Entergy ought to join it,

12   we're probably looking at a couple of

13   years, maybe three years, and those are

14   critical years.  You know, we wouldn't be

15   here if the transmission system was

16   robust, but it's not, and Entergy is

17   willing to step up.  So I think we ought

18   to look, at least, for an interim, you

19   know, of maybe a three-year period and do

20   as much as we can to improve the system.

21   And despite the differences that we have

22   about the system agreement case, I still

23   feel better in my gut being involved with

24   East Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi,

25   Louisiana and the City of New Orleans than
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1   I do with 13 other states as far as we've

2   got about the same renewable problem.  We

3   don't have wind in East Texas.  We don't

4   have much hydro, and, you know, we have

5   the same similar problems, and I just feel

6   like I feel more comfortable working with

7   a region than I do a huge expanse of

8   people.  Maybe that's -- maybe that's

9   backwards, but, anyway, that's -- that's

10   my feeling, and I think we can accomplish

11   a lot, and we've made a lot of progress,

12   but nobody can tell what's going to happen

13   with the cost/benefit analysis.  And who

14   knows, it might tell Arkansas to go in and

15   Mississippi and Louisiana not to.  I don't

16   know.

17        SECRETARY ANDERSON:

18             Thanks to my colleagues, we've

19   got plenty of recs to sell.

20        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

21             So, anyway, those are my

22   thoughts.  We ought to at least think

23   about two or three years.

24        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

25             Three years is a good point,
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1   because three years would be also about

2   the time Arkansas exits the system.

3        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

4             Unless we reconsider now with

5   gas where it is.  We may reconsider.

6        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

7             What I'm taking as a charge is

8   kind of sit down with the stakeholders and

9   Entergy and kind of work through that

10   draft MOU a little bit and kind of turn

11   that around and get it back to y'all, wait

12   and see how things go down in Louisiana,

13   and then, at the same time, start putting

14   the staff heads together on the cost

15   allocation issue.  Because I think you're

16   going to have to do that, period.

17        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

18             Yeah.

19        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

20             But, you know, if you extend the

21   planning horizon, some of that is going to

22   get taken care of.

23        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

24             Yes, sir.

25        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:
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1             Anybody have any other comments?

2             Jennifer?

3        MR. LOUDENSLAGER:

4             You're standing between me and a

5   glass of wine.

6        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

7             That's it, Jennifer.  You're

8   paying for wine for everybody in the room.

9        MS. VOSBURG:

10             And it's just more of a

11   comment.  And, you know, one of the good

12   things that I've seen about the E-RSC is

13   you're getting a little more of a flavor

14   of recognition that it is a regional

15   transmission system.  You know, on my

16   example today, it was a possible loss of a

17   line in Texas due to a piece of equipment

18   being out in Louisiana that was causing a

19   re-dispatch obligation.  I mentioned the

20   plant coming down in Arkansas having an

21   impact down here.  And having the region's

22   different groups together to talk about

23   that, you see the system as a whole as

24   opposed to each individual states, and

25   that's a good thing.  That's how we're
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1   going to make progress.  One of the other

2   issues that kind of comes to mind -- and

3   it kind of follows along with the comments

4   that Noel and, Commissioner Fields, you

5   made -- is how we looked at it, too.  We

6   recognize that giving the authority to the

7   E-RSC on some of these issues where you

8   might not necessarily have authority now,

9   but it impacts wholesale.  We saw that as

10   a good thing because we can make progress.

11   You know, as Louisiana is looking at

12   this -- you know, can we articulate really

13   which one -- which portions of these 205

14   filing rights actually grants you

15   jurisdiction as opposed to maybe any areas

16   of jurisdiction that you may have already.

17             But the second step of that is

18   along the same lines of the discussions

19   we've had about the ICT.  You've got the

20   authority.  You've got the jurisdiction.

21   You've got to be willing to exercise it.

22   So, you know, what step's going to be

23   taken if it is not to give authority to

24   the E-RSC under a 205 filing right?  And

25   if it's more of a protect our own
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1   jurisdiction, what are you going to do

2   with that jurisdiction so it's not still

3   the status quo?  Because that's what we're

4   all trying to avoid is the status quo.  We

5   want to all move, and we want to all

6   progress.

7        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

8             Thank you.  Anybody else?

9             (No response.)

10             With that, announcements.  We're

11   scheduled to meet in New Orleans on

12   August 10th.  I think it's without need

13   for a motion; the tie-optional rule will

14   be in effect.  And, certainly, there may

15   be a need for a conference call between

16   now and then with a couple of the -- the

17   RMR study or whatever we're calling it

18   and --

19        CHAIRMAN PRESLEY:

20             The Jimmy Field Memorial Study.

21        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

22             Jimmy Field Memorial Study.

23        VICE-PRESIDENT FIELD:

24             I'm not gone yet.

25        MR. MOVISH:
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1             We're going to call it Study X.

2        PRESIDENT SUSKIE:

3             Study X.  But anything else from

4   anybody?

5             (No response.)

6             All right.  With that, we're

7   adjourned.  Thank you.

8        (MEETING ADJOURNED AT 4:21 P.M.)
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2             I, Leslie B. Doyle, Certified

3   Court Reporter (Certificate #93096) and a

4   Registered Diplomate Reporter, as the

5   officer before whom these proceedings were

6   taken, do hereby certify that this E-RSC

7   Meeting proceeded as herein before set

8   forth in the foregoing 343 pages; that

9   these proceedings were reported by me in

10   the stenotype reporting method, and

11   transcribed thereafter by me using

12   computer-aided transcription or under my

13   personal direction and supervision, and

14   that same is a true and correct transcript

15   to the best of my ability and

16   understanding.  I further certify that I

17   am not an attorney or counsel for any of

18   the parties; that I am neither related to

19   nor employed by any attorney or counsel

20   connected with this action; and that I

21   have no financial interest in the outcome

22   of this action.

23             This 30th day of June, 2010.

24                          ___________________
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